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Abstract

Eukaryotic genes contain non-coding introns, removal of which during gene expression
is a pre-requisite for gene function. Removal of introns and ligation of coding exons ––a
process called splicing––is catalysed by a dynamic macromolecular machine called the
spliceosome. The spliceosome assembles anew on precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) from
its component small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) and protein factors. A series of
conformational and compositional changes produces the catalytically active spliceosome, in
which the snRNA components of the snRNPs mediate intron recognition and catalysis of
splicing. Despite the importance of splicing to fundamental eukaryotic molecular biology,
and the contribution alternative splicing makes to organismal diversity and disease aetiology,
a structural view of the spliceosome during catalysis has been lacking. Therefore, it is unclear
how the spliceosome’s active site is formed and stabilised, how protein factors contribute
to the chemistry, fidelity, and dynamics of splicing, and exceptionally how the 3′ splice
site—-i.e. the end of an intron-—is recognised.

This thesis first describes two atomic structures of the spliceosome from budding yeast,
stalled immediately after each chemical reaction of splicing and resolved by electron cryomi-
croscopy. The structure of the spliceosome immediately after branching shows how the 5′

splice site is ligated to the branch point adenosine upstream of the 3′ splice site. It reveals
the three-dimensional conformation of the RNA-based active site, its stabilisation by tertiary
interactions and an extensive protein scaffold, and how the branching factors Cwc25, Yju2,
and Isy1 promote docking of the branch point adenosine into the active site. The position of
the Prp16 ATPase gave the first structural insight into how the DExD/H-box helicase proteins
might remodel ribonucleoprotein complexes.

The structure of the spliceosome immediately after exon ligation shows the connected 5′

and 3′ exons and how the active site is remodelled to allow two different reactions in a single



vi

active site. It shows large-scale conformational changes in the spliceosome associated with
exon ligation and how these might be stabilised by the exon-ligation factors Prp18, Slu7,
and Prp17. Most importantly it shows how the AG dinucleotide defining the 3′ splice site
is recognised by non-Watson-Crick base pairs to the branch point adenosine and 5′ splice
site guanosine. This explains the importance of the most conserved intron nucleotides and
justifies a branching mechanism for splicing.

Finally, it is unclear how the 5′ splice site, which is initially recognised by the U1 snRNP,
is transferred into the spliceosome’s active site. The electron cryomicroscopy structure of a
fully assembled pre-catalytic human spliceosome is described, stalled immediately before
5′ splice site transfer from U1 to U6 snRNA. The structure shows in high-resolution the
human U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP and how U6 snRNA is primed by RBM42 and SNRNP-27K
for receiving the 5′ splice site. It shows how the DEAD-box ATPase Prp28 disrupts the 5′

splice site/U1 snRNA duplex and how this might be coupled to Brr2-mediated spliceosome
activation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Splicing

In eukaryotes, most genes have a composite structure consisting of alternating exons and
introns. Exons are coding and contain the information for a protein sequence, while introns
are non-coding. Eukaryotic genes are transcribed as precursor messenger RNAs (pre-mRNAs)
that consist of the alternating exons and introns as well as the 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions
(UTRs). During transcription the pre-mRNA is spliced: the introns are removed and the
exons are ligated to form a contiguous protein-coding region. Then after concomitant 5′

capping and 3′ polyadenylation the product is a mature mRNA which is exported from the
nucleus to the cytoplasm where it is translated by the ribosome.

The average pre-mRNA in humans has 8.8 exons, with >95% of the pre-mRNA length
taken up by the non-coding introns (Sakharkar et al., 2004). The cell faces a considerable
challenge in correctly identifying the exons within a sea of introns, and the fidelity of this
process is imperative to the survival of the cell. Mistaken inclusion of an intron in an exported
mRNA will generally disrupt production of the correct protein by the ribosome, in most
cases by introducing premature stop codons. Indeed, incorrect splicing is implicated in
30% of human genetic diseases, in most cases because it disrupts production of an essential
protein (Ward and Cooper, 2010). For example, spinal muscular atrophy is caused by
recessive mutations in the SMN1 gene that impair diverse functions including axonal mRNA
transport and splicing machinery biogenesis. This leads to motor neuron degeneration in
the spinal cord, causing muscle atrophy and infant mortality. In humans, the paralogous
gene SMN2 is almost identical to SMN1 but has a splicing deficiency leading to exon 7
skipping and production of non-functional protein. Promoting SMN2 exon 7 inclusion using
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antisense oligonucleotides can allow production of functional SMN2 protein that rescues
SMN1 defects, effectively mitigating the disease (Rigo et al., 2012).

Although from this perspective splicing primarily avoids a bad outcome for the cell,
splicing does confer considerable advantages in the form of alternative splicing. Alternative
splicing is when a single gene can produce different protein products by the regulated
inclusion or exclusion of exons. In general, the more “complex” an organism is, the more
alternative splicing it does, and this is thought to partially account for the fact that although
worms (Caenorhabditis elegans) and humans have a similar number of genes (~20,000),
humans are arguably more complex: they are able to produce more proteins from the same
number of genes (Nilsen and Graveley, 2010). Approximately 95–100% of human pre-
mRNAs with multiple exons are alternatively spliced (Pan et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008),
producing 100,000-–150,000 mRNA variants. The specific ways alternative splicing is useful
are diverse: the alternative splicing of a single gene in fruit flies determines sex; the resonant
frequencies of hair cells in the auditory system are tuned by alternative splicing, determining
the audible spectrum. A dramatic example in Drosophila is Dscam, a single gene that can
produce more than 38,000 different proteins that regulate neural wiring (Wojtowicz et al.,
2007).

Because of the importance of splicing to eukaryotic biology, it is essential to understand
the mechanism by which it occurs. Because most of the experimental work described in this
thesis uses the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the following overview will focus on this
model organism although important aspects of splicing in humans and other metazoans will
be referenced. S. cerevisiae will often be referred to simply as ‘yeast’.

1.2 The structure of an intron and the chemistry of
splicing

The information that defines an intron is limited to short sequence motifs at specific locations
in the pre-mRNA. These motifs are highly conserved in yeast and more variable in higher
eukaryotes (Fig. 1.1a). An intron is bordered upstream by an exon called the 5′ exon and
downstream by an exon called the 3′ exon. The nucleotides immediately downstream of the
5′ exon (i.e. the first few nucleotides of the intron) are called the 5′-splice site (5′SS). The
nucleotides immediately upstream of the 3′ exon (i.e. the last few nucleotides of the intron)
are called the 3′-splice site (3′SS). The nucleotides of the 5′SS are numbered +1, +2, +3...
and the 5′ exon is numbered ... −3, −2, −1 (with no position 0). Similarly, the nucleotides
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of the 3′SS are numbered ... −3, −2, −1 and the 3′ exon is numbered +1, +2, +3. In yeast
the 5′SS has the conserved sequence GUAUGU while the 3′SS has the shorter consensus of
YAG (where Y is any pyrimidine). Approximately 18–40 nucleotides upstream of the 3′SS
is a third important sequence called the branch point sequence. The branch point sequence
contains a specific adenosine called the branch point adenosine. In yeast the conserved
branch point sequence is UACUAAC where the branch point adenosine is underlined.

Fig. 1.1 Intron structure and splicing chemistry. a, Conserved sequences in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (yeast) and human introns. The branch point adenosine is shown in bold. Y, any pyrimidine;
N, any nucleotide. b, Introns are excised from pre-mRNA by two consecutive transesterification
reactions, branching (step I) and exon ligation (step II). Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2018)

In addition to these three key motifs in yeast introns (the 5′SS, 3′SS, and the branch
point sequence), higher eukaryotes often have additional elements. The polypyrimidine tract
(PPT) upstream of the 3′SS forms a combined consensus at the 3′SS of Y10–15NYAG (Sheth
et al., 2006). Although yeast lacks a PPT, the few bases upstream of the 3′SS still tend to be
U-rich (Lopez and Séraphin, 1999; Spingola et al., 1999). Additional cis-acting elements
including exonic and intronic splicing enhancers (ESEs and ISEs) and silencers (ESSs and
ISSs) can be found throughout the pre-mRNA, are highly variable in sequence, and use
various mechanisms to enhance or repress recognition of specific introns or exons (Wang and
Burge, 2008).

The chemistry of splicing occurs in two steps, both SN2-type transesterification reactions
(Moore and Sharp, 1993) (Fig. 1.1b). In the first step, branching, the 2′-hydroxyl of the
branch point adenosine makes a nucleophilic attack at the phosphate between the 5′ exon
and 5′SS. This produces a free 5′ exon and a lariat-intron intermediate in which the 5′ end
of the intron is ligated to the branch point sequence, forming a branched structure. In the
second step, called exon ligation, the 3′-hydroxyl of the 5′ exon makes a nucleophilic attack
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at the phosphate between the 3′ exon and 3′SS, resulting in ligation of the 5′ and 3′ exons
and release of the lariat.

1.3 The spliceosome

Recognition of the conserved sequences within an intron and catalysis of both steps of splicing
occurs within a gigantic (multi-megadalton) protein-RNA complex called the spliceosome.
The spliceosome is not a pre-assembled enzyme within the nucleus but rather is formed
anew on its substrate from several components, the most important of which are the U1, U2,
U4/U6, and U5 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs, pronounced “snurps”). Each
snRNP is a complex of an snRNA (or two in the case of U4/U6), the seven Sm proteins (B,
D1, D2, D3, E, F, G), and several snRNP-specific proteins. The snRNAs are short (usually
100–200 nt) RNAs that both mediate substrate recognition by directly base pairing to some
of the conserved intron sequences, and perform splicing catalysis. The seven Sm proteins
form a heteroheptameric ring around a conserved uridyl-rich motif in each snRNA, forming
a common core for each snRNP (Fig. 1.2) (Kambach et al., 1999; Pomeranz Krummel et al.,
2009). The U6 snRNA does not bind Sm proteins, but instead binds the orthologous LSm
(like Sm) proteins 2–8 which similarly form a ring structure (Zhou et al., 2013). The core
Sm ring structure is important for snRNP biogenesis in the cytoplasm, where formation of
the ring is a requirement for hypermethylation of the N7-methyl-guanosine (m7G) cap to a
trimethyl m3

2,2,7G cap (Mattaj, 1986).
The spliceosome also assembles from numerous non-snRNP proteins or protein com-

plexes with various roles. None of the spliceosome components have a pre-formed active
site. The snRNPs and other splicing factors join and leave the spliceosome in a stepwise
manner at various stages of intron recognition, catalysis, and release of the spliced product.
The spliceosome therefore goes through several discrete states that are all markedly different
in composition and conformation. Although the total number of spliceosomal proteins is
approximately 150 in human and 90 in yeast, each of the spliceosomal states usually has
fewer than 50 proteins associated (Fabrizio et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2002), reviewed in Will
and Lührmann (2011). The transitions between each spliceosomal state are almost all driven
by members of the DExD/H-box family of ATPases (or helicases) (reviewed in Cordin and
Beggs (2013)). The following is an overview of the various spliceosomal intermediates
(Fig. 1.3).

In the initial stage of spliceosome assembly, the 5′SS is recognised by base-pairing to the
5′-end of U1 snRNA within the U1 snRNP (Fig. 1.3). In metazoans the non-snRNP factor
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Fig. 1.2 The conserved core of the snRNPs. a, Crystal structure of the U1 snRNP (Kondo et al.,
2015; Pomeranz Krummel et al., 2009). b, Crystal structure of the U4 snRNP Sm core domain (Leung
et al., 2011). c, Crystal structure of the U6 LSm 2–8 ring and 3′ end of U6 snRNA (Zhou et al., 2013).

SF1/mBBP recognises the branch point and cooperatively binds U2AF, which recognises
the PPT and 3′SS. In yeast the homologs Msl5 and Mud2 perform similar roles but without
recognising the 3′SS. This initial complex is called E complex. U2 snRNP then joins by
displacing SF1/mBBP (or Msl5) and recognising the branch point sequence through base-
paring between the U2 snRNA and the branch point sequence, forming the branch helix.
Within the branch helix the branch point adenosine is bulged out, specifying its 2′OH as
the nucleophile for branching. U2 snRNP joining is promoted by the DEAD-box ATPases
Sub2/UAP56 and Prp5 (Kistler and Guthrie, 2001; Ruby et al., 1993), and the resultant
complex is called the prespliceosome, or A complex (Fig. 1.3).

The U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP is the largest pre-assembled spliceosome component. It consists
of the U5 and U4/U6 snRNPs and many of the proteins that form the core of the catalytic
spliceosome. The tri-snRNP first joins the spliceosome by weakly interacting with the
prespliceosome, forming the transient pre-B complex (Boesler et al., 2016) (Fig. 1.3, 1.4a).
The action of the DEAD-box ATPase Prp28 transfers the 5′SS from U1 snRNA to U6 snRNA
(Staley and Guthrie, 1999). This, and loss of the U1 snRNP, forms B complex (Fig. 1.3).

The catalytic state of the spliceosome requires an active site formed by intricate pairing
of the U2 and U6 snRNAs (discussed below) (Fica et al., 2014, 2013; Madhani and Guthrie,
1992). In tri-snRNP and still in B complex, U4 snRNA extensively base pairs with U6
snRNA, chaperoning the active site–forming sequences (Fig. 1.4a). The next step is therefore
spliceosome activation, where the Ski2-family helicase Brr2, an integral component of the
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Fig. 1.3 The spliceosome cycle. Schematic representation of the splicing cycle. Various spliceosome
intermediates are depicted at the level of snRNPs and the NTC/NTR complex. Several transitions are
driven by ATPases, indicated in pink. Note the colour scheme, with U1, pink; U2, green; U4, yellow;
U5, blue; U6, red; NTC, orange. This colour scheme will be used in every figure. Figure adapted
from Wilkinson et al. (2018).

U5 snRNP, unwinds the U4/U6 duplex. This results in loss of U4 snRNP, freeing U6 snRNA
to pair with U2 snRNA to form the U2/U6 active site (Fig. 1.4b). Concomitant with this is
docking of the 5′ exon and 5′SS into the active site (Chan and Cheng, 2005), with the 5′ exon
paired to U5 snRNA loop 1 (Newman and Norman, 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993) and
the 5′SS paired to U6 snRNA (Kandels-Lewis and Séraphin, 1993; Lesser and Guthrie, 1993)
(Fig. 1.4b), and recruitment of protein complexes called the Prp19-associated complex (or
NTC) and the Prp19-related complex (NTR) (Chan et al., 2003; Fabrizio et al., 2009). The
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resultant activated spliceosome is called Bact complex (Fig. 1.3). Spliceosome activation is
the most dramatic compositional change in the assembly process, with dissociation of 35
proteins and recruitment of 12 (Fabrizio et al., 2009).

Although Bact complex has an active site with a docked 5′SS, it cannot yet catalyse
splicing, as the U2 snRNP sequesters the branch point adenosine away from the active
site (Rauhut et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016a). Remodelling by the DEAH-box ATPase Prp2
destabilises the SF3a and SF3b components of U2 snRNP (Warkocki et al., 2009), exposing
the branch point adenosine and forming complex B* which can perform the branching
reaction (Fig. 1.3). Branching in B* complex is promoted by the branching factors Yju2,
Cwc25, and the NTC component Isy1 (Chiu et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2007c; Villa and Guthrie,
2005; Warkocki et al., 2009).

The spliceosome formed after branching is called C complex (Fig. 1.3). For the second
step of splicing, exon ligation, the same active site is used. This requires displacement of the
lariat intermediate formed by the first step. Genetic studies in yeast suggested existence of an
equilibrium between two spliceosome conformations, one of which promotes branching and
one of which promotes exon ligation (Konarska and Query, 2005; Query and Konarska, 2004).
Remodelling to the exon-ligation conformation is promoted by the DEAH-box ATPase Prp16
(Schwer and Guthrie, 1992). The resultant spliceosome, called C* complex, with the help of
the exon-ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 can dock in the 3′SS and catalyse the exon-ligation
reaction (Ohrt et al., 2013; Semlow et al., 2016) (Fig. 1.3). This forms the post-catalytic
spliceosome, or P complex (Fig. 1.3). To catalyse product release, the DEAH-box ATPase
Prp22 binds downstream of the exon-exon junction and translocates in a 3′ to 5′ direction
to disrupt mRNA/U5 snRNP contacts (Company et al., 1991; Schwer, 2008). The resultant
spliceosome, the intron-lariat spliceosome (ILS), only contains the lariat intron (Fig. 1.3). Its
disassembly by the DEAH-box ATPase Prp43, stimulated by disassembly factors Ntr1 and
Ntr2, releases the lariat intron for degradation and recycles the spliceosome components for
use in the next round of splicing (Arenas and Abelson, 1997; Boon et al., 2006; Martin et al.,
2002; Tsai et al., 2005) (Fig. 1.3).

The above describes the canonical path of spliceosome assembly where the spliceosome
assembles across an intron, with the 5′SS directly associated with its downstream branch
point sequence at the A complex stage. This assembly mode is called “intron-definition”
and is thought to be the ancestral pathway and is indeed most prevalent in yeast and other
eukaryotes including flies. However, in higher eukaryotes where introns are much longer
than exons (Hawkins, 1988), the further distance between the 5′SS and branch point means
an alternative pathway called exon-definition becomes more prevalent (Fox-Walsh et al.,
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2005; Xiao et al., 2007). In exon-definition, spliceosome assembly starts with formation of a
cross-exon complex of U1 snRNP on a 5′SS and U2 snRNP on a branch point in the upstream
intron (reviewed in De Conti et al. (2013)). Via a poorly-understood mechanism, this complex
is converted to a cross-intron complex that proceeds onwards from the B complex stage as
described above (Schneider et al., 2010b).

1.4 The spliceosome is a ribozyme

Although the pathway of spliceosome assembly and catalysis is very complex with a plethora
of proteins involved, conceptually it can be simplified. The goal of spliceosome assembly is
to form an intricate base-pairing network between the U2, U5, and U6 snRNAs and substrate
pre-mRNA that docks the correct pre-mRNA sequences into an active site for catalysis. What
is the nature of this active site?

Fig. 1.4 The spliceosomal RNAs. a, Secondary structure of the spliceosomal snRNAs before
spliceosome activation. b, Secondary structure after spliceosome activation, immediately before
branching. c, Secondary structure of the group II intron, with functionally equivalent elements
coloured as in b. a and b show yeast snRNAs, with only the core of yeast U1 and U2 snRNAs
depicted. SS, splice site; SL, stem loop; ISL, internal stem loop; EBS, exon-binding sequence.

The hypothesis that splicing is catalysed by RNA, not protein, was first put forth after
the discovery of self-splicing introns (Cech, 1986; Sharp, 1985). In particular, the group II
intron found in some prokaryotic and mitochondrial genomes can splice itself out of RNA
transcripts in the absence of protein factors, and the intermediates of this reaction are the
same as in spliceosomal pre-mRNA splicing. Subsequent genetic and biochemical dissection
of the catalytic spliceosome showed that an intricate structure is formed between the U2 and
U6 snRNAs that has substantial similarity to the catalytic core of group II introns (Fig. 1.4b,
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c). In this structure U2 and U6 form two helices Ia and Ib separated by a bulge, followed by
an intramolecular stem loop (ISL) in U6 snRNA (Madhani and Guthrie, 1992; Mefford and
Staley, 2009; Sun and Manley, 1995) (Fig. 1.4b). In support of this structure forming the
active site of the spliceosome, before helix Ia the start of the highly conserved “ACAGAGA”
sequence of U6 snRNA pairs with the 5′SS (Kandels-Lewis and Séraphin, 1993; Lesser and
Guthrie, 1993) while the final “GA” of this sequence forms two base triples with helix Ib—a
tertiary interaction that would dock the 5′SS into the active site (Fica et al., 2014) (Fig. 1.4b).
This so-called catalytic triplex is completed by a third base triple between U80 of the U6
snRNA ISL and helix Ib. Furthermore, the catalytic mechanism of group II and spliceosomal
splicing was proposed to involve two metal ions that would stabilise the leaving groups during
transesterification (Steitz and Steitz, 1993), a hypothesis borne out by crystal structures of
the group II intron showing the perfect 4 Å separation of two divalent metals required for this
mechanism (Marcia and Pyle, 2012; Toor et al., 2008). Metal-rescue experiments were able
to show similar coordination within the spliceosome: five non-bridging phosphate oxygens
of U6 snRNA are ligands for two metal ions, and four of these are from bases that directly
participate in formation of the U2/U6 snRNA catalytic triplex. This, and the demonstration
that the other ligands for these metals come from the leaving groups of the pre-mRNA 5′SS
and 3′SS, conclusively showed that RNA catalyses pre-mRNA splicing (Fica et al., 2013).

If the U2 and U6 snRNAs form the active site of the spliceosome, how do the snRNAs
also mediate splice-site recognition? The ACAGAGA box of U6 snRNA partially participates
in the catalytic triplex, but the rest of it pairs with the 5′SS (Lesser and Guthrie, 1993). In the
branching reaction the other reactant is the branch point adenosine, which is bulged out of the
duplex between the intron branch point sequence and U2 snRNA. This region of U2 snRNA
is directly adjacent to U2/U6 helix Ib so is in close proximity to the active site (Fig. 1.4b).
The U5 snRNA is not idle in this process. U5 snRNA forms a series of helices capped by a
uridine-rich stem loop called loop 1, which pairs with the 5′ exon immediately before the
5′SS (Newman and Norman, 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993) (Fig. 1.4b). This contact
was shown by crosslinking to form prior to branching and persist through exon ligation
(Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993), and was proposed to tether the 5′ exon in place so it can
participate in both chemical reactions of splicing, although interestingly the interaction is
only essential for exon ligation (O’Keefe et al., 1996). Loop 1 can also be crosslinked to
the 3′ exon after branching (Newman et al., 1995; Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993) and a direct
base pairing interaction has been proposed (Newman and Norman, 1992), suggesting loop 1
aligns the exons during ligation, but the precise nature of these base pairs is still not clear.
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1.5 Outstanding questions

The above was well-established in 2015, but several questions were unresolved. Although it
seemed likely that the spliceosome active site would resemble that of the group II intron, the
group II intron sequence and topology is very different to the snRNAs, so the 3D arrangement
and tertiary interactions of snRNAs in the active spliceosome could not be predicted in detail
(Fig. 1.3c). Also, the spliceosome is an exceptionally protein-rich ribonucleoprotein complex.
How do the numerous snRNP proteins and splicing factors interact with this RNA active site,
both directly and indirectly? Could some proteins directly modulate or aid catalysis? What is
the nature of the conformational changes effected by the DEAH-box ATPases at the catalytic
stage? How is the 3′SS sequence recognised?

1.5.1 Spliceosome remodelling by Prp16

During catalysis the spliceosome has two major conformations: the branching conformation
and exon-ligation conformation, presumably to allow docking of the branch point or 3′SS
into the same active site. Many spliceosome mutants can suppress substrate defects, and
interestingly, suppressors of branching-defective mutants tend to compromise exon ligation,
and vice versa. This suggests these mutants stabilise either conformation of the spliceosome
(Liu et al., 2007a; Query and Konarska, 2004), and that exchange between the conformations
could be dynamic, supported by the finding that under certain conditions pre-mRNA splicing
is fully reversible (Tseng and Cheng, 2008).

Many spliceosome conformational changes are stimulated by members of the DEAD-box,
DEAH-box, and Ski2-like ATPases of the SF2 superfamily of helicases, but in many cases
their precise mode of action on the spliceosome is not known (Staley and Guthrie, 1998).
DEAD-box ATPases act by loading onto one strand of a duplex upon binding ATP, inducing a
local change that allows unwinding (Yang et al., 2007). In contrast DEAH-box and Ski2-like
ATPases hydrolyse ATP to translocate along nucleic acids (Pyle, 2008). The transition from
the branching to exon-ligation conformation is driven by the DEAH-box ATPase Prp16. This
family of ATPases consists of two RecA-like domains forming a helicase core which can
bind RNA and hydrolyse ATP (or other NTPs), and a C-terminal domain that also contributes
to RNA binding. They bind to single-stranded 3′ overhangs and can translocate in the 5′

direction in vitro to disrupt RNA duplexes or protein-RNA interactions (Cordin et al., 2012;
Pyle, 2008). Prp16 binds to the intron 18 nt downstream of the branch point (McPheeters and
Muhlenkamp, 2003) and its activity is associated with displacement of the branching factors
Yju2 and Cwc25, before it leaves the spliceosome itself (Tseng et al., 2011). Remodelling is
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blocked by DNA substitution more than 3 nt downstream of the branch point. Since Prp16
specifically translocates on RNA substrates this suggests Prp16 acts by translocating towards,
but not through the branch point/U2 snRNA duplex (Semlow et al., 2016). But without
a structural framework describing the branching and exon-ligation conformations of the
spliceosome, it is difficult to understand precisely what Prp16 achieves by doing this.

1.5.2 The roles of step-specific splicing factors

Several proteins associate with the spliceosome transiently during either branching or exon
ligation and have roles in promoting splicing chemistry, but it is unclear how they do this.
These proteins are called either branching or exon-ligation factors, with identified branching
factors including Cwc25, Yju2, and Isy1, and exon-ligation factors including Slu7, Prp18,
and Prp17.

Yju2 and Cwc25 are both required for the branching reaction (Chiu et al., 2009; Liu et al.,
2007c; Warkocki et al., 2009). Yju2 joins the spliceosome as part of the NTC and recruits
Cwc25 just prior to branching. Cwc25 joins rather transiently and seems to be sensitive to
the identity of the branch point nucleotide, as it can stably bind spliceosomes with a branch
point A, but not branch C or branch G mutations (Tseng et al., 2011). FRET measurements
showed that Cwc25 promotes a conformation where the 5′SS and branch point are in close
proximity (Krishnan et al., 2013). Cwc25 may therefore directly interact with the branch
point, perhaps juxtaposing it with the 5′SS for branching. Isy1 is nonessential in yeast but its
deletion reduces branching efficiency (Villa and Guthrie, 2005).

The three exon-ligation factors are Prp17, Prp18, and Slu7. These proteins form a complex
network of interactions with each other and with Prp16 (Jones et al., 1995). The literature
surrounding these proteins will be reviewed thoroughly in chapter 3, but in summary, when
Prp16 effects a conformational change in the spliceosome to an exon-ligation conformation,
this is probably stabilised by Prp17. Slu7 binds the exon-ligation spliceosome, aided by
Prp18, and promotes 3′SS docking, while Prp18 may independently stabilise pairing of the
exons to U5 snRNA loop 1. But the precise mechanism for how these factors act requires
structural information.

1.5.3 Proofreading of splicing by spliceosomal helicases

As discussed above, it is unclear precisely how the activity of spliceosomal helicases is
linked to spliceosome remodelling. But furthermore, in addition to their roles in promoting
conformational changes in the spliceosome, the helicases also expend energy to promote
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splicing fidelity. Early evidence for this came from the demonstration that mutant alleles
of Prp16 that slowed ATP hydrolysis allowed utilisation of mutant branch points (Burgess
and Guthrie, 1993a). This suggested a kinetic proofreading mechanism (Hopfield, 1974;
Ninio, 1975) where branching catalysis competes with Prp16- and ATP-dependent rejection;
that is, the rate of ATP hydrolysis by Prp16 acts as a timer for successful branching, with
suboptimal substrates that fail to undergo branching within a kinetic window shuttled down a
discard pathway (Burgess and Guthrie, 1993b; Koodathingal et al., 2010). Discard involves
Prp16-dependent separation of the branch point and 5′SS and dissociation of Cwc25, Yju2,
and Prp16 itself (Semlow et al., 2016; Tseng et al., 2011), resulting in an ATP-driven cycle
of binding and rebinding of these factors that may be broken by the RNA helicase Prp43
(Koodathingal et al., 2010), normally implicated in spliceosome disassembly after release
of spliced mRNA. During this cycle alternative branch points can be sampled and utilised,
giving the spliceosome multiple opportunities to perform branching catalysis (Semlow et al.,
2016).

A similar role in branch point proofreading was shown for the DEAD-box ATPase Prp5,
which promotes formation of the branch point/U2 snRNA helix during initial spliceosome
assembly (Perriman and Ares, 2010; Ruby et al., 1993). Prp5 can proofread the stability of
the branch helix and antagonise substrates with suboptimal branch points (Xu and Query,
2007).

Prp22, the DEAH-box helicase required for release of mature mRNA, interacts with
bases upstream of the 3′SS before exon ligation (McPheeters and Muhlenkamp, 2003) and
downstream of the 3′SS within the 3′ exon after exon ligation (Schwer, 2008). Upon ATP
hydrolysis it translocates along the mRNA with 3′ to 5′ directionality, leading to release of
the mRNA and loss of the exon-ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 from the spliceosome (James
et al., 2002; Schwer, 2008). As Prp22 doesn’t need to translocate through the mRNA-U5
snRNA loop 1 duplex to release the mRNA, the mechanism of mRNA release is currently
enigmatic (Semlow et al., 2016). Just as Prp16 proofreads the branch point during exon
ligation, Prp22 can proofread the 3′SS during exon ligation. It was shown that ATP depletion
or ATPase-deficient Prp22 both allow exon ligation with 3′SS mutant substrates (Mayas et al.,
2006), and that 3′SS rejection by Prp22 can also lead to spliceosome disassembly by Prp43
(Mayas et al., 2010), supporting the generality of the kinetic proofreading model at multiple
stages of splicing. Note however that although Prp16 proofreading dissociates Cwc25, Yju2,
and Prp16 itself, spliceosomes with mutant 3′SS maintain Prp18, Slu7, and Prp22 stably
bound, suggesting some important mechanistic differences in the details of proofreading
(Fabrizio et al., 2009; James et al., 2002).
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A mechanistic understanding of how the spliceosomal helicases can promote either
remodelling or substrate rejection requires a structural understanding of how they load
on substrates within the spliceosome and how the promoted conformational changes can
compete with disassembly.

1.5.4 The mechanism of 3′ splice site recognition

Perhaps the most surprising outstanding question is the mechanism of 3′SS recognition during
catalysis. Virtually all introns from every organism end with an AG dinucleotide, and in 95%
of cases this is preceded (the −3 position) with a pyrimidine (Kupfer et al., 2004; Sheth et al.,
2006; Spingola et al., 1999). Mutations at any three of these positions can block splice site
usage (Aebi et al., 1986; Collins and Guthrie, 2001; Fouser and Friesen, 1987; Luukkonen
and Séraphin, 1997; Vijayraghavan et al., 1986). This highly conserved YAG motif is rather
short, but its limited information content is compensated for by its context downstream of
the branch point sequence, aided in metazoans by an intervening polypyrimidine tract, where
the pyrimidines U and C inherently exclude any possibility of containing an AG motif. In
metazoans this context is detected prior to A complex formation when SF1/mBBP and U2AF
cooperatively bind to the branch point and 3′SS and recruit the U2 snRNP, with the U2AF35
subunit specifically binding the 3′SS AG (Merendino et al., 1999; Wu et al., 1999; Zorio
and Blumenthal, 1999). Yeast however lacks a U2AF35 homologue so only recognises the
branch point during prespliceosome assembly, and in C complexes the 3′SS is sensitive
to RNaseH-directed cleavage, suggesting any initial recognition must be lost (Sawa and
Shimura, 1991; Schwer and Guthrie, 1992). The 3′SS becomes resistant to RNaseH after
Prp16-mediated remodelling as the 3′SS is re-recognised by the C* spliceosome. Thus
although in metazoans an initial 3′SS choice is made during assembly, and this is required
for progression to branching, the selection is not guaranteed and a final choice is ultimately
made during exon ligation (Zhuang and Weiner, 1990). But what in the spliceosome active
site specifically recognises the AG dinucleotides? That this is still unclear is surprising given
the base pairing networks that mediate 5′SS and branch point recognition by the snRNAs
were resolved genetically and biochemically in the 1990s. Extensive efforts tried to resolve
how the AG dinucleotide is recognised during exon ligation, and these will be reviewed in
detail in chapter 3. In summary, there have been some hints of possible mechanisms for 3′SS
recognition, but no clear models have stood out. It is not even clear if 3′SS recognition occurs
by RNA/RNA interactions or if proteins might also play a role. Resolving this question
probably requires a structure of the spliceosome during 3′SS recognition.
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1.6 Structural studies of splicing

1.6.1 X-ray crystallography

The above summary of genetic and biochemical investigations of the spliceosome shows
a huge breadth of data and understanding about how splicing works: from what mediates
catalysis, to the base-pairing schemes of the snRNAs, to the roles of various proteins. But a
clear understanding of any details has been lacking because there is no structural framework
to reconcile observations. Many questions, from the roles of step-specific protein factors, to
the conformational changes between each stage of spliceosome assembly and catalysis, to
the mechanism of 3′SS recognition, could be clearly answered with a structural view. But
despite decades of efforts there has never been published record of crystallised spliceosomes
for analysis by X-ray crystallography. The difficulty is inherent in the spliceosome’s low
abundance, large size, and conformational and compositional heterogeneity (Stark and
Lührmann, 2006). Indeed, during the crystallographic era of structural biology, the challenge
of obtaining a high-resolution spliceosome structure led Harry Noller to comment “that
would make [solving] the ribosome look like child’s play” (Bhattacharya, 2009).

Instead, the field has taken a reductionist approach: if enough high-resolution crystal or
NMR structures can be solved of sub-components of the spliceosome, and enough higher-
order structural restraints can be obtained from low-resolution electron microscopy and
crosslinking data to piece these structures together, perhaps a satisfactory structural view
of the spliceosome and its dynamics would emerge (Newman and Nagai, 2010; Stark and
Lührmann, 2006). This effort commenced with the crystal structure of the U1-A RRM-
domain protein, a component of the U1 snRNP (Nagai et al., 1990), followed by the same
structure bound to a hairpin of U1 snRNA (Fig. 1.5a) (Oubridge et al., 1994). Since then
other structures were solved of snRNA domains bound to proteins: the U2-A′/U2-B′′ dimer
bound to a U2 snRNA hairpin (Fig. 1.5b) (Price et al., 1998), the U4/U6 protein Snu13
bound to the U4 snRNA 5′ stem loop (Vidovic et al., 2000), the same also bound by Prp31
(Fig. 1.5c) (Liu et al., 2007b), and the Sm domain of U4 snRNP (Fig. 1.2b) (Leung et al.,
2011). The only full snRNP resolved crystallographically was the U1 snRNP: in a structural
biology tour de force a 5.5 Å crystal structure of a fully recombinant human U1 snRNP
was solved (Pomeranz Krummel et al., 2009), followed by a 4.4 Å crystal structure of a
minimal endogenous U1 snRNP (Weber et al., 2010), and finally a high-resolution (2.5–3.3 Å)
structure obtained from two engineered sub-structures (Fig. 1.2a) (Kondo et al., 2015). This
latter structure also included a 5′SS oligonucleotide, showing how the 5′SS is recognised by
base-pairing to U1 snRNA and stabilised by the U1-C protein (Fig. 1.2a).
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Fig. 1.5 High-resolution structures of spliceosome components. a, Crystal structure of the human
U1-A RRM domain bound to a U1 snRNA hairpin (Oubridge et al., 1994). b, Crystal structure of
a human U2 snRNA hairpin bound to the U2-A′–U2-B′′ heterodimer (Price et al., 1998). c, Crystal
structure of a human U4 snRNA hairpin bound to a composite RNA-binding interface formed of
Prp31 and Snu13 (U5-15.5K) (Liu et al., 2007b). d, Hypothetical model for early detection of the
branch point and 3′SS sequences in human by various domains of U2AF65, SF1 and U2AF35. Based
on (Kielkopf et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2001; Selenko et al., 2003; Sickmier et al., 2006). e, Crystal
structure of yeast Brr2 bound to the C-terminal Jab1/MPN domain of Prp8. The two tandem helicase
cassettes of Brr2 are indicated (Nguyen et al., 2013). f, Crystal structure of the C-terminal half of
yeast Prp8 in complex with the assembly factor Aar2 (Galej et al., 2013). Aar2 is not shown. The
various domains of Prp8 are coloured. Note that the reverse transcriptase, linker, and endonuclease
domains together are called the Prp8 “Large” domain.
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Other attempts to visualise pre-mRNA recognition focused on the factors essential for
spliceosome assembly. The combination of structures of SF1 bound to the branch point
region, SF1 bound to U2AF35, U2AF35 bound to U2AF65, and U2AF65 bound to the
polypyrimidine tract gave a reasonable structural picture of how these proteins are chained
together to mediate branchpoint and 3′SS (initial) recognition and U2 snRNP recruitment
(Fig. 1.5d) (Kielkopf et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2001; Selenko et al., 2003; Sickmier et al., 2006).
These proteins are however not present in fully assembled spliceosomes.

Other crystallographic efforts focused on major spliceosomal proteins in the absence of
snRNAs or pre-mRNA. Brr2 is the helicase responsible for spliceosome activation, consisting
of two tandem helicases, with the N-terminal helicase required for activity. A crystal
structure of this tandem arrangement showed an intimate interface between the two helicases
and showed how the C-terminal helicase can influence activity of the N-terminal helicase
(Fig. 1.5e) (Santos et al., 2012). Prp8, as the largest and most conserved core spliceosomal
protein, with extensive crosslinks and genetic interactions with the active site RNAs, and
no recognisable domains, has long been a structural target. The first structures emerged in
2007, showing its very C-terminus has a Jab1/MPN domain related to a deubiquitinase of
the proteasome, although lacking canonical active site residues (Fig. 1.5f) (Pena et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2007). This region was shown to directly bind Brr2, with crystal structures
detailing this interface and showing how the very C-terminus of Prp8 can modulate helicase
activity of Brr2 (Fig. 1.5e) (Mozaffari-Jovin et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2013). Subsequently
structures were solved of the region of Prp8 immediately upstream of the Jab1/MPN domain,
revealing a RNaseH-like fold (Fig. 1.5f) (Pena et al., 2008; Ritchie et al., 2008; Yang et al.,
2008). Since this domain maintained canonical RNaseH active-site residues that coordinate
divalent metals, could be crosslinked to the 5′SS, and several second-step alleles could be
mapped to it, it was proposed to be directly implicated in the spliceosome’s active site,
possibly even coordinating a catalytic metal ion during exon ligation (Pena et al., 2008;
Schellenberg et al., 2013). A breakthrough came in 2013 with the crystal structure of the
majority of yeast Prp8 (residues 885–2413), achieved by co-crystallisation with the assembly
factor Aar2 (Fig. 1.5f) (Galej et al., 2013). The structure included the C-terminal RNaseH
and Jab1/MPN domains, with the remainder forming the “Large Domain” encompassing a
Reverse-transcriptase-like domain, a Linker domain, and an Endonuclease domain (Fig. 1.5f).
Significantly, many pre-mRNA mutant suppressor alleles and a branch point crosslink
mapped to a cavity formed by the Large domain and RNaseH domain, implicating this as the
active-site cavity of the spliceosome.
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The above summarises the most important crystal structures of spliceosome components.
Other crystal and NMR structures exist for a handful more spliceosomal components but fall
far short of the required number of structures to complete a high-resolution picture of the
spliceosome proteome. An attempt was made to fill the gaps using bioinformatics, with the
creation of a complete database of homology- or de novo-models for human spliceosomal
proteins (Korneta and Bujnicki, 2012). While good in principle, this approach is limited by
the current accuracy of protein modelling methods, particularly for proteins with limited
homology to known structures. This was displayed vividly when the structure for Prp8 was
solved and bore almost no relation to the predicted model.

1.6.2 Electron microscopy

To provide a framework to fit high-resolution structures in, the method of choice has long
been single-particle electron microscopy (EM) (Stark and Lührmann, 2006). The method
involves visualising purified particles in an electron microscope, assigning orientations
algorithmically, and reconstructing 3D volumes from the assigned angles. Mostly due to
limitations in detectors (see below), until recently this method has been limited in resolution,
but has the advantage over crystallography that small sample amounts are sufficient and that,
to a degree, sample dynamics can be accounted for. Most EM studies of spliceosomes before
2015 were performed using negative stain, where the sample is dried with an encompassing
layer of heavy metal stain (typically uranium) to improve contrast; cryoEM, where the sample
is vitrified (frozen in amorphous ice) in aqueous buffer and imaged using phase contrast;
or in most cases cryo-negative stain EM, where samples are vitrified in the presence of
stain such that contrast is increased but the aqueous environment is maintained. This has
produced moderately-detailed 2D pictures of many spliceosomal intermediates, but only
some complexes were amenable to full 3D reconstruction.

The first 2D EM pictures of the spliceosome were produced in 1988 for both human and
yeast (Fig. 1.6a) (Clark et al., 1988; Reed et al., 1988); both visualised crudely fractionated
splicing reactions. Although intriguing and remarkable pictures, these do not represent
defined, interpretable states of the splicing machinery. Negative stain was then used to
produce 2D pictures of more defined particles (Luhrmann et al., 1990), for example showing
the globular U1 snRNP (Kastner and Luhrmann, 1989), the bilobed structure of the 17S
U2 snRNP (Behrens et al., 1993), and the trilobed yeast and human U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNPs
(Fabrizio et al., 1994).
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Fig. 1.6 Visualisation of spliceosomes and snRNPs by electron microscopy. a, Early picture of a
spliceosome, rotary shadowed with tungsten. Image reproduced from Reed et al. (1988). b, CryoEM
structure of human U1 snRNP. The cryoEM density envelope (light blue) surrounds models docked
by the authors. Image reproduced from Stark et al. (2001). c, Cryo-negative stain structure of human
SF3b, with the protein assignments made in the original publication highlighted (Golas et al., 2003).
Image reproduced from Stark and Lührmann (2006). d, Cryo-negative stain structure of the human
U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP, with separate reconstructions of the U5 snRNP and U4/U6 di-snRNP alone
shown docked into the overall density. Image reproduced from Sander et al. (2006). e, Negative stain
EM reconstruction of the human B complex, divided into the flexible head domain and the stable
body domain. Image reproduced from Boehringer et al. (2004). f, CryoEM structure of human C*
complex, with the proposed locations of the 5′ exon and catalytic core indicated. Image reproduced
from Golas et al. (2010). g, CryoEM reconstruction of a post-splicing ILS complex from fission yeast
(Schizosaccharomyces pombe). Image reproduced from Ohi et al. (2007). h, 2D class averages from
negative stain EM visualisation of yeast B, Bact, and C* complex spliceosomes. Image reproduced
from Fabrizio et al. (2009).
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The first 3D EM reconstruction of a spliceosome component was the human U1 snRNP in
2001, which was determined to 10–14 Å resolution (Fig. 1.6b) (Stark et al., 2001). The U1-A
and U1-70K proteins were localised in the density by depletion or antibody-labelling, but the
resultant low-resolution structure was not generally comparable to the latter crystallographic
structure (Pomeranz Krummel et al., 2009). The 10 Å structure of the SF3b protein complex
was obtained using cryo-negative stain EM, and here the resolution was deemed sufficient to
assign three of the seven proteins by fold-recognition in the density alone (Fig. 1.6c) (Golas
et al., 2003). Density resembling HEAT-repeats was assigned to SF3b155, and three densities
resembling RRMs were assigned to SF3b49 and p14. A similar structure was then solved
for the U11/U12 di-snRNP at 12 Å resolution, where a similar pattern of HEAT repeats
was assigned to SF3b155 and interpreted to show a conformational change (Golas et al.,
2005). Later on, a different group ambitiously attempted to assign all seven SF3b proteins
into the U11/U12 density and original SF3b density (Rakesh et al., 2016); but when the high
resolution structure of SF3b finally emerged the true protein assignment was completely
different Cretu et al. (2016); Rauhut et al. (2016); Yan et al. (2016a), showing the limitations
and dangers of density overinterpretation in low resolution maps. A 25 Å reconstruction of
the human U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP was solved, interpreted by fitting reconstructions of the U5
snRNP and U4/U6 di-snRNP into the density, and confirmed by immunolabelling of the U5
snRNA (Fig. 1.6d) (Sander et al., 2006). The reconstruction and labelling strongly suggested
localisation of the U5 snRNA loop 1 in the core of the tri-snRNP, allowing proposal of the
location of the spliceosome active site.

3D reconstructions of fully assembled spliceosomes have been obtained using EM. A
40 Å resolution structure of human B complex was solved, showing a triangular body with a
flexibly tethered head (Fig. 1.6e) (Boehringer et al., 2004). The resemblance of the “body”
to the tri-snRNP density suggests the “head” region corresponds to U2 snRNP, and allows
assignment of the U4, U5, and U6 snRNPs to the various regions of the “body,” giving a
coarse “snRNP-level” view of this fully assembled spliceosome. Human C* complex was
first purified using a pre-mRNA substrate with a 3′SS mutation and three hairpins that bind a
MS2-MBP fusion protein used for affinity purification (MS2 is a bacteriophage coat protein,
MBP is maltose-binding protein) (Jurica et al., 2002). Its cryo-negative stain EM structure
at 30 Å resolution showed an asymmetric form approximately 270 Å in diameter, but aside
from localising the exons the density could not be interpreted at a higher level (Alcid and
Jurica, 2008; Jurica et al., 2004). A more detailed cryoEM reconstruction of C* complex was
subsequently obtained, and interpreted by also obtaining reconstructions of a salt-resistant
“core” and a post-splicing U5 snRNP complex (Fig. 1.6f) (Golas et al., 2010). A similar
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density was obtained for an endogenous U5.U2/U6-containing complex from fission yeast
that mostly represents the ILS complex (Fig. 1.6g) (Ohi et al., 2007). A negative stain
EM reconstruction of human A complex showed a 200 Å particle, but was also at too low
resolution ( 40–50 Å) for useful interpretation (Behzadnia et al., 2007), and a 20 Å resolution
reconstruction was obtained for a ‘native spliceosome’ of uncertain relevance (Azubel et al.,
2004).

Most other spliceosomal intermediates could not produce 3D reconstructions, likely due
to limited orientations on EM grids under staining conditions, but panels of 2D views have
been obtained for various spliceosomal intermediates from various species (for example,
(Bessonov et al., 2010; Fabrizio et al., 2009; Herold et al., 2008; Ilagan et al., 2013)). The
highly distinct morphologies for the intermediates, for example comparing the yeast B,
Bact, and C* complexes (Fig. 1.6h), confirms that the conformational and compositional
rearrangements undergone by the spliceosome are very extensive. Although many of the
EM reconstructions or 2D views have not been at sufficient resolution to locate individual
proteins by density alone, some success has been achieved by specifically labelling subunits
and looking at the difference in EM images (Lührmann and Stark, 2009). Such an approach
localised the intron regions and SF3b155 in human B complex, the path of the pre-mRNA in
human C* complex, several proteins of the yeast tri-snRNP, and an extensive map of protein
and RNA localisation in the yeast B complex and Bact complex (Alcid and Jurica, 2008;
Häcker et al., 2008; Rigo et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Wolf et al., 2009, 2012).

1.6.3 High-resolution electron cryomicroscopy

The above describes the state of spliceosome structural biology at the start of 2015: in
summary, a handful of high-resolution fragments, an array of low-resolution spliceosomes in
different states, but no way to reconcile the two. This still gave interesting flashes of insight
into splicing, but did not make much headway into the questions raised above, for which
high-resolution structures of spliceosome intermediates would give the clearest answers. But
there was no reason in theory that cryoEM reconstructions of the spliceosome should be so
limited in resolution (Henderson, 1995). Indeed, since the mid 2000s a new generation of
detectors used in electron microscopes have been under development: the so-called “direct
detectors” that use silicon chips to directly detect electrons and produce an image. The quality
of these new images and the speed at which they can be collected is such that they spurned
a “resolution revolution” in cryoEM (Kühlbrandt, 2014). Combined with developments in
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image-processing algorithms, since 2013 there has been an explosion of atomic resolution
(< 4 Å) cryoEM reconstructions of asymmetric particles (Bai et al., 2015).

Fig. 1.7 High-resolution spliceosome structures solved using cryoEM. a, Structure of the yeast
U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP at 3.7 Å resolution (Nguyen et al., 2016a). U5 snRNP components, blue; U4
snRNP components, yellow; U6 snRNP components, red. b, Structure of a post-splicing ILS complex
from fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) (Yan et al., 2015). U5 snRNP, blue; U2 snRNP,
green; NTC proteins, orange; NTR proteins, yellow. The catalytic core is highlighted where the
structure of the catalytic triplex is preserved. Prp8-RT, reverse transcriptase domain; N, N-terminal
domain; En, Endonuclease domain; RH, RNaseH domain.

Riding this wave, in 2015 the first interpretable cryoEM reconstruction of a spliceosomal
complex emerged: the yeast U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP at 5.9 Å resolution, later improved to 3.7
and 3.8 Å (Fig. 1.7a) (Nguyen et al., 2016a, 2015; Wan et al., 2016b). The structure validated
the previous low-resolution EM studies of the yeast tri-snRNP, and showed for the first time
at the atomic level how a spliceosomal complex is formed. The projection of U5 snRNA loop
1 into the Large domain of Prp8 further predicted this protein as the cradle of the spliceosome
active site, and the nearby extensively-paired U4/U6 snRNAs were stabilised by U4/U6
snRNP proteins but primed for unwinding by Brr2 helicase, which was loaded on U4 snRNA.
Analysis of the tri-snRNP cryoEM images using new techniques like multi-body refinement
and signal subtraction also demonstrated the utility of cryoEM in dealing with flexible
subdomains of large complexes—a likely necessity for spliceosome structural biology. A
second breakthrough was the 3.6 Å resolution structure of an endogenous spliceosome from
fission yeast (Fig. 1.7b) (Chen et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2015). This spliceosome contains a
lariat intron but not 5′ exon or the spliced mRNA, nor does it contain branching or exon-
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ligation factors, suggesting it corresponds to a post-splicing ILS (Nguyen et al., 2016b).
This structure showed for the first time the 3D fold of the U2/U6 active site, confirming
the proposed secondary structures and catalytic triplex, and how the 5′SS and branch point
pairing to U6 and U2 is juxtaposed over this active site. It additionally showed the architecture
of the NTC and NTR complexes and the core U2 snRNP. These two high-resolution cryoEM
structures represent the start and very end of the splicing process, and comparison of the
U5 snRNP core of both gave some insight into the extensive conformational changes that
must take place (Nguyen et al., 2016b). In particular, this comparison gave the first hint of
the structural flexibility of Prp8, with many domains dramatically moving between the two
complexes. Numerous structural intermediates fill the gaps between these two states, namely
the E, A, pre-B, B, Bact, B*, C, C*, and P complexes—i.e. all spliceosome intermediates
that contain the pre-mRNA—and these cryoEM studies proved that if these intermediates
could be isolated in sufficient quantity, atomic resolution structural information should be
obtainable.

1.7 Questions addressed in this project

This thesis aims to describe work solving structures of spliceosome complexes, with a focus
on the catalytic spliceosome caught performing branching and exon ligation.

1.7.1 Structure of the catalytic spliceosome immediately after
branching

Here work is described capturing the yeast C complex spliceosome and solving its structure
by cryoEM (Galej et al., 2016). This work allowed the following questions to be addressed:

1. What is the structure of a catalytic spliceosome?

2. What is the conformation of the RNA-based active site during branching?

3. How do branching factors promote step I chemistry?

4. How does Prp16 mediate remodelling of the spliceosome?
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1.7.2 Structure of the post-catalytic spliceosome immediately after exon
ligation

To address the structure of the spliceosome at the exon-ligation stage, the yeast P complex
spliceosome was purified and its structure solved (Wilkinson et al., 2017). This, along with a
structure of C* complex (Fica et al., 2017), could address:

1. What is the exon ligation conformation of the spliceosome?

2. How is the active site remodelled to allow step II chemistry?

3. What is the mechanism of 3′SS recognition?

4. How do exon ligation factors promote step II chemistry?

1.7.3 Structure of the human pre-B spliceosome

Parallel to the above work, an emerging body of structural studies of spliceosome activation
in yeast and human started to indicate that the pathway of spliceosome assembly may have
important differences between yeast and human (Agafonov et al., 2016; Bai et al., 2018;
Bertram et al., 2017a; Plaschka et al., 2017; Zhan et al., 2018b). In contrast, features of
the catalytic spliceosomes are mostly conserved from yeast to human (Fica et al., 2019;
Zhan et al., 2018a; Zhang et al., 2017). It therefore became of interest to examine how the
human spliceosome performs faithful 5′SS transfer from U1 snRNA to U6 snRNA, as the
mechanism for this important stage seemed to have the greatest divergence between yeast
and human. To that end, the human pre-B complex spliceosome was purified and its structure
solved, along with the human U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP. This work could address the following
questions:

1. What stabilises the very different architecture of the human tri-snRNP, in which unlike
in yeast, Brr2 is not loaded on its substrate?

2. How does U1 snRNP bind the tri-snRNP to deliver the 5′SS?

3. How is the U6 snRNA ACAGAGA-box positioned to receive the 5′SS faithfully
without any shift in register?

4. How does 5′SS transfer trigger spliceosome activation?
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In summary, the work described in this thesis addresses numerous key mechanistic
questions regarding spliceosome function, which will open many new avenues for further
experimental investigation.



Chapter 2

Structure of the spliceosome immediately
after branching

2.1 Introduction

At the time of commencing this structural examination of pre-mRNA splicing, no structures
were available for any of the intermediates between the pre-splicing yeast tri-snRNP and
the post-splicing S. pombe intron-lariat spliceosome (Fig. 2.1). We decided first to focus
on the exon-ligation spliceosome in the C* state, to address major questions including the
mechanism of 3′SS recognition and the roles of the exon-ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7.
General methods for assembling and purifying yeast and human spliceosomes had been
established, and involve 1) preparing a nuclear or whole-cell extract that is active in splicing
in vitro, 2) pre-binding a pre-mRNA substrate with a protein used for affinity purification,
typically the MS2 phage coat protein which specifically binds an RNA hairpin aptamer, and
3) incubating the extract with the substrate under conditions that cause a specific stall (e.g.
substrate mutation, genetic manipulation, reaction conditions) and purifying the assembled
spliceosomes (Das et al., 2000; Fabrizio et al., 2009; Jurica et al., 2002; Wilkinson et al.,
2018). In the lab, Wojciech Galej and Sebastian Fica had established methods for large-scale
preparation of splicing extract from yeast grown in a 120 L fermenter.

This chapter describes how this attempt to solve the structure of the C* complex spliceo-
some culminated instead in the cryoEM structure of a C complex spliceosome captured
immediately after branching, that was nonetheless still the first structure of a catalytic spliceo-
some. The structure provides insight into recognition and positioning of the 5′SS and branch
point at the active site during the branching reaction, elucidates how the branching factors
stabilize the architecture of the catalytic RNA core, and provides a molecular basis to under-
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Fig. 2.1 A structural framework for understanding pre-mRNA splicing, part one. Depicted is
the structural understanding of the splicing cycle at the time this thesis work commenced. Only
structures of the human U1 snRNP (Kondo et al., 2015; Pomeranz Krummel et al., 2009; Weber et al.,
2010), yeast tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a, 2015; Wan et al., 2016b), and S. pombe ILS complex
(Yan et al., 2015) were known.

stand the functions of RNA helicases and auxiliary factors in remodelling the spliceosome.
This work was performed with Wojciech Galej. Together we purified the spliceosome, made
EM grids, performed EM imaging, and solved the structure. This work was published as
Galej et al. (2016) and some of following text and figures is adapted from this publication
where indicated. Simultaneously another group solved the same structure but without bound
helicases (Wan et al., 2016a). After publication I performed extensive additional work with
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the help of Sebastian Fica to improve the resolution and form some new conclusions, which
are currently unpublished.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Purification of the C complex spliceosome

Our strategy to purify the C* spliceosome involved assembling spliceosomes on a UBC4
pre-mRNA substrate (Abelson et al., 2010a) with a mutation of the 3′SS sequence UAG|AG
to UAC|AC (vertical bar indicates the splice junction). This mutation had been shown to
block exon ligation and accumulate spliceosomes where the 3′SS was protected and exon
ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 were bound—hallmarks of a C* spliceosome (Fabrizio et al.,
2009; James et al., 2002; Schwer and Guthrie, 1992). By using a substrate with tandem
copies of the MS2 hairpin aptamer added to the 5′ end, spliceosomes accumulated on the
substrate could be purified by binding to MS2-MBP fusion protein and affinity purification
on amylose resin (which binds MBP) (Zhou et al., 2002). Furthermore, by preparing splicing
extract from a yeast strain with a genetically added haemagglutinin epitope tag (HA-tag) on
the C-terminus of Prp18, the assembled spliceosomes could be purified in a second affinity
step specifically pulling down on an exon-ligation factor.

After substrate preparation, the AG|AG to AC|AC 3′SS mutation indeed blocked exon
ligation, evidenced by accumulation of lariat-intermediate in an in vitro splicing reaction
(Fig. 2.2a) (Fabrizio et al., 2009; Vijayraghavan et al., 1986). To test the purification strategy,
a larger scale splicing reaction was performed using Prp18-HA splicing extract, and spliceo-
somes were spun in an ultracentrifuge through a cushion of 40% glycerol. Glycerol cushions
slow sedimentation velocity by increasing buffer viscosity, and on the time scales used for
centrifugation only large complexes significantly enter the cushion, therefore recovery of
the cushion enriches for large complexes like assembled spliceosomes, and concentrates the
sample. MBP-MS2 affinity on amylose resin then captured substrate-containing complexes,
before immunoprecipitation with anti-HA antibody to enrich for complexes containing Prp18.
The mRNA was visualised via a 3′ fluorescein label on a denaturing gel, showing that some
pre-mRNA did not undergo branching but that the Prp18 affinity step did somewhat enrich
for complexes that had undergone branching (Fig. 2.2b). The protein content was clean, but
some SF3b proteins like Rse1 were detected (Fig. 2.2c). SF3b is a subcomplex of the U2
snRNP found in early spliceosomes like B and Bact complexes but is dissociated by Prp2
during B* complex formation (Lardelli et al., 2010; Warkocki et al., 2009). Its presence
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is therefore indicative of contaminating early complexes, consistent with the presence of
unspliced pre-mRNA.

Fig. 2.2 Initial complex C* purification trials. a, In vitro splicing reaction using wild-type or 3′SS
mutant UBC4 pre-mRNA. b Purification of spliceosomes assembled on 3′SS mutant ACAC pre-
mRNA first by cushion, then by amylose affinity (MS2-MBP) and Prp18-HA immunoprecipitation.
The whole purification was done using 75 mM KCl. Products in a and b were separated by 15%
denaturing PAGE and visualised using a 3′ fluorescein label. T, top fraction after spinning into
cushion; C, cushion fraction; FT, flow through; W, wash; E, elution; EB, eluted beads. c Concentrated
Prp18-HA elution fraction run on SDS-PAGE and visualised with silver staining. Labelled bands
were identified on similar gels by mass spectrometry.

Only 75 mM KCl was used during this test, which may reduce the specificity of Prp18
binding. Indeed, it has been shown that Slu7 has a salt-sensitive binding site on the B*
spliceosome that becomes salt-resistant after completion of branching and remodelling to C*
(Ohrt et al., 2013). Since Slu7 improves binding of Prp18 to the spliceosome (James et al.,
2002), this suggested that the specificity of the Prp18-HA tag could be improved by increasing
the salt concentration used during purification. Indeed, titrating the KCl concentration used
during immunoprecipitation showed that higher salt concentrations increased enrichment
for lariat intermediate over pre-mRNA (Fig. 2.3a). The protein composition following
purification at 100 mM KCl showed that Rse1 was substantially de-enriched, consistent
with a reduction in contaminating early spliceosomes (Fig. 2.3b). Negative-stain electron
microscopy and 2D class averaging showed that the sample contained approximately 20–30
nm triangular particles that were homogenous in size and shape (Fig. 2.3c, d).

Splicing extract was also prepared from a strain where Slu7 was C-terminally TAPS-
tagged (a tandem protein A–StrepII tag) (Puig et al., 2001; Schmidt and Skerra, 2007).
This gave similar results to Prp18-HA, but with the advantage that final elution could be
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Fig. 2.3 Optimising spliceosome purification. a Spliceosomes purified by MS2-MBP affinity (In)
were incubated at different KCl concentrations and immunoprecipitated using anti-HA antibody,
before extraction of RNA and analysis on 15% denaturing PAGE. FT, flow through; E, elution. b
Protein composition of spliceosomes before (MS2-MBP elution) and after immunoprecipitation at
100 mM KCl, as visualised by SDS-PAGE and silver staining. c Representative electron micrograph
of negatively stained spliceosomes purified at 100 mM KCl. d 2D class averages of negatively-stained
spliceosomes.

performed at 4 °C, whereas elution from anti-HA antibody required application of heat and
was not efficient (Fig. 2.2b, fraction EB contains significant amounts of RNA). The yield
was high enough to stain an SDS-PAGE gel with Coomassie and identify each protein by
mass spectrometry (Fig. 2.4b). This analysis showed that all visible bands were spliceosomal
proteins, confirming that the sample was clean. Surprisingly however, two bands were
identified as the branching factors Yju2 and Cwc25. Additionally a stoichiometric high
molecular-weight band was identified as the DEAH-box helicase Prp16, which remodels
complex C to C*, a process that involves removal of Yju2 and Cwc25 and dissociation
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of Prp16 (Tseng et al., 2011). C* should then recruit Prp18/Slu7 and Prp22. These three
proteins were also clearly present on the gel, with Slu7 notably being used to purify the
sample, but Prp22 was sub-stoichiometric and Prp16 stoichiometric. This suggests that the
sample contained mostly complex C, with some C*.

How did this purification strategy in the end give a post-branching C complex spliceosome,
not a pre–exon ligation C* spliceosome? As mentioned, the exon ligation factors have a
pre-existing binding site on the B* and C complexes that becomes high affinity upon Prp16-
mediated remodelling to C* (Ohrt et al., 2013). The objective of the salt titration (Fig. 2.3a)
was to make Prp18- or Slu7-affinity purification selective for complexes with this high-affinity
binding site. It is possible however that 100 mM KCl was not stringent enough, and that the
small amount of residual lariat-intermediate visible in the elution after 150 mM KCl wash is
the bona fide C* complex in the sample. This result further suggests that the 3′SS mutation
used did block exon ligation but may under purification conditions have promoted reversal of
remodelling back to the C complex state (Tseng and Cheng, 2008).

Nevertheless, although here the original objective was to solve the structure of the exon-
ligation C* complex, a structure of C complex would also be of considerable interest because
of the insights it would give into the architecture of the catalytic spliceosome, the mechanism
of branching, and the role of the branching factors Yju2 and Cwc25. Therefore, given the
high quality of this sample, we carried out cryoEM analysis. We manually collected 2213
micrographs on a Titan Krios microscope using a K2 detector (Fig. 2.4c). We chose the K2
detector due to its ability to perform electron counting, which increases detective quantum
efficiency (DQE) at low spatial frequencies (McMullan et al., 2014). We expected the
structure might be flexible like the U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a), and thought
a higher DQE could therefore help refinement. High-quality 2D class averages were obtained
from 250,000 automatically picked particles (Fig. 2.4d, e). After 3D classification 93,000
particles were selected, which after refinement and polishing produced a reconstruction at
3.8 Å resolution. Using this map, I built all protein subunits except Prp8, and Wojciech
Galej built Prp8 and all RNA. We refined the model and published the resulting structure
in Galej et al. (2016). Notably density was observed for Prp16, Yju2 and Cwc25, but not
Prp22, Prp18 and Slu7. Additionally, the branch point was found to be close to the 5′SS
(see below), confirming that the sample was complex C, not complex C*. After publication,
I collected additional datasets on various microscopes with Sebastian Fica, increasing the
total micrograph count to ~13,000. After scaling and merging particles I selected 239,359
particles, which after CTF refinement (Zivanov et al., 2018) produced a reconstruction at
2.8 Å resolution. At this resolution, side chain rotamers could be assigned and RNA bases
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Fig. 2.4 Purification of complex C by Slu7-StrepII affinity and cryoEM analysis. a Spliceosomes
were assembled on ACAC UBC4 pre-mRNA in Slu7-StrepII splicing extract and purified using a
cushion, MS2-MBP affinity and StrepII affinity at 100 mM KCl. RNA content of the initial splicing
reaction and the final sample was analysed by 18% denaturing PAGE. b Protein composition of
the purified sample analysed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Blue staining. All labelled bands were
identified individually by mass spectrometry. Labels are coloured according to sub-complex identity.
Dark blue, U5 snRNP; light blue, helicase; orange, NTC; yellow, NTR; green, U2 snRNP; purple,
splicing factor; grey, unmodelled. c Representative cryo-electron micrograph of the purified sample,
taken on a Titan Krios microscope with a K2 direct electron detector. d 2D class averages with the
highest rotational accuracies. e Detail of a single 2D class average with major domains of the complex
labelled. Figure first published as Galej et al. (2016) Extended Data Figure 1.
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were well-separated with clear distinction between purine and pyrimidine. The peripheral
density for this reconstruction was weak (Fig. 2.5a), but could be substantially improved by
focused classification and refinement with signal subtraction (Fig. 2.5b). Using these maps I
entirely rebuilt C complex, producing a complete model with 41 proteins and 5 RNA chains.
Most of the following description and figures are based on Galej et al. (2016) but includes
some new conclusions based on my improved reconstruction.

Fig. 2.5 CryoEM analysis of complex C. a, Overall map for complex C spliceosome low-pass
filtered to show some peripheral density. b, Two views of the complex C spliceosome after focused
classification and refinement. The core map at 2.8 Å uses all particles, while focused maps on U2
snRNP, Brr2/Prp16, Prp19, foot and NTC HAT proteins are obtained after initial classification then
focused refinement, in some cases with signal subtraction. Resolutions are indicated next to refined
maps. The purple map is not refined but shows a class containing Prp18.

2.2.2 Overview of the structure

The U5 snRNP forms the core of the complex, which cradles the active site (Fig. 2.6a).
Assembling onto this core, the NTC and NTR act as a multipronged clamp around the active
site that stabilizes binding of the U2 snRNP core, the substrate, and auxiliary splicing factors
to the U5 snRNP (Fig. 2.6a–c). The helicase module containing Brr2 and Prp16 protrudes
from the U5 snRNP core (Fig. 2.6a, b).

As in U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a; Wan et al., 2016b), the Large domain
of Prp8 (Galej et al., 2013) forms the foundation of the assembly together with the stable foot
unit, comprising GTP-bound Snu114 and the N-terminal domain of Prp8, firmly gripping the
U5 snRNA (Fig. 2.7a, b). U5 snRNA in the foot domain has a revised secondary structure
compared to the published model, incorporating a new variable stem loop (termed “VSL
II”). Prp8 has undergone a large structural change including a 30° rotation of the foot with
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Fig. 2.6 Overall architecture of the spliceosomal complex C. a–c, Three orthogonal views of the
complex coloured according to the subunit identity. d, A list of all 46 (Prp19 forms a homotetramer)
modelled subunits of the complex grouped into functional sub-complexes. Figure based on Galej et al.
(2016) Figure 1.

respect to the Large domain when compared to U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a).
Correlating with this change is the appearance of density for a small molecule I interpreted
as inositol hexaphosphate (IP6) in a cavity between the Prp8 N-terminal and Large domains
(Fig. 2.9a). The presence of IP6 in the spliceosome was first published in the subsequent
structure of C* complex (Fica et al., 2017), but this assignment was largely based on the
density visible in the high-resolution C complex data (also see for example Fig. 6.2e). IP6
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has been previously connected to mRNA export (Montpetit et al., 2011) but its relevance to
splicing is unclear.

The 3′ domain of U2 snRNP comprising Msl1 (U2B′′), Lea1 (U2A′) and the Sm core
domain bridges the Prp8 RNaseH-like domain and the N-terminal HAT (Half-a-TPR)-repeat
domain of Syf1 (Fig. 2.7a). Isy1 and Cef1 docks with the Reverse-transcriptase-like (RT)
domain of Prp8 (Galej et al., 2013) and anchor the N-terminal end of Cfl1 together with
Prp45/Prp46 (Fig. 2.7c, d). These interactions support the HAT-repeat arches of Syf1 and
Cfl1 suspended over the Large domain of Prp8. The 5′ part of U2 snRNA and the 3′

part of U6 snRNA form U2/U6 stem II as they leave the active site to the centre of the
Syf1 HAT-repeat arch, clamped in the major and minor grooves by two helices of Syf2
(Fig. 2.7d-e). Bud31 anchors the 5′ stem of U6 snRNA to the N-terminal domain of Prp8
(Fig. 2.7c). Cwc2 is wedged between Bud31, Ecm2, and Prp45 and guides the path of U6
snRNA (Rasche et al., 2012) (Fig. 2.7c). The C-terminal region of Cwc21 forms a coiled-coil
that interacts with Snu114 (Grainger et al., 2009) (Fig. 2.7a) while the N-terminal half of
Cwc21 extends towards Prp8 and points into the U5 snRNA stem minor groove. A large
lobe corresponding to a DEAH-box helicase in contact with Cwc25 is observed near the
intron exit channel, downstream of the branch point (Fig. 2.5b), which we assigned as Prp16
due to its biochemical abundance over other candidate DEAH helicases (Fig. 2.4c) and its
consistency with previously observed interactions between Cwc25 and Prp16 (Tseng et al.,
2011). An even larger domain is observed in contact with Prp16. The structure of Brr2
helicase coupled to the Jab1/MPN domain of Prp8 (Nguyen et al., 2013) can be docked into
this density, consistent with an interaction between Prp16 and Brr2 (van Nues and Beggs,
2001).

2.2.3 Active site

The map shows that the phosphodiester bond at the 5′SS is cleaved and the 5′-phosphate
of the first intron nucleotide G(+1) forms a 2′–5′ phosphodiester linkage with the branch
point adenosine (A70) (Fig. 2.8e), in agreement with the RNA analysis (Fig. 2.4b). The
key RNA elements assemble around the active site harbouring the magnesium ion binding
sites (Fig. 2.8). The 3′OH of the 5′ exon remains close to the 5′ phosphate of G(+1) such
that the normal 5′–3′ phosphodiester linkage at the 5′SS could be restored with minimal
structural alteration (Fig. 2.8d). The adenine base of branch point A70 is bulged out from
the branch helix and its N1 and 6-amino group are hydrogen-bonded to the 2′OH and O2 of
U68 creating a unique backbone conformation which enables the 2′OH of A70 to project
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Fig. 2.7 C complex structural details. a, Prp8 and its central role in organizing the entire assembly.
b, RNA only in the same orientation as in a (ISL, U6 snRNA internal stem-loop; 5′SL, U6 snRNA 5′

stem-loop; SL1, U5 snRNA stem-loop 1; SII, U2/U6 stem II). c, Ecm2, Cwc2 and Bud31 binding to
the 5′ end of the U6 snRNA. d, Top view of the complex. e, RNA only in the same orientation as in d.
f, Secondary structure diagram for the 3′ end of U2 snRNA. Prp8-N, Prp8-L, and Prp8-RH denote
N-terminal, Large, and RNaseH-like domains of Prp8. Figure based on Galej et al. (2016) Figure 2.

towards the 5′ phosphate of intron G(+1) (Fig. 2.8d). In yeast the intron sequence following
the 5′SS is stringently conserved as GUAUGU (Burge et al., 1999; Spingola et al., 1999).
The G(+1) base is partially packed against the A70 base while the U(+2) base is within
hydrogen-bonding distance of U2 snRNA G37 suggesting a possible base-triple interaction
with intron C67 (Fig. 2.8d). Mutation of the branch A70 to C would disrupt these interactions,
consistent with the strong branching defects observed for this mutant (Smith et al., 2008).
Four conserved intron nucleotides A(+3)U(+4)G(+5)U(+6) form sequence-specific base-
pairs with part of the ACAGAGA sequence of U6 snRNA (Kandels-Lewis and Séraphin,
1993; Kim and Abelson, 1996; Konarska et al., 2006; Lesser and Guthrie, 1993). The three
5′-exon nucleotides A(−2)A(−3)A(−4) form Watson–Crick base-pairs with loop 1 of U5
snRNA (Newman and Norman, 1992) (Figs 2.8b).
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Fig. 2.8 Structure of the RNA catalytic core. a,b, Two views of key RNA elements at the active
site. c, Structure of the catalytic triplex. d, The branch helix and 5′ exon with the 2′–5′ phosphodiester
linkage, and a network of non-Watson–Crick interactions in the branch helix. e, CryoEM density at
2.8 Å resolution for the substrate showing the post-branching state. f, RNA secondary and tertiary
structure at the active site (dotted lines, base triples; dot and star, other non-Watson–Crick base-pairs).
ISL, internal stem-loop; M1 and M2, metal one and two. BP, branch point. Figure based on Galej
et al. (2016) Figure 3.
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U6 snRNA following the ACAGAGA sequence forms helices Ia and Ib by base-pairing
with U2 snRNA and folds back to form an intramolecular stem loop (ISL), in agreement with
the structure inferred from genetics (Madhani and Guthrie, 1992) (Fig. 2.8b, c). Helices Ia
and Ib show continuous base-stacking and the bulged U2 snRNA nucleotides U24 and A25
protrude from helix I and bind to the Prp8 RT domain (Figs 2.8b, 2.9c, d). The Watson–Crick
faces of U6 snRNA nucleotides G52 and A53 interact with the Hoogsteen faces of G60 and
A59, respectively, forming two consecutive base triples as inferred from genetics (Fica et al.,
2014) (Fig. 2.8c, f). C66 and A79 bulge out from the ISL (Fig. 2.8a), allowing continuous
base-stacking of the bulged U80 with G52 and A53 and stabilising the catalytic triplex. It has
been proposed that pre-mRNA splicing reactions are catalysed by a two-metal-ion mechanism
(Steitz and Steitz, 1993). Indeed, ligands for the two divalent metal ions have been identified
by stereo-specific phosphorothioate substitutions and metal rescue experiments (Fica et al.,
2013) and density attributable to Mg2+ ions is observed adjacent to these ligands.

The intron downstream of the 5′SS GUAUGU sequence exits the active site near Cwc2,
Ecm2, Clf1, Cef1 and Isy1 (Fig. 2.7) and re-enters the spliceosome through a channel
between the Prp8 Endonuclease and RNaseH-like domains. The intron then forms the branch
helix with the GψAGUA sequence of U2 snRNA in proximity to the catalytic Mg2+ site
(Fig. 2.8b, d) and exits the active site through a channel made by the Prp8 linker and reverse-
transcriptase–like domains (Fig. 2.7). U2 snRNA contains an element shown to toggle
between two mutually exclusive stem structures (either stem IIa/IIb or IIc/IIb), where stem
IIa is associated with prespliceosome formation and stem IIc is associated with branching
(Hilliker et al., 2007; Perriman and Ares, 2007). Indeed, in our structure we see that U2
snRNA downstream of the branch helix extends from the active site towards the 3′-domain of
U2 snRNP, where density for two RNA helices emanating from the U2 Sm ring is consistent
with a stem-loop IIb/stem IIc arrangement (Fig. 2.7f). These stems bridge the U2 Sm
ring with the C-terminal RRM domain of Ecm2 in the main body of the complex, thereby
stabilising the position of U2 snRNP (Fig. 2.7d, e).

2.2.4 The role of proteins around the active site

The RNA network at the active centre, comprising U2, U5 and U6 snRNAs and RNA
substrate, is stabilized by a number of proteins (Fig. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.9). The catalytic RNA
core is surrounded by the linker and the helix bundle domains of Prp8 (Galej et al., 2013;
Nguyen et al., 2016a) on one side and by NTC proteins (Prp45, Prp46, Isy1 and Cef1) and
branching factors (Yju2 and Cwc25) on the other side, which together stabilize the catalytic
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Fig. 2.9 Proteins at the active site. a, 5′ exon channel formed between the Large and N-terminal
domains of Prp8, Cwc21 and Cwc22. IP6, inositol hexaphosphate b, 5′ exon–U5 loop 1 interaction
surrounded by Prp8. L denotes Large domain of Prp8. c, Components surrounding U6 internal
stem-loop. d, Prp8 and Cef1 (Myb1 domain) stabilise the catalytic triplex. Figure based on Galej et al.
(2016) Figure 4.

RNA core for branching. Remarkable stacking of Prp8 Tyr671 and Tyr1620 against bases at
positions G(−5) and A(−6) stabilizes the 5′-exon:U5 snRNA loop 1 pairing (Fig. 2.9b). The
linker between the N-terminal and Large domains of Prp8 runs across the major groove of
U6 ISL, which is positioned in a pocket formed by Prp8 and Clf1, and the interactions are
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sealed by the extended N terminus of Cwc15 (Fig. 2.9c). Cef1 stabilizes the U2/U6 catalytic
triplex (Fica et al., 2014) (Fig. 2.9d).

The branching factors probe the branch helix and stabilize its docking at the catalytic
core (Fig. 2.10). A long alpha-helix of Cwc25 contacts the RNaseH-like domain and alpha-
finger of Prp81 and its N terminus is inserted into the widened major groove of the bulged
branch helix, which is distorted compared to canonical A-form geometry (Fig. 2.10b, d).
The N terminus of Yju2 wraps around the branch helix (Fig. 2.10d) and its Arg4 makes a
base-specific contact with the intron U(+2) while its main chain amide group contacts the
backbone phosphate of the 5′-exon A(−2). Isy1 projects its N terminus deep into the active
site forming contacts with the phosphate backbone of intron U68. Ser2 of Isy1 forms a
hydrogen-bond with the O2 carbonyl group of U(+2) of the intron. One of the Isy1 helices
inserts into the minor groove of the ACAGAGA/5′SS helix. Cwc25 forms multiple contacts
with the branch site, consistent with cross-linking experiments (Chen et al., 2013a) and its
role in juxtaposition of the 5′SS and branch point for branching (Chiu et al., 2009; Krishnan
et al., 2013; Warkocki et al., 2009).

2.2.5 Structural basis for exon junction complex deposition

The 5′ exon enters the C complex spliceosome through a narrow channel between the
Large and N-terminal domains of Prp8 formed during spliceosome activation, via the 30°
foot rotation. This channel is lined by Cwc21 and straddled by two alpha-helical domains
of Cwc22. Cwc22 joins the spliceosome during association of the NTC and leaves after
exon ligation, and in yeast only its C-terminal MA3 helical domain is required for splicing
(Fabrizio et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2015; Yeh et al., 2011). However, in higher eukaryotes the
N-terminal MIF4G helical domain is required for recruitment of the exon junction complex
(EJC) to spliced mRNA (Alexandrov et al., 2012; Barbosa et al., 2012; Steckelberg et al.,
2012). EJCs are deposited 20–24 nt upstream of splice junctions and form a binding platform
for factors involved in nuclear export, translation, alternative splicing and nonsense-mediated
mRNA decay (Le Hir et al., 2016). Even though yeast does not have the EJC, the position
of Cwc22 in our C-complex structure shows how the Cwc22 MIF4G domain is involved
in determining the distance of EJC deposition from the splice junction, by binding directly
adjacent to the 5′ exon channel (Fig. 2.11).

1The alpha finger (also known as the 1585-loop) refers to residues 1575–1615 of Prp8. This flexible element
contacts various factors at different stages of the splicing cycle. See Fig. 3.14 in the next chapter for a summary.
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Fig. 2.10 Branching factors and branch-site positioning. a, Interaction between the RNA catalytic
core and Prp8. b, Positioning of the branch helix by branching factors. c, Corresponding view in S.
pombe post-splicing ILS complex (Yan et al., 2015), showing marked repositioning of the branch helix
and its further stabilization by debranching co-factor Cwf19 and the rotated Prp8 RNaseH domain
(RH). d, A close-up view of branching factors interacting with the branch helix. Figure based on
Galej et al. (2016) Figure 5.

2.2.6 Remodelling of the spliceosome

The intron downstream of the branch point emerges from the exit channel formed by the
Prp8 reverse transcriptase and linker domains and the alpha-finger, and projects towards
Prp16 (Fig. 2.12a). Ten nucleotides could span the distance between the last ordered intron
nucleotide (branch point +8) and the substrate RNA entry site of Prp16, consistent with
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Fig. 2.11 Implications for deposition of the exon junction complex. a, Crystal structure of the
eIF4A3–Cwc22 complex (Buchwald et al., 2013) docked onto C complex via superposition on Cwc22
MIF4G domain. The RecA1 domain of the eIF4A3 DEAD-box ATPase has a mild clash with Snu114.
b, Crystal structure of the core EJC superimposed on eIF4A3–Cwc22 via RecA2 domain of eIF4A3
(Andersen et al., 2006; Bono et al., 2006). The RecA1 domain is closed around the exon ssRNA. c,
The 5′ exon exiting its channel is positioned perfectly for deposition of the EJC. Figure based on
Galej et al. (2016) Extended Data Figure 8.
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Prp16 crosslinking to 4-thiouridine introduced 18 nucleotides downstream of the branch
point (Semlow et al., 2016). Prp16 translocates 3′ → 5′ towards the branch point along the
intron upon ATP hydrolysis (Schwer and Guthrie, 1992; Semlow et al., 2016; Tseng et al.,
2011). Prp16 would thus pull the branch helix out of its pocket and hence destabilize the
binding of Yju2 and Cwc25 (Fig. 2.12b). The undocked branch helix would allow the 3′

exon to enter the active site (Kim and Abelson, 1996; Schwer and Guthrie, 1992) and bind to
U5 snRNA loop 1 (Newman and Norman, 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993). Consistent
with this, destabilization of the branch helix by Isy1 deletion suppresses splicing defects
caused by Prp16 mutations (Villa and Guthrie, 2005). The exon-ligation factors Prp18 and
Slu7 are likely to dock into the space vacated by the branch helix/Yju2/Cwc25 to stabilize
the 3′SS into the active site as Slu7 and Prp18 are in direct contact with the 3′SS bound
to U5 snRNA loop 1 before exon ligation (Umen and Guthrie, 1995) (Fig. 2.12b). Prp22
binds the 3′-exon at position +17 (Schwer, 2008). Translocation of Prp22 on the 3′ exon in
the 3′ → 5′ direction towards the active centre (Schwer, 2008; Semlow et al., 2016) would
displace Prp18-–Slu7, releasing the mRNA. In our structure, the density assigned to Prp16 is
in direct contact with Cwc25 (Fig. 2.12a), consistent with Prp16 stabilizing Cwc25 binding
to the spliceosome before branching (Tseng et al., 2011). We propose that the branch helix
and 3′ exon confer specificity for auxiliary factors such as Cwc25—Yju2, Slu7–Prp18, which
may act as adaptors that determine the identity of the next DEAH box helicase to remodel
the active site.

Fig. 2.12 The role of helicases in active site remodelling. a, The intron sequence downstream from
the branch site exits the spliceosome via a channel in Prp8 and extends towards Prp16. Translocation
of Prp16 towards the branch helix would destabilise the branching factors and displace the branch
helix from its pocket. BP, branch point; WH, winged-helix domain; HB, helical-bundle domain;
OB, oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide binding domain. b, Schematic illustrating how branching- or
exon-ligation–specific factors can determine the specificity of the helicase recruited to the spliceosome
at particular stages of splicing. Figure based on Galej et al. (2016) Figure 6.
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The structure of the S. pombe ILS (Chen et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2015) contains a lariat
intron but not 5′ exon or the spliced mRNA. The catalytic RNA core is surrounded by a
similar set of NTC and NTR proteins but the structure lacks branching or exon-ligation factors
(Chen et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2015). Instead Cwf19, a homologue of the debranching enzyme
co-factor Drn1 (Garrey et al., 2014), intrudes between the Large and RNaseH-like domains
of Prp8, occupying the binding sites for Isy1, Cwc25, and Yju2 found in our complex C
(Fig. 2.10b,c). Cwf19 marks the ILS complex for disassembly by displacing the branch helix,
which rotates by 90° in ILS with respect to complex C (Fig. 2.10c,).

Our spliceosomal complex C structure reveals the active configuration of the catalytic
core, elucidating the arrangement of the RNA substrate and its interaction with proteins. The
structure accounts for a large body of biochemical and genetic data and provides crucial
insights into substrate docking and catalysis and the role of DEAH helicases and auxiliary
factors in spliceosome remodelling.

2.3 Postlude

2.3.1 Structure of a spliceosome remodelled for exon ligation

When it became clear the above purification strategy yielded C, not C* complex, Sebastian
Fica took over the C* project. By creating a pre-mRNA substrate with a 2′ deoxyguanosine
at the 3′SS (UBC4 UAdG|AC) instead of the AC|AC mutation, splicing was robustly stalled
throughout purification at the C* stage instead of C. The resultant spliceosomes contained
stoichiometric amounts of Prp22, Prp18, and Slu7 rather than Prp16 and Cwc25. The cryoEM
structure at 3.9 Å resolution was published as Fica et al. (2017), simultaneously with Yan
et al. (2016b). This structure revealed the exon-ligation conformation of the spliceosome
(Fig. 2.13b). The detailed features of this C* complex are similar to those of the P complex
and will therefore be discussed in the next chapter. Briefly, Prp16-mediated remodelling
results in undocking of the branch helix with concomitant movement of U2 snRNP, creating a
space for docking of the 3′SS (which was not visible in the C* structure). The new position of
the branch helix is stabilised by Prp17 and the Prp8 RNaseH domain, which rotates relative
to its branching conformation (Fig. 2.13a, b).

Importantly, the C* structure showed that Prp18 binds to a face of the Prp8 RNaseH
that would be accessible in both C and C* complexes. We wondered whether this explained
how we could purify C complexes using a tag on Prp18 or Slu7. By focused classification
we indeed identified a class in the C complex dataset with extra density on the face of
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Fig. 2.13 Structural basis for Prp18 recruitment to the spliceosome. a, Structure of the C complex
spliceosome with the newly localised Prp18 shown in pink. b, Structure of the C* spliceosome (Fica
et al., 2017) with arrows showing conformational rearrangements compared to C complex. c, Density
for the sub-population of C-complex spliceosomes with Prp18–Slu7 bound to the exposed face of
Prp8 RNaseH domain (RH). d,e, Spliceosome activity assay. Purified C complexes stalled with
Prp16-302 cold-sensitive mutant were chased with the indicated conditions. Quantification is from
three independent experiments. Error bars show 1 standard deviation.
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Prp8-RNaseH that Prp18 binds in C*. The alpha-helical domain of Prp18 visible in C* could
be docked into this density, which also accommodated a small peptide of Slu7 known to
bind this domain. Therefore, in the C complex spliceosome, all branching and exon-ligation
factors can be bound in one complex, in agreement with Ohrt et al. (2013). This helps to
re-address how tagging exon-ligation factors could still lead to us purifying C complex. It
is expected from previous biochemistry that the AC|AC 3′SS mutant should progress to the
C* stage (Fabrizio et al., 2009; James et al., 2002; Mayas et al., 2006; Schwer and Guthrie,
1992). It is possible that proofreading by Prp22 led to rejection of the substrate without
dissociation of Prp18–Slu7 (Fabrizio et al., 2009; James et al., 2002), with the spliceosome
collapsing back to a C complex conformation (Tseng and Cheng, 2008).

To address the functional relevance of early binding of Prp18–Slu7 at the C complex
stage, we purified C complex spliceosomes by instead using a wild-type substrate and stalling
with a cold-sensitive Prp16 mutation (prp16-302) and performing Cwc25 affinity purification.
These spliceosomes were structurally identical to the C complex prepared on the AC|AC
3′SS mutant substrate, and similarly a class from this dataset could be identified with density
for Prp18–Slu7 (Fig. 2.13c). Therefore, Prp18 and Slu7 can bind to the spliceosome before
remodelling.

In vivo the prp16-302 mutant is rescued by growth at 25 °C (Madhani and Guthrie, 1994a).
The purified prp16-302 C complex spliceosomes were incubated at 25 °C first without ATP,
and did not undergo exon ligation, consistent with the requirement of Prp16 ATPase activity
for remodelling to C* (Fig. 2.13d). Incubation with ATP and exogenous Prp18–Slu7 resulted
in efficient exon ligation, showing the spliceosomes are on-pathway intermediates, while
non-hydrolysable ATP-γS did not allow exon ligation, consistent with the idea that these
complexes are stalled before Prp16 has acted (Fig. 2.13d,e). Surprisingly, incubation with
ATP but no exogenous Prp18–Slu7 resulted both in some productive exon ligation, to form
mRNA, and some reverse branching to pre-mRNA. This suggests the small population of
C complexes containing Prp18–Slu7 represents a functional on-pathway intermediate, with
the pre-bound Prp18–Slu7 competent to promote exon ligation upon remodelling by Prp16.
The occurrence of reverse branching in absence of added Prp18–Slu7 supports the idea that
Prp18–Slu7 help drive the equilibrium towards the C* conformation during remodelling.

In summary, the exon-ligation factors Prp18–Slu7 can bind early to the spliceosome
before Prp16-mediated remodelling. Their early binding at the correct interface means they
are primed to promote exon ligation upon Prp16 action. But how precisely these factors
promote exon ligation is not clear, and this is partly the focus of the next chapter.





Chapter 3

Structure of a post-catalytic spliceosome
and the mechanism of 3′–splice site
recognition

3.1 Introduction

In the time between publication of the C complex work described in the previous chapter
and publication of the following work, cryoEM studies of yeast (Fica et al., 2017; Galej
et al., 2016; Plaschka et al., 2017; Rauhut et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2016a; Yan et al., 2015,
2016a,b) and human spliceosomes (Bertram et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2017) elucidated
the configuration of the RNA-based active site and many mechanistic details of splice site
recognition and catalysis, as well as the role of specific protein factors (Fig. 3.1) (Fica and
Nagai, 2017). As described, structures of C complex (Galej et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2016a)
showed how the spliceosome recognises and positions the 5′SS and branch point sequences
in the active site through RNA-RNA interactions with U6 snRNA and U2 snRNA, while the
branching factors Cwc25, Yju2, and Isy1 lock these sequences in a conformation competent
for catalysis. Structures of C and C* complex (Bertram et al., 2017b; Fica et al., 2017; Galej
et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2016a; Yan et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2017) revealed how Prp16
remodels the spliceosome into the exon-ligation conformation, which is stabilized by the
exon-ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 (Ohrt et al., 2013; Semlow et al., 2016; Tseng et al.,
2011). In both C and C* complexes the 5′SS and 5′ exon remain paired with U6 snRNA
(Kandels-Lewis and Séraphin, 1993; Lesser and Guthrie, 1993) and loop 1 of the U5 snRNA
(Newman and Norman, 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993), respectively. However, in the
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C* complex structures the 3′ exon and 3′SS are not yet docked into the active site. Thus, it
has remained unclear how the spliceosome selects and docks the 3′SS while aligning the
3′ exon for step 2 catalysis. Additionally, the structures had limited resolution around the
exon-ligation factors, meaning it was not shown how Slu7 and Prp18 interact with the 3′SS
to promote docking.

This chapter describes work leading to the cryoEM structure of the Saccharomyces

cerevisiae post-catalytic P complex at near-atomic resolution, showing the catalytic exon-
ligation configuration of the active site. The structure reveals how the 3′SS and 3′ exon are
recognized by the spliceosome and shows the critical role of the branched lariat-intron in
promoting the chemistry of exon ligation.

Sebastian Fica helped purify the dominant-negative mutant Prp22 protein and suggested
the RNaseH strategy to enriching for P complex. Andrew Newman and Christine Norman
performed genetic experiments testing the function of Prp8 residues. The remainder of
the experiments described in this chapter are my own work. This work was published as
Wilkinson et al. (2017) and some of the following text and figures were adapted from this
publication. After publication I improved the resolution of the reconstruction from 3.7 Å to
3.3 Å but all of the conclusions remain the same.

3.2 Brief literature review

Before going into the results, the importance of the questions addressed in this chapter to
spliceosome biology are such that a brief literature review is merited, to show the extensive
previous efforts at understanding these problems.

3.2.1 How do the exon-ligation factors promote step II chemistry?

The three exon-ligation factors are Prp17, Prp18, and Slu7, of which Slu7 is the only essential
gene in yeast (Frank and Guthrie, 1992; Horowitz and Abelson, 1993a; Jones et al., 1995).
These proteins form a complex network of genetic interactions with each other and with
Prp16, with many allele combinations exhibiting synthetic lethality (Jones et al., 1995). In in

vitro depletion and complementation experiments, Prp17 is the only factor that requires ATP
to complement exon ligation activity in splicing extracts (Ansari and Schwer, 1995; Horowitz
and Abelson, 1993b; Jones et al., 1995; Schwer and Guthrie, 1991). This suggests Prp17 acts
prior to, or during ATP-dependent remodelling of the spliceosome by Prp16, whereas Prp18
and Slu7 act after remodelling (Jones et al., 1995). Indeed, Prp17 first joins the spliceosome
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Fig. 3.1 A structural framework for understanding pre-mRNA splicing, part two. Depicted is
the structural understanding of the splicing cycle at the time of performing the yeast P complex study.
Yeast structures are shown outside the cycle and human structures inside, and unknown structures
indicated by cartoons or question marks. In addition to the structures described in Fig. 2.1, depicted
are the yeast U1 snRNP (Li et al., 2017), human tri-snRNP at 7 Å resolution (Agafonov et al., 2016),
yeast and human B complexes (Bertram et al., 2017a; Plaschka et al., 2017), yeast Bact complex
(Rauhut et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016a), yeast C complex (described in the previous chapter, also Wan
et al. (2016a)), yeast and human C* complexes (Bertram et al., 2017b; Fica et al., 2017; Yan et al.,
2016b; Zhang et al., 2017), and yeast (S. cerevisiae) ILS complex (Wan et al., 2017).
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as part of the NTC in Bact complex formation, although its mutations only influence exon
ligation (Fabrizio et al., 2009; Ren et al., 2011; Sapra et al., 2008). Prp17 consists of an
unstructured N-terminal domain followed by a WD40 beta-propeller. Consistent with these
results, in the structure of Bact complex (Yan et al., 2016a) only the N-terminal domain was
observed next to the U6 snRNA 5′ stem loop, in C complex (previous chapter) the WD40
domain of Prp17 was localised, residing flexibly near U2 snRNA stem IIa/c (Fig. 2.6a)
(although this was originally misassigned to a Prp19 WD40 domain), and in C* complex the
WD40 domain was seen to move in to stabilise the rotated branch helix, thereby stabilising
the exon-ligation conformation (Fig. 2.13a) (Fica et al., 2017).

Prp16 can crosslink to the 3′SS and these crosslinks are increased by depleting ATP
or in ATPase-deficient Prp16, whereas addition of ATP increases 3′SS crosslinks to Slu7
(Umen and Guthrie, 1995). This suggests during remodelling Prp16 binds near the 3′SS
and after remodelling the 3′SS is transferred to Slu7. Both Prp17 and Prp18 mutants reduce
Slu7 crosslinks to the 3′SS, supporting an accessory role for these factors before and after
remodelling respectively (Umen and Guthrie, 1995).

In vitro, using extracts depleted of Prp18 and Slu7, only Slu7 is required to restore exon
ligation. But Prp18 and Slu7 display cooperativity in vitro and in genetic experiments. Prp18
has one domain adopting an alpha-helical fold (Jiang et al., 2000). Slu7 contains two domains:
an N-terminal region containing a zinc knuckle and a C-terminal region with a peptide that
directly interacts with the folded domain of Prp18 (Bacíková and Horowitz, 2002; Zhang
and Schwer, 1997). Mutations in either domain of Slu7 show only temperature-sensitive
phenotypes, but mutation of the zinc knuckle makes Slu7’s exon-ligation activity dependent
on Prp18. Consistently, double mutations in both domains of Slu7 are lethal in vivo and
show no exon ligation activity in vitro. Furthermore, Slu7 is required for Prp18 to bind the
spliceosome (James et al., 2002), and presence of Prp18 reduces the amount of Slu7 required
in extract to promote 3′SS docking and exon ligation (Zhang and Schwer, 1997). These data
suggest both the zinc knuckle and Prp18-interacting domain of Slu7 aid recruitment to the
spliceosome, with Prp18 increasing Slu7’s binding affinity to the spliceosome.

Slu7 is only required for exon ligation of substrates with a large distance (>7 nt) between
the branch point and 3′SS (Brys and Schwer, 1996), and its presence can promote a high
FRET state between the 5′ exon and 3′ exon (Semlow et al., 2016), suggesting its primary role
is in promoting 3′SS docking. Prp18 seems to have a subtler role. It is paradoxical that the
exons pair with the U5 snRNA loop 1 during splicing despite having virtually no consensus
sequence. By randomly mutagenising the 5′ and 3′ exon sequences, it was shown that greater
exon sequence diversity is allowed in strains with wild-type Prp18, whereas mutation of a
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conserved region of Prp18 increases the bias of exon sequences to A bases—which can pair
with the U-rich U5 snRNA loop 1. Furthermore, exon mutations that weaken pairing to U5
snRNA specifically affect exon ligation (Crotti et al., 2007). The role of Prp18 may therefore
be to stabilise association of the exons with U5 snRNA during exon ligation, especially when
few direct base pairs are available.

Prp22 is the DEAH-box helicase required for ATP-dependent release of mature mRNA
from the spliceosome, but has also been implicated as an exon-ligation factor. In splicing
extract Prp22 promotes exon ligation in an ATP-independent manner, with its presence
required for exon ligation of substrates with a branch-point–3′SS distance greater than 20 nt.
It seems to promote 3′SS docking of these substrates, as Prp22 depletion increases the 3′SS
nuclease sensitivity (Schwer and Gross, 1998). This effect however is not seen in purified
complexes, where only Slu7 and Prp18 are required for exon ligation (Ohrt et al., 2013). Its
recruitment to the spliceosome requires Slu7 and is enhanced by Prp18 (James et al., 2002),
so may affect exon ligation in vitro via stabilisation of these bona fide exon-ligation factors.

In summary, Prp16 effects an ATP-dependent conformational change in the spliceo-
some to an exon-ligation conformation, stabilised by Prp17. Slu7 binds the exon-ligation
spliceosome, with binding aided by Prp18, and promotes 3′SS docking. Prp18 independently
stabilises pairing of the exons to U5 snRNA loop 1. The specific ATP-independent role of
Prp22 in exon ligation is currently unclear, and the precise mechanism for how these factors
act requires structural information.

3.2.2 How is the 3′ splice site recognised?

The most critical question for this chapter is the mechanism of 3′SS recognition during
catalysis. The 3′SS at the end of introns from almost every organism end with an AG
dinucleotide, almost always preceded (the −3 position) with a pyrimidine (Kupfer et al.,
2004; Sheth et al., 2006; Spingola et al., 1999). Mutations of the A or G block usage of
the splice site (Aebi et al., 1986; Vijayraghavan et al., 1986). At the −3 position A can be
tolerated but G is inhibitory (Collins and Guthrie, 2001; Fouser and Friesen, 1987; Luukkonen
and Séraphin, 1997). But it is not known how these nucleotides are detected.

The first important question is, after remodelling by Prp16, how does the spliceosome
select the correct AG dinucleotide over other possibilities downstream of the branch point?
A simple scanning mechanism has been proposed in humans, where the first AG more than
10 nt downstream of the branch point is utilised (Anderson and Moore, 1997; Chen et al.,
2000; Smith et al., 1993). In yeast this mechanism seems not to operate, as in a synthetic
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substrate with tandemly repeated UAG triplets there is competition within a window of +13
to +22 nucleotides downstream of the branch point, and the most proximal UAG within this
window is not necessarily selected as the 3′SS over the distal one (Luukkonen and Séraphin,
1997). Selection of a distal 3′SS can be promoted by the ATPase Prp22, but the generality of
this is not established (Semlow et al., 2016). A distal 3′SS can also outcompete a proximal
3′SS if preceded by a strong polypyrimidine tract, despite the poor conservation of the PPT in
yeast (Patterson and Guthrie, 1991). But in >90% of natural introns in yeast such competition
is not present (Spingola et al., 1999), so in practice the 3′SS utilised will be the first YAG
downstream of the branch point.

But once the 3′SS is chosen, what in the spliceosome active site specifically recognises
the AG dinucleotides? Some U2/U6 snRNA mutations that specifically affect exon ligation
have been identified (Fig. 3.2). Mutations at U6 snRNA A51, C58, and A59 impair exon
ligation, with A51 mutation having a particularly strong and specific effect (Fabrizio and
Abelson, 1990). The human equivalent to U6-A51 crosslinks to the 5′SS U(+2) after the
first step (Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993). U6-C58 mutation disrupts U2/U6 helix Ia, and
mutations in U2 that restore base pairing restore function (Madhani and Guthrie, 1992);
U6-A59 mutations disrupt the catalytic triplex, and similarly mutations in U6 that restore the
triplex also restore function (Fica et al., 2014). But these step-specific phenotypes therefore
probably reflect the function of the active site during exon-ligation, not mechanisms for 3′SS
recognition per se.

Identifying suppressors of 3′SS mutations is one approach to identify the 3′SS recognition
mechanism. Several mutations in U2/U6 helix Ia and Ib can rescue the suboptimal GAG
3′SS in yeast (Mefford and Staley, 2009). YAN and YNG 3′SS mutants were rescued by
U2-A25 to G or U6-G52 to U (Fig. 3.2) (Lesser and Guthrie, 1993; Madhani and Guthrie,
1994b). Furthermore, allele-specific suppression experiments indicated a possible direct
tertiary interaction between U2-A25 and U6-G52, leading to the suggestion these nucleotides
might form part of the spliceosome element that recognises the 3′SS (Madhani and Guthrie,
1994b)—or alternatively that mutating these positions simply relaxes the fidelity of the
spliceosome.

Another 3′SS suppressor is loop 1 of U5 snRNA which interacts with the 5′ and 3′ exons
(Fig. 3.2) (Newman and Norman, 1992). Mutation of the 3′SS G(−1) to A inhibits exon
ligation and is rescued by loop 1 mutations that can strengthen potential base pairs to the first
two nucleotides of the 3′ exon. However, the same loop 1 mutations also rescue exon ligation
in a 5′SS G(+1) to A mutant (Newman and Norman, 1992). Therefore, this suppression is
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Fig. 3.2 Spliceosome secondary structure during exon ligation. Positions that when mutated cause
exon-ligation defects, or interact with 3′SS mutants, are highlighted in yellow. Yellow striped lines
show genetic interactions involved in exon ligation.

probably due to reinforcement of exon ligation in the absence of an authentic 3′SS, rather
than a direct interaction with the 3′SS itself.

One 3′SS suppressor was identified within the pre-mRNA itself. A genetic interaction was
found between the 3′SS G(−1) and the 5′SS G(+1), i.e. between the first and last nucleotides
of the intron (Fig. 3.2). Mutation of the 3′SS G(−1) to C inhibits exon ligation and is partially
rescued by mutation of the 5′SS G(+1) to A (Chanfreau et al., 1994; Parker and Siliciano,
1993; Scadden and Smith, 1995), while this mutation of the 5′SS alone inhibits exon ligation
(Newman et al., 1985). This A–C combination is incidentally found naturally in a small
subset of introns spliced by the U12-dependent minor spliceosome in higher eukaryotes –
the so-called AT–AC introns (Patel and Steitz, 2003). This led to the proposal of a direct
base-pair between G(−1) and G(+1) during exon-ligation, supported by inosine-substitution
experiments (Scadden and Smith, 1995; Tarn, 1996), but the exact nature of this pairing,
if it existed, was not clear. Partial rescue of the 5′SS G(+1) to A mutation by other 3′SS
mutations led Luukkonen and Séraphin (1997) to suggest these interactions could be due to
trans-acting factors or other explanations.
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Other pre-mRNA mutations also have surprising effects on exon ligation. Mutations of
U(+2) and A(+3) of the 5′SS inhibit exon ligation (Collins and Guthrie, 2001), but these
were suggested to act by altering the equilibrium between the branching and exon-ligation
conformations of the spliceosome (Konarska et al., 2006). A strong synthetic exon-ligation
defect was found with a 5′SS A(+3) to C and 3′SS U(−3) to A double mutant, which was
almost entirely rescued in a U6 G50 to C or U mutant (Collins and Guthrie, 2001), suggesting
some network of interactions could operate between these bases (Fig. 3.2). The identity of the
branch point nucleotide can also affect exon ligation. In yeast, changing this nucleotide from
A to C causes a branching defect, while mutation to G allows branching but strongly inhibits
exon ligation and mutation to U inhibits both steps (Fouser and Friesen, 1987; McPheeters,
1996). In human the same trend is followed for exon ligation, but for branching C is tolerated
and G is inhibitory (Hornig et al., 1986; Query et al., 1996). Thus, although the 5′SS and
branch point are not obviously implicated in the chemistry of exon ligation, mutations in
either can block this step.

The above experiments give some hints of possible mechanisms for 3′SS recognition,
but ultimately do not produce any clear model. Resolving this question requires a structure
of the spliceosome during 3′SS recognition. A possible viable strategy for obtaining this
structure is to purify the post-catalytic P-complex spliceosome, i.e. a spliceosome stalled
immediately after exon ligation and 3′SS recognition.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Purification of the P-complex spliceosome

Our first idea for how to purify the P-complex spliceosome was to use a dominant-negative
mutant of the DEAH-box helicase Prp22, which catalyses release of spliced mRNA from the
spliceosome (Company et al., 1991). Purified dominant-negative Prp22 protein can be added
to splicing extract and stalls complexes at the P-complex stage (Schwer, 2008). I expressed
the K512A mutant of Prp22 in the BCY123 strain of S. cerevisiae and purified it using the
N-terminal CBP (calmodulin-binding peptide) tag on Calmodulin-Sepharose resin then the
C-terminal His6 tag on Ni-NTA resin (Fig. 3.3a). 24 L of yeast typically yielded 2–3 mg of
protein. This mutant is defective in ATP hydrolysis and mRNA release and is lethal in vivo

(Schwer and Gross, 1998). I verified that this mutant acts in a dominant-negative manner
by testing its effect on mRNA release in vitro. Splicing was performed in wild-type yeast
splicing extract on a wild-type UBC4 pre-mRNA (Abelson et al., 2010b). After 30 min of
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splicing I added an antisense DNA oligonucleotide complementary to the UBC4 3′ exon.
This oligonucleotide hybridises to exposed RNA and induces degradation via endogenous
RNaseH present in the extract. In a standard splicing reaction this leads to degradation of both
mRNA and residual pre-mRNA (Fig. 3.3b, left). In the presence of the recombinant Prp22
K512A mutant, the residual pre-mRNA was still degraded by RNaseH, but the mRNA was
mostly protected, indicating that our recombinant protein indeed acts in a dominant-negative
manner to inhibit mRNA release (Fig. 3.3b, right).

To purify the P complexes that accumulate with the Prp22 K512A mutant, we used a
similar strategy to that described for C complex. After completion of splicing on wild-type
pre-mRNA with two 5′ MS2 hairpins in the presence of Prp22 K512A, I spun complexes
into a 40% glycerol cushion, recovered the cushion and applied it to amylose resin. The
amylose eluate contained mRNA but also significant amounts of pre-mRNA and lariat-
intermediate, indicating a mixture of complexes was obtained (Fig. 3.3c). I therefore used
a second purification step by applying the amylose eluate to Strep-Tactin resin to pull on
complexes containing Slu7 (which was genomically tagged). This eliminated contaminating
pre-mRNA, but the final sample contained approximately equal amounts of mRNA and
lariat-intermediate (Fig. 3.3c). The mRNA-containing population is P complex, but the
lariat-intermediate–containing population could represent C and/or C* complexes based on
our prior observations that exon-ligation factors can be associated with the C complexes.

In principle in cryoEM data processing, a biochemical mixture of particles in different
states can be resolved computationally by classifying particles into different populations.
This had already been demonstrated with spliceosomal complexes (e.g. Wan et al. (2016a),
Fica et al. (2017)). I therefore decided to collect cryoEM images of this sample, hoping that
the 50% mRNA-containing complexes would classify away from the lariat-intermediate–
containing complexes to give a pure P complex structure. After collecting 4369 micrographs
on a Titan Krios microscope with a K2 detector, I picked 191,000 particles and subjected them
to 3D classification. A mixture of states was indeed observed. Of the good particles, 50%
were C complex and 50% were in the exon-ligation conformation described for C* complex
(Fica et al., 2017), therefore probably representing P complex (Fig. 3.3d). Refinement of
the exon-ligation conformation particles yielded a reconstruction at 3.7 Å resolution almost
identical to the previous reconstruction of C* complex (Fica et al., 2017), albeit at slightly
higher resolution. The only difference was presence in the P-complex reconstruction of
weak density extending the 5′ exon consistent with ligation of the 3′ exon. Additionally,
density for the exon-ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 was very weak, and the 3′SS was not
visible (Fig. 3.3e). A possible explanation for this is that the “P-complex class” also contains
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Fig. 3.3 Initial P complex purification trials. a, Purified dominant-negative mutant Prp22 (K512A),
expressed in S. cerevisiae BCY123 strain. b, Addition of Prp22 K512A to in vitro splicing reactions
blocks mRNA release. Splicing reactions with 2xMS2-UBC4 pre-mRNA were incubated for 30 min,
then 5 µM of a 15 nt DNA oligonucleotide antisense to the 3′ exon was added (or a water control)
and incubation continued for another 10 min. RNA was analysed on an 18% denaturing gel and
visualised with fluorescein. c, Purification of P complex. Splicing reactions was performed for 30
min in presence of 0.01 mg/mL Prp22 K512A, then spliceosomes were purified as described in the
text. T, C, top and cushion after ultracentrifugation into a 40% glycerol cushion. FT, EL, flowthrough
and elution from amylose resin (MS2-MBP) or Strep-Tactin resin (Slu7-SII). RNA content of each
fraction was analysed on an 18% denaturing gel and visualised with fluorescein. d, 3D classification
of cryoEM data obtained from the concentrated Strep elution. 150,000 particles were classified into
8 classes using C complex as a reference. The percentage occupancy of each class is indicated. e,
Putative density in the P complex active site for the 3′SS and 3′ exon after 3D refinement of particles
in the exon-ligation conformation.

significant amount of C* complex, consistent with presence of lariat-intermediate in the
sample, which due to its high structural similarity classifies with the P complex particles.
Attempts were made to improve density for the 3′SS by focused classification, but the small
size of this region made this challenging (data not shown). In summary, this purification
strategy yielded a mixture of complexes that could not be resolved during data processing to
yield the desired biological insights.

We devised a new purification strategy to give a biochemically pure sample of P complex.
Here, the idea was to selectively purify complexes with a docked 3′ exon by exploiting their
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Fig. 3.4 An RNaseH-based strategy for P complex purification. Schematic showing how use of a
3′ MS2 tag and an anti-3′ exon oligonucleotide could lead to selective enrichment of P complexes by
amylose affinity. Three hairpins represent 3xMS2 tag.

protection from endogenous RNaseH. As shown above, Prp22 K512A induces protection
of the 3′ exon from RNaseH present in splicing extracts. A new pre-mRNA substrate was
prepared where the MS2 hairpins used for spliceosome purification were moved from the
5′ to 3′ end. In principle, addition of an anti-3′ exon oligonucleotide to a splicing reaction
after spliceosome assembly should induce removal of the MS2 tag from all spliceosomes
with an exposed 3′ exon, i.e. all complexes except P complex and C* with a docked 3′ exon
immediately prior to exon ligation (Fig. 3.4). To test this, splicing was performed in the
presence of Prp22 S635A dominant-negative mutant to allow P complexes to assemble, before
addition of the anti-3′ exon oligonucleotide. Note that here and in subsequent experiments
the Prp22 S635A mutant is used instead of K512A. This mutant hydrolyses ATP but cannot
unwind RNA duplexes (Schwer and Meszaros, 2000). It behaves in an identical dominant-
negative manner to K512A (data not shown). Complexes purified by amylose affinity after
addition of the oligo contained virtually no pre-mRNA or lariat-intermediate, in contrast to
a control purification where pre-mRNA, lariat-intermediate and mRNA were all abundant
(Fig. 3.5a). The protein composition of the amylose elution was clean when the oligo was
used, whereas in the control some contaminating proteins of early spliceosomes were visible,
for example Prp2 which is found only in Bact complex (Fig. 3.5b). The RNaseH strategy
therefore yields pure P complex spliceosomes, with the additional advantage that since the
second purification step of pulling on an exon-ligation factor is no longer necessary, yields
are much higher.

Although contaminating pre-mRNA and lariat-intermediate are reduced with this strategy,
analysis of the RNA content of the spliceosomes showed significant amounts of small RNA
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Fig. 3.5 Testing an RNaseH-based strategy for P complex purification. a, Splicing was performed
in the presence of Prp22 S635A, then anti-3′ exon oligonucleotide was added (or a water control).
Spliceosomes were spun into a glycerol cushion (not shown), applied to amylose resin and eluted. The
substrate content of the splicing reactions and amylose elutions was analysed on an 18% denaturing
gel via the 3′ fluorescein label on the substrate (green star). b, Protein content of amylose elutions
from the experiment in a. The right-hand lane was concentrated before loading to allow comparison
of stoichiometry c, Repeat of a using a genomic HA tag on Prp19. The amylose elution was
immunoprecipitated (IP) and RNA in the supernatant (S) or resin (P) analysed. d, Analysis of protein
in the same fractions. e, Negative-stain EM visualisation of spliceosomes purified using the RNaseH
method. f, 2D class averages from negative stain analysis, along with a cryoEM 2D average from C*
complex in the exon-ligation conformation as a reference (Fica et al., 2017).

fragments (Fig. 3.5a), which I hypothesised represented the cleaved MS2 tag. To verify these
small RNAs are not spliceosome-associated, I performed splicing in Prp19-HA extract. After
purification of P complexes with the RNaseH strategy, I immunoprecipitated these complexes
with anti-HA antibody. The mRNA entirely immunoprecipitated, while the small RNAs
entirely remained in the supernatant (Fig. 3.5c). Additionally, all spliceosome proteins were
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immunoprecipitated, and the only protein visible in the supernatant by silver staining was the
MS2-MBP protein, consistent with the small RNAs being cleavage fragments of the MS2
tag (Fig. 3.5d). Negative-stain EM of the amylose elution after the RNaseH strategy showed
monodisperse spliceosomes (Fig. 3.5e) which after 2D averaging showed features consistent
an exon-ligation conformation (Fig. 3.5f).

I employed the RNaseH strategy at full scale for cryoEM analysis (Fig. 3.6). I collected
2384 micrographs on a Titan Krios microscope with a K2 detector. In contrast to previous
samples (Fig. 3.3), this sample contained exclusively P-complex spliceosomes, in agreement
with the biochemical analysis (Fig. 3.5, 6.1). After data processing (Fig. 6.1) I obtained a
cryoEM reconstruction at 3.7Å overall resolution and modelled 45 components, which was
published as Wilkinson et al. (2017). After publication, I collected an additional dataset at
higher magnification. Increasing the magnification of data collection can boost the DQE
of the electron detector at an equivalent absolute resolution (McMullan et al., 2014), so in
theory should reduce the number of particles required to reach higher resolution. Indeed,
although this dataset only contained 1614 micrographs with a total of 79,509 particles (38%
of the initial dataset), it could produce a P complex reconstruction at 3.6 Å resolution by
itself. After scaling and merging these particles with the initial dataset and reclassification, a
P complex reconstruction at 3.3 Å resolution was obtained from only 52,748 particles with
homogeneous core resolution (Fig. 6.1). The following structural description is based on the
3.7 Å resolution structure, but densities in figures have been updated to represent this higher
resolution information and strengthen our interpretation.

3.3.2 Overall architecture of the exon ligation conformation

P complex has the same overall exon ligation conformation as C* complex (Fig. 3.7A).
Relative to the branching conformation of C complex (Galej et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2016a),
the branch helix between the intron and U2 snRNA has rotated 75 degrees out of the active
site, extracting the branch point adenosine and creating space for the incoming 3′ exon in the
active centre (Fig. 3.8, 3.9A,B). Branch helix rotation is accompanied by movement of the
U2 snRNP and its attached NTC protein Syf1, and Prp16-mediated release of the branching
factors Cwc25, Isy1 and the N-terminal domain of Yju2 (Fica et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2016b)
(Fig. 3.8). The undocked branch helix is stabilized in its new position by the WD40 domain
of Prp17, and by the Prp8 RNaseH domain, which has rotated to insert its β -hairpin near the
branch point (Fica et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2016b). Pairing between the 5′SS and U6 snRNA
ACAGAGA sequence is restructured such that the U6 A51 Hoogsteen-edge can pair with
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Fig. 3.6 P complex purification and cryoEM imaging. a, SDS-PAGE showing total proteins
(stained with Coomassie Instant Blue) in the P complex sample used for cryoEM analysis (concentrated
amylose eluate). Labelled bands were excised and identified by mass spectrometry and are coloured
by subcomplex identity (blue, U5 snRNP; green, U2 snRNP; orange, NTC; yellow, NTR; purple,
splicing factors; black, Sm proteins; grey, not modelled). b, Representative cryoEM micrograph of
vitrified P complex taken with a Titan Krios microscope using a K2 detector. c, Representative 2D
class averages for P complex calculated in RELION.

5′SS U(+2) (Sontheimer and Steitz, 1993). The exon ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 occupy
the same locations as they do in C* complex, with the alpha-helical domain (Jiang et al.,
2000) of Prp18 binding the outer surface of the Prp8 RNaseH domain (Fig. 3.7C). While in
C* complex only the C-terminal globular domain of Slu7 was assigned, the higher quality
density in P complex allowed me to essentially complete this model, revealing a sprawling
architecture that spans 120Å of the spliceosome (Fig. 3.7A). Prp22, which replaces Prp16 in
both C* and P complex, is stabilized onto the Prp8 N-terminal domain through interactions
with the C-terminus of Yju2.
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Fig. 3.7 P complex structure. A, Overview of the P complex spliceosome. NTC, NineTeen Complex.
B, The same view of P complex with the path of the substrate intron and exons shown. Dotted lines
indicate the path of nucleotides not visible in the density. C, Binding of substrate at the core of P
complex. U6 snRNA and NTC/NTR proteins are omitted for clarity. 3′SS, 3′ splice site; RT, Prp8
reverse transcriptase domain; CR, Prp18 conserved region. Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al.
(2017)
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Fig. 3.8 The branching and exon-ligation conformations of the spliceosome. a, Structure of
the C complex spliceosome, showing the branching conformation. b, Structure of the P complex
spliceosome, showing the exon-ligation conformation. Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)

3.3.3 Remodelling of the active site

The RNA catalytic core of the P-complex spliceosome remains essentially unchanged com-
pared to C* complex (Bertram et al., 2017b; Fica et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2016b; Zhang
et al., 2017) (Fig. 3.9A,B), except that the 3′ exon is ligated to the 5′ exon and the 3′SS
is docked into the space occupied by the branch helix in C complex (Figs. 3.7B,C, 3.9B,
6.2). The catalytic triplex formed by U2 and U6 snRNAs, harbouring the catalytic metal
ions, is unaltered (Fica et al., 2014, 2013; Steitz and Steitz, 1993), and the 5′ exon remains
base-paired to loop 1 of U5 snRNA (Newman and Norman, 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz,
1993). The position of the 3′SS relative to the 3′ exon suggests that prior to exon ligation,
the pre-mRNA undergoes an almost 180° turn to expose the 3′SS scissile phosphate for
nucleophilic attack by the 3′ hydroxyl of the 5′ exon. This deformation is similar to that
seen during branching, when the 5′SS is highly bent to expose the scissile phosphate to the
branch-point adenosine nucleophile (Galej et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2016a) (Fig. 3.10).

The first two bases of the 3′ exon are well ordered and extend the 5′ exon with A-form
helical geometry and regular base stacking (Fig. 3.9D) whereas ten nucleotides of the 5′ exon
are well ordered in the channel between the N-terminal and Large domains of Prp8. Density
for the 3′ exon downstream of G(+2) becomes weaker and follows the surface of the Prp8
reverse transcriptase (RT) domain up towards Prp22 (Fig. 6.2b), consistent with crosslinking
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Fig. 3.9 Structure of the RNA catalytic core. A, Key RNA elements at the active site of the C
complex spliceosome. ISL, internal stem-loop; M1 and M2, catalytic metal ions one and two. B,
Equivalent view to A of the active site of the P complex spliceosome. M1 was not visible in the density
and its position is inferred from C and C* complexes. C, Non–Watson-Crick RNA-RNA interactions
mediate recognition of the 3′ splice site. Putative hydrogen bonds are shown with dotted blue lines.
Branch point adenosine and U6 snRNA A51 are highlighted. D, CryoEM density around the exon
junction for the 5′ exon, 3′ exon and 3′ splice site. E, Base-pairing scheme of the P complex active site.
Watson-Crick pairing is indicated with lines, other base pairs with dotted lines. ψ , pseudo-uridine.
F, Details of the pairing that mediates 3′–splice site (3′SS) recognition. 5′SS, 5′ splice site; BP A,
branch point adenosine. Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)

experiments (25). This arrangement is consistent with the role of Prp22 in pulling the ligated
exon from the 3′ direction to release mRNA (25). Our C complex structure revealed a similar
mechanism for remodelling by Prp16 (6, 18). It was previously shown that U5 snRNA loop
1 aligns the 5′ exon and 3′ exon for ligation (Newman and Norman, 1992; Sontheimer and
Steitz, 1993). Indeed, U5 snRNA U96, which points away from the active site in Bact, C,
and C* complexes, can pair with G(−1) of the 5′ exon in P complex (Fig. 3.9E), explaining
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Fig. 3.10 Comparison of the branching and exon-ligation reactions. a, b, The inferred structure
of the spliceosome active site during branching and exon ligation from the same view. Structures
of B* and C* are modelled based on C complex and P complex by fixing ribose and base atoms
and regularising the bonding geometry over the scissile phosphate for the pre-reaction state using
Coot (Emsley et al., 2010). Note that the scissile phosphate is in the same position relative to M1 for
branching and exon ligation. For B* complex M1 and M2 are modelled based on PDB 5GMK. For
C* complex M2 is positioned as in P complex; M1 was not visible in P so its position is based on C
complex and is for illustrative purposes. c, d, The structure of the 5′SS and 3′SS before branching
and exon ligation respectively. Reactants are shown from the same view relative to U6 snRNA. In B*
the 5′SS has a tight kink to expose the scissile phosphate; in C* the 3′SS has a less pronounced kink.
Note that the nucleophiles for each reaction attack the SS from opposite sides. Figure adapted from
Wilkinson et al. (2017)

previous genetic and crosslinking data (Newman and Norman, 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz,
1993).

3.3.4 Mechanism of 3′–splice site recognition

In yeast the intron sequence of the 3′SS immediately preceding the 3′ exon is stringently con-
served as Y(−3)A(−2)G(−1), where Y is any pyrimidine (Spingola et al., 1999) (Fig. 3.11A).
In our P-complex structure the phosphodiester bond at the 3′SS is cleaved, but the 3′-hydroxyl
of the 3′SS nucleotide G(−1) remains close to the phosphate of the newly-formed exon
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junction, consistent with observations that exon ligation is reversible (Tseng and Cheng,
2008) (Fig. 3.9D). This suggests that our structure represents the state of the spliceosome
immediately after exon ligation, allowing inference of the mechanism of 3′SS recognition
(Fig. 3.9C,F). Remarkably, the Hoogsteen edge of the 3′SS G(−1) forms a base pair with
the Watson–Crick edge of the 5′SS G(+1), while stacking on U6 snRNA A51, which re-
mains paired to U(+2) of the 5′SS as in C* complex (Fica et al., 2017). This arrangement
allows the 3′ hydroxyl of 3′SS G(−1) to project towards the active site (Fig. 3.9D). The
Hoogsteen edge of the 3′SS A(−2) interacts with the Hoogsteen edge of the branch point
adenosine, which is still linked via its 2′ hydroxyl to the 5′SS G(+1). Thus, 3′SS recognition
is achieved through RNA base-pairing with the 5′SS and the branch point adenosine. This
mechanism is consistent with the genetic interactions between the first and last bases of
the intron (Luukkonen and Séraphin, 1997; Parker and Siliciano, 1993) and exon ligation
defects observed in branch point mutants (Hornig et al., 1986; McPheeters, 1996) (Fig. 3.11).
Importantly, mutations at 3′SS G(−1) that are proofread and undocked by Prp22 (Semlow
et al., 2016) would destabilize the interaction between the 5′SS and the 3′SS (Fig. 3.11),
consistent with a proofreading mechanism in which Prp22 senses the stability of the docked
3′SS (Semlow et al., 2016), although the structural basis for such sensing remains unknown.
I additionally observed ordered density for 3′SS nucleotides (−3) to (−5), while the 20
nucleotides connecting the 3′SS to the branch helix were not visible and are likely disordered
as they would loop out of the spliceosome from the branch helix to just upstream of the 3′SS.

Additional density adjacent to the 3′ hydroxyl of 3′SS G(−1) was putatively interpreted
as the catalytic Mg2+ M2 because it is coordinated by phosphate oxygen ligands from U6
snRNA bases U80, A59, and G60, which were previously shown biochemically to bind M2
(Fica et al., 2013). In contrast, no density consistent with M1 was observed, as expected
for P complex being in a post-catalytic state, whereas M1 was predicted to coordinate the
nucleophile in the pre-catalytic state and density consistent with M1 was indeed visible in C*
complex (Fica et al., 2017) (Figs. 3.12)).

3.3.5 Proteins around the active site

Compared to C* complex, which lacked the docked 3′ exon and 3′SS, new protein density is
visible around the P-complex active site. Prp8 and Prp18 cooperate to stabilize the docked
3′ splice site as well as the binding of the 3′-exon (Fig. 3.13A). The 3′ exon is sandwiched
between the alpha-finger and the reverse transcriptase domains of Prp8 (Fig. 3.7C) (Galej
et al., 2013). The alpha-finger (residues 1565–1610) of Prp8 forms an extended helix that
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Fig. 3.11 Mechanism of specific 3′SS recognition during exon ligation. A, The consensus 3′ splice
site sequence in S. cerevisiae. The 3′ end of all S. cerevisiae introns were aligned and used to create a
sequence logo (weblogo.berkeley.edu). The invariant AG dinucleotides are highlighted, and the splice
junction is indicated with a purple line. B, The cis Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen base pair that mediates
recognition of 3′SS(−1)G by the 5′SS(+1)G (left). A similar interaction may operate in the minor
spliceosome, where 25% of introns start with A and end with C (middle). The UAC non-cognate 3′SS
cannot pair with the 5′SS(+1)G (right). C, The trans Hoogsteen/Hoogsteen base pair that mediates
recognition of the 3′SS(−2)A by the branch point adenosine (BP A) (left). The branch is highlighted
in orange. Right, the effects of various branch and 3′SS mutants on this pairing, modelled based on
observed examples highlighted in Leontis et al. (2002). The C1′–C1′ distances are indicated, also
taken from Leontis et al. (2002). Branch C has a minor exon ligation defect, while branch G and
3′SS(−2)U have stronger defects, correlating with increased distortion relative to P complex. Figure
adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)

wedges between the 3′ exon and 3′SS (Figs. 3.13B, C, 3.14). Before exon ligation, the
contiguous 3′-exon and 3′SS would wrap around this helix, exposing the 3′SS phosphate for
attack by the 5’-exon (Figs. 3.13B, 3.10). Alpha-finger residue Arg1604, which is essential
for exon ligation (Figs. 3.13D), contacts the phosphate backbone of the 3′SS residues −3 and
−4. The highly conserved Gln1594 forms a hydrogen bond with the O2 carbonyl group of
U(−3), and cytosine at the (−3) position could form an equivalent hydrogen bond, explaining
the preference for pyrimidines at (−3) of the 3′SS (Figs. 3.13C, 3.15). The non-Watson-
Crick RNA pairing between the BP, the 5′SS, and the 3′SS is reinforced by these sequences
being clamped between the Prp8 alpha-finger and the β -hairpin of the Prp8 RNaseH domain
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Fig. 3.12 Metals in the RNA core of the P complex. A, Structure and schematic representation of
the active site of C* complex trapped before exon ligation (Fica et al., 2017). The cleaved G(-1)
3′-hydroxyl is in close proximity to M1. Density for M2 was weakly visible in C* and was coordinated
by phosphates from G60 and U80. B, Structure and schematic representation of the active site of
P complex. Note that M2 is now coordinated by phosphates from A59, G80, and U80 and is also
interacting with both the newly formed mRNA junction and the cleaved 3′OH from the 3′SS. Note
that to accommodate the docked 3′ exon, the phosphate backbone between C58 and A59 moves to
position the A59 phosphate for interacting with M2. C, Structure and schematic of the RNA core of a
group IIB intron in a post-catalytic configuration, showing the ligated exons (PDB 4R0D) (Robart
et al., 2014). Residues that position the catalytic metal are shown in magenta. Figure adapted from
Wilkinson et al. (2017)

(Fig. 3.13A). Consistent with the structure, mutations in the β -hairpin suppress the exon
ligation defects of mutations at 3′SS A(−2) and the branch point (Liu et al., 2007a), further
underscoring the essential structural role of Prp8 in 3′SS docking. The so-called conserved
region of Prp18 (Jiang et al., 2000) forms a loop that penetrates from outside the spliceosome
through a channel formed by Prp8 into the active site, where it buttresses against nucleotides
U(−3) and C(−4) of the 3′SS (Figs. 3.7C, 3.13A, B). Deletion of this conserved region in
Prp18 affects 3′SS selection (Crotti et al., 2007), consistent with its direct involvement in
exon ligation. It was previously proposed that the Prp18 conserved region allows usage
of splice sites next to exons with weak pairing to U5 snRNA loop 1 (Crotti et al., 2007).
Buttressing of the conserved region against 3′SS −3 and −4 may help mitigate flexibility
during docking, compensating for weak pairing of the exon to U5.
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Fig. 3.13 Proteins at the active site. A, The Prp8 alpha-finger and β -hairpin clamp around the active
site, with Prp18 bound on the outer face of the Prp8 RNaseH domain. CR, Prp18 conserved region;
RH, Prp8 RNaseH domain. B, The Prp8 alpha-finger contacts both 3′ exon and 3′ splice site; Prp18
CR loop contacts the 3′SS from the opposite side. C, Residues of the Prp8 alpha-finger that contact
the 3′ splice site. D, In vitro splicing reaction with wild-type (WT) and Arg1604 to Ala (R1604A)
mutant Prp8. RNA species found in Prp8-immunoprecipitated spliceosomes are labelled schematically.
R1604A causes a second-step defect, evidenced by accumulation of lariat intron–3′-exon intermediate.
Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)

3.3.6 The role of exon ligation factors

In C complex the branching factors Cwc25, Isy1, and Yju2 make extensive contacts with the
branch and ACAGAGA helices and together directly stabilize the docking of the distorted
branch helix into the active site to allow efficient branching (Galej et al., 2016; Yan et al.,
2015). In P complex, the exon ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 make only one direct contact
with the active site RNA, via the Prp18 conserved loop (Fig. 3.13A, B), while the alpha-
helical domain of Prp18 binds the outer face of the Prp8 RNaseH domain (Fig. 3.16A).
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Fig. 3.14 Remodelling of the Prp8 alpha-finger through the splicing cycle. The Prp8 alpha-finger
(residues 1577–1610; 1527–1562 for S. pombe) is shown in blue for various yeast spliceosomal
complexes. The alpha-finger makes context-dependent contacts with various components of the
splicing machinery. Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)

Fig. 3.15 The 3′ splice site −3 pyrimidine is detected by the Prp8 alpha finger. Recognition of
the 3′SS(−3) pyrimidine by glutamine 1594 (Gln1594) of the Prp8 alpha-finger. In the P complex
structure 3′SS(−3) is U (left). Cytidine can be tolerated in the same position, whereas a purine would
have a minor clash with the alpha finger (right). Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)
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The N-terminus of Slu7 binds to the Cwc22 C-terminal and Prp8 linker and endonuclease
domains. Slu7 then extends to the Prp8 N-terminal domain, where it is anchored by its
zinc-knuckle domain before passing through the interface between the Prp8 N-terminal
and endonuclease domains. After a helical interaction with Prp18 the globular C-terminal
region of Slu7 binds the inner surface of the Prp8 RNaseH domain (Fig. 3.16A). This mostly
peripheral binding of exon ligation factors suggests they promote splicing by a less direct
mechanism than branching factors, which lock the branch helix in the active site.

Fig. 3.16 Docking of the 3′ splice site is associated with binding of exon ligation factors. A, The
binding of exon-ligation factors Slu7 and Prp18 to the surface of P complex. Disordered segments of
Slu7 are shown with dotted lines. Domains of Prp8 are coloured as indicated. N, Prp8 N-terminal
domain; RT, Prp8 reverse transcriptase domain; EN, Prp8 endonuclease domain; ZnK, Slu7 zinc
knuckle domain; CR, Prp18 conserved region. B, C, CryoEM density maps for P complex with the
3′SS docked and undocked. Maps were filtered to 5 Å resolution to aid visualization. Movements
of the branch helix, Prp17, and the Prp8 endonuclease domain when changing into the docked
conformation are indicated. Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)

I performed global classification of our cryoEM dataset to assess the conformational
dynamics of P-complex spliceosomes. A subset comprising approximately half of the purified
P-complex particles lacks density for the 3′SS and Prp8 alpha-finger (Fig. 6.1, 3.17). In this
“undocked” conformation the junction between the 5′ exon and 3′ exon in ligated mRNA
is still visible, confirming the undocked conformation represents a P-complex state. These
particles also lack density for Prp18 and Slu7, indicating that the presence of exon ligation
factors correlates with stable docking of the 3′SS (Fig. 3.16B, C). This is consistent with
previous biochemistry and genetics which suggest that Slu7 and Prp18 act after Prp16-
mediated remodelling (James et al., 2002; Semlow et al., 2016) and promote juxtaposition of
the splice sites in the exon ligation conformation (Semlow et al., 2016). The branch helix,
which is locked in place by exon ligation factors in the docked conformation, undergoes
slight movement together with Prp17 in the undocked conformation and has weaker density,
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suggesting that it is more flexible in the absence of exon ligation factors (Figs 3.16B, C,
3.17). Because the branch point adenosine in the branch helix and the attached 5′SS G(+1)
form the recognition platform for the 3′SS AG sequence, it is likely that the 3′SS can only
stably dock when the branch helix is held rigid in the docked conformation.

Interestingly, the docked conformation competent for exon ligation is also associated with
stronger density for two long collinear alpha helices spanning the width of the spliceosome
from the C-terminus of Syf1 to the Prp8 RNaseH domain and contacting Cef1 (Fig. 3.16C).
This density was previously seen weakly in C* complex (Fica et al., 2017) but limited local
resolution precluded its assignment. The higher quality of the P-complex density allowed
assignment of these helices as the C-terminus of Yju2. In contrast, the N-terminus of Yju2
binds onto the branch helix and acts as a branching factor in C complex. However, the Yju2
N-terminus is no longer visible in C* or P complexes. Previous experiments showed that
the N-terminal and C-terminal domains of Yju2 can act in trans; the N-terminal domain is
essential for branching but impedes exon ligation, while the C-terminal domain promotes
exon ligation, despite not being essential for viability (Chiang and Cheng, 2013). Our
structure explains these apparently opposing roles of Yju2 and suggests the C-terminal
domain stabilizes binding of Prp22 and Slu7 and acts as a brace, further restricting flexibility
in the docked conformation. Thus, Yju2 is both a branching and exon ligation factor and
Prp16-dependent remodelling of C complex effects an exchange of its stable binding to the
spliceosome from the N-terminal to the C-terminal domain (Fig. 3.18).

The two alternative forms of P complex suggest that exon ligation factors aid exon
ligation in part by stabilizing the docked conformation: Prp18 and Slu7 bind together to
the Prp8 RNaseH domain in its rotated conformation induced by Prp16 remodelling of C
complex, while Slu7 anchors the RNaseH domain in place via multi-pronged interactions
with the other domains of Prp8 (Fig. 3.18). Slu7 may also promote exon ligation by additional
mechanisms. Slu7 is dispensable for exon ligation when the distance between the branch
point and 3′SS is less than nine nucleotides (Brys and Schwer, 1996; Ohrt et al., 2013),
consistent with the seven ordered nucleotides seen in P complex, which could be joined
by two additional nucleotides. The intron region between the branch point and the docked
3′SS would likely protrude from the spliceosome through an opening between the Prp8
RNaseH, Linker, and RT domains. Intriguingly, the N-terminus of Slu7 binds at the base of
this opening (Figs. 3.16A, 3.7B) and truncation of the N-terminus abolishes the ability of
Slu7 to promote exon ligation for pre-mRNAs with long BP-3′SS distances (James et al.,
2002). Thus, the N-terminus of Slu7 could reduce the entropic cost of 3′SS docking. In
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Fig. 3.17 The docked and undocked states of P complex. A, CryoEM density low-pass filtered to
5 Å for the 3′SS undocked (grey) and docked (blue) states was superimposed. Regions that move
or change occupancy are labelled. B, Sharpened density around the active site for the undocked and
docked states. BP, branch point adenosine. C,D, Atomic models from the docked state (coloured)
were fitted into the undocked state cryoEM density (grey). C, the branch helix and Prp17 pivot around
the branch point. D, Prp8 Endonuclease domain (EN) rotates between the two conformations, with the
docked conformation associated with binding of Slu7. Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)
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Fig. 3.18 Model for the action of exon ligation factors. Following Prp16-mediated remodelling
of C complex the branching factors Cwc25, Yju2 N-domain and Isy1 (not depicted) are removed.
The undocked branch helix is then locked in a conformation competent for second step catalysis by
the binding of exon ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7 and the C-domain of Yju2. The 3′SS docked
and undocked conformations may be in equilibrium due to flexibility of the branch helix and Prp8
Endonuclease domain in the C* state. Figure adapted from Wilkinson et al. (2017)

conjunction with Prp18, Slu7 could also guide the 3′SS into the active site and promote the
correct topology for stable 3′SS docking.

3.4 Discussion

The molecular mechanism of 3′SS recognition during the catalytic phase of pre-mRNA
splicing had been elusive despite decades of functional studies. Our P-complex structure now
shows that the 3′SS is recognized by pairing with the 5′SS and the branch point adenosine.
This interaction involves all invariant nucleotides (GU and AG) at the 5′ and 3′ ends of the
intron and the invariant branch point adenosine, making the exon ligation step a final quality
check of the splicing reaction. Indeed, mutation of any of these invariant nucleotides impairs
mRNA formation (Aebi et al., 1986; Vijayraghavan et al., 1986). Thus, like the 5′SS GU
dinucleotide and the branch point A nucleotide, recognition of the 3′SS AG dinucleotide is
achieved through non-Watson-Crick RNA-RNA interactions stabilized by protein factors,
explaining the conservation of these splice site sequences throughout eukaryotic evolution.
An AU at the 5′SS and a AC at the 3′SS—a combination observed in the human minor
spliceosome (Patel and Steitz, 2003) and as a suppressor of 5’SS mutations in yeast (Parker
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and Siliciano, 1993)—could also be tolerated (Fig. 3.11), consistent with the major and minor
spliceosome utilizing a similar mechanism for 3′SS selection.

Interestingly, although the structure of the RNA-based active site is remarkably conserved
between the spliceosome and group II self-splicing introns (Fig. 3.12) (Fica and Nagai,
2017; Marcia and Pyle, 2012; Robart et al., 2014), our P-complex structure reveals that
specific recognition of the 3′SS differs between the two splicing systems. Whereas in the
group II intron the J2/3 junction interacts with the 3′SS (Jacquier and Michel, 1990), in the
spliceosome the equivalent region in U6 snRNA (nucleotide A51) interacts instead with the
5′SS to stabilize the C* and P-complex configuration of the active site (Fig. 3.9B) (Fica et al.,
2017). Nonetheless, in both systems the 5′SS and the branch adenosine appear critical for
both steps of splicing (Fig. 3.9) (Costa et al., 2016; Robart et al., 2014), potentially explaining
conservation of the 2′–5′ linkage during evolution of both splicing systems.

Overall our P-complex structure elucidates the mechanism of 3′–splice site selection,
showing the crucial role of the excised lariat-intron in organizing the active site and splice
sites for exon ligation. The structure now completes our basic understanding of the two-step
splicing reaction, showing how the dynamic protein scaffold of the spliceosome cradles
and modulates a fundamentally RNA-based mechanism for splice site recognition during
catalysis.



Chapter 4

Structural basis of 5′ splice site transfer
for human spliceosome activation

4.1 Introduction

The accuracy of pre-mRNA splicing relies on the fidelity of splice site recognition by the
spliceosome, where mistakes by even single nucleotides can lead to catastrophic frame shifts.
The previous chapter examined how the 3′SS is recognised within the yeast spliceosome.
After this work, it was important to examine how the fidelity of 5′SS selection is maintained
throughout splicing. In both yeast and human, the 5′SS is recognised early in the splicing
cycle when it pairs with U1 snRNA in the E complex, followed by branch point recognition
by U2 snRNP to form the A complex, or prespliceosome (Fig. 1.3). But after recruitment
of the pre-formed U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP to the prespliceosome to yield the pre-B complex
(Bai et al., 2018; Boesler et al., 2016), the 5′SS is transferred from pairing to U1 snRNA
to pairing with the invariant ACAGAGA box of U6 snRNA (Fig. 1.4), stimulated by the
DEAD-box helicase Prp28 (Staley and Guthrie, 1999). After 5′SS transfer, the spliceosome
is called B complex, and is activated by disruption of the U4/U6 snRNA duplex by Brr2
helicase (Laggerbauer et al., 1998; Raghunathan and Guthrie, 1998), which dissociates U4
snRNP and allows U6 snRNA to fold and pair with U2 snRNA, forming the catalytic centre.

There are interesting parallels between 5′SS and 3′SS recognition. In higher eukaryotes
at least, the 3′SS is recognised early by U2AF35, but then has to be re-recognised later during
exon ligation. Similarly, the 5′SS is recognised early by U1 snRNA, but then the 5′SS has to
be re-recognised by U6 snRNA. Unlike the 3′SS though, which after its early recognition is
released and solvent exposed until exon ligation, the 5′SS is transferred in a single step from
U1 snRNA recognition to U6 snRNA recognition. During this transfer, the spliceosome has
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to ensure slippage does not occur to make sure the fidelity of 5′SS selection is maintained.
How this is done, and the mechanism by which Prp28 stimulates 5′SS transfer, is poorly
understood.

Fig. 4.1 A structural framework for understanding pre-mRNA splicing, part three. Depicted is
the structural understanding of the splicing cycle at the time of performing the human pre-B complex
study. As in Fig. 3.1, yeast structures are shown outside the cycle and human structures inside, and
unknown structures indicated by cartoons or question marks. In addition to the structures described
in Figs. 2.1 and 3.1, depicted are the yeast A complex (Plaschka et al., 2018), human Bact complex
(Haselbach et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018), human C complex (Zhan et al., 2018a), yeast and human
P complexes (yeast, described in the previous chapter, also Bai et al. (2017); Liu et al. (2017); human,
Fica et al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2019)), and human ILS complex (Zhang et al., 2019).
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Over the past few years, numerous structural snapshots of spliceosome assembly emerged
in both human and yeast (Fig. 4.1). While many features of splicing are conserved between
yeast and human, the structures of the human tri-snRNP (Agafonov et al., 2016) and human
B complex (Bertram et al., 2017a; Zhan et al., 2018b) suggested that the mechanism of
spliceosome assembly and 5′SS transfer could be different (Fig. 4.2). In particular, the
cryoEM structure of human U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP showed that Prp28 is bound next to Prp8
and U5 snRNA loop 1 (Fig. 4.2c), (Agafonov et al., 2016), while Prp28 is not associated
with yeast tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a). In the yeast tri-snRNP, the U6 ACAGAGA box
forms a hairpin loop and the upstream sequence pairs to U5 loop 1 (which will ultimately
pair with the 5′ exon) (Fig. 4.2a) (Nguyen et al., 2016a). The ACAGAGA box could not
be localised in the human tri-snRNP due to the limited resolution of this reconstruction
(Agafonov et al., 2016), but the density suggested any structures formed must be different to
yeast. In the yeast B complex (Plaschka et al., 2017), formed after 5′SS transfer, the 5′SS is
loosely tethered to the loop of the U6 ACAGAGA hairpin (Fig. 4.2b), suggesting that full
pairing to the ACAGAGA box forms during Bact complex formation after action of Brr2. In
contrast, in the human B complex (Bertram et al., 2017a) full pairing is already seen between
the 5′SS and ACAGAGA box, and additionally the 5′ exon is already loaded on U5 snRNA
loop 1(Fig. 4.2d).

Another key difference between yeast and human spliceosome activation relates to the
position of Brr2. In the yeast tri-snRNP, U4 snRNA is already loaded in the active site of
Brr2 helicase, whereas in human U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP Brr2 is kept away from U4 snRNA by
Sad1 (Agafonov et al., 2016). The Brr2-loading sequence on U4 snRNA in human tri-snRNP
was not modelled and may be disordered, but again due to the limited resolution of the human
tri-snRNP this structural feature is not clear. However, in both yeast and human B complexes,
U4 snRNA is loaded in the active site of Brr2 helicase ready for spliceosome activation to
form Bact complex (Bertram et al., 2017a; Plaschka et al., 2017; Zhan et al., 2018b).

A structure of the pre-B complex is likely to provide the most insight into 5′SS transfer.
This complex contains all five snRNPs (the tri-snRNP and the prespliceosome) and the
pre-mRNA, but the 5′SS is paired to U1 snRNA and is not yet transferred to U6 snRNA
(Boesler et al., 2016). A structure of the yeast pre-B complex was solved (Fig. 4.1) but looked
structurally very similar to yeast B complex with highly mobile density for U1 snRNP, and
could not localise Prp28 (Bai et al., 2018). (A tentative position for Prp28 was suggested in
the paper but was not well supported by density or other evidence.) Thus, this structure did
not show how the 5′SS is brought to U6 snRNA, nor how Prp28 might mediate 5′SS transfer.
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Fig. 4.2 Differences in spliceosome assembly between yeast and human. a, Structure of the yeast
tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a). b, Structure of the yeast B complex (Plaschka et al., 2017). c,
Structure of the human tri-snRNP (Agafonov et al., 2016). For this structure at 7 Å resolution, only
known domains were docked so the structures around the U4 snRNA Brr2-loading sequence and U6
snRNA ACAGAGA box are unknown. d, Structure of the human B complex (Bertram et al., 2017a;
Zhan et al., 2018b). All proteins are shown transparent so that the RNA structures are visible.

We decided to examine the structure of the human pre-B complex. We thought that the
stable binding of Prp28 to the human tri-snRNP, and the stable pairing of the 5′SS to U6
and U5 in the human B complex, would mean the human pre-B complex structure would
have the greatest chance of providing insight into 5′SS transfer. Additionally, this structure
might account for how Brr2 relocates from its tri-snRNP position to its B complex position
to prime the spliceosome for activation. Initial characterisation by Boesler et al. (2016) had
shown the overall morphology of human pre-B and B complexes are very different, but 5′SS
transfer (modelled by delivery of a trans 5′SS RNA oligonucleotide) was sufficient to convert
the pre-B complex into a B-complex-like particle.
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This chapter describes a cryoEM structure of the human pre-B spliceosome with a core
resolution of 3.3 Å, as well as a 2.9 Å resolution structure of the human tri-snRNP that shows
many important details not visible in the earlier structure (Agafonov et al., 2016). These
structures reveal the interaction of the U1 snRNP with the tri-snRNP within pre-B as well as
an intricate network of interactions between the RNA and protein components within the
tri-snRNP. The structures provide crucial insights into the mechanism of Prp28-dependent
transfer of the 5′SS from U1 snRNP to the U6 snRNA ACAGAGA sequence, and how this is
coupled to Brr2 relocation to allow spliceosome activation.

The work described in this chapter was carried out by myself and Clément Charenton.
We both prepared nuclear extracts, purified recombinant protein, and optimised sample
preparation. Clément Charenton purified the final sample and we both prepared cryoEM
grids and collected data. I performed cryoEM data processing and we both built the models.
Some of the following text and figures is adapted from a manuscript submitted for publication.
Halfway through the work described, a structure of human pre-B complex was published
(Zhan et al., 2018b) showing pre-B at 10 Å resolution and tri-snRNP at 5.8 Å resolution
(substantially similar to the previous 7 Å resolution structure, Agafonov et al. (2016)).
However, this work did not provide any new information on the structure of the human
tri-snRNP, and in pre-B the loosely associated U1 snRNP was located in the cryoEM density
map without a precise orientation. Therefore, almost all of the following conclusions were
not found in Zhan et al. (2018b).

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Purification of the human pre-B spliceosome

To purify the human pre-B spliceosome, we first aimed to replicate the purification demon-
strated by Boesler et al. (2016) when they discovered this spliceosome intermediate. This
purification used a dominant-negative mutant of the DEAD-box helicase Prp28, which catal-
yses transfer of the 5′SS from U1 snRNA to U6 snRNA (Staley and Guthrie, 1999). Initial
expression and purification of hPrp28 DEAD to AAAD mutant (Prp28AAAD) from E. coli,
as done by Boesler et al. (2016), did not yield pure protein and robust splicing inhibition
was not reproducible (data not shown). The protein was instead expressed and purified from
S. cerevisiae to reasonable yield and high purity (Fig. 4.3A). This protein effectively inhib-
ited splicing in HEK nuclear extracts, with full inhibition seen at 0.05 mg/mL (Fig. 4.3B).
Furthermore, Boesler et al. (2016) had demonstrated that pre-B complex has the U4/U6.U5
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tri-snRNP only weakly associated with the prespliceosome (A complex, containing U1 and
U2 snRNPs). Consistent with this, analysis of total splicing reactions on native gels showed
that in standard HEK nuclear extracts, B and C complex spliceosomes form after 15 min,
whereas in the presence of only 0.025 mg/mL Prp28AAAD only A complexes were visible
after 30 min (Fig. 4.3C). The pre-B complex is likely dissociated in the gel into A complex
containing the labelled RNA and tri-snRNP. Thus, Prp28AAAD stalls splicing in HEK nuclear
extracts in a dominant-negative manner and likely leads to pre-B complex formation.

Fig. 4.3 Initial human pre-B complex purification trials. A, Purified His6-SII-Prp28AAAD used to
stall the spliceosomes at the pre-B stage. B, Small-scale splicing assay showing that the addition of
Prp28AAAD impairs splicing. Reactions products were run on a 14% denaturing PAGE and visualised
via the 3′ fluorescein label on the substrate. C, Analysis of complexes formed in nuclear extract over
time and in the presence of His6-SII-Prp28AAAD. Complexes were resolved by native agarose gel
electrophoresis in the presence of heparin and visualised via the 3′ fluorescein label on the substrate.
D, E, Sample protein (D) and RNA (E) content after one-step purification from HEK nuclear extract.
Proteins were stained with Coomassie Blue and RNA with silver stain. Labelled protein bands were
excised and identified by mass spectrometry. F, G, CryoEM micrograph (F) and 2D class averages
(G) from one-step purification sample.

To purify the pre-B complexes that accumulate with the Prp28AAAD mutant, we used a
similar strategy to that described for yeast C and P complexes, with the exception that we did
not generate genomically-tagged HEK strains so only performed a one-step purification using
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MS2 tags on the pre-mRNA substrate. After completion of splicing in HEK nuclear extract
on wild-type AdML pre-mRNA (derived from the adenovirus major late transcript) with three
3′ MS2 hairpins in the presence of Prp28AAAD, I spun complexes into a 40% glycerol cushion.
I recovered the cushion and applied it to amylose resin. The amylose eluate then contained
unspliced pre-mRNA and all five snRNAs as expected, but analysis of the stoichiometry
by silver stain showed that the U1 and U2 snRNAs were considerably more abundant than
the U4, U5, and U6 snRNAs (Fig. 4.3E). This suggests loss of tri-snRNP occurred during
purification when pulling only on the substrate. Furthermore, the protein composition was
heterogeneous, with many generic RNA-binding proteins present (Fig. 4.3D). To see if the
large pre-B complex was present substoichiometrically but still at a usable fraction, cryoEM
data was collected (Fig. 4.3F). Generally only small particles were visible, and analysis by
2D class averaging showed a heterogeneous population of small particles (Fig. 4.3G) with
nothing resembling the shape of pre-B complex demonstrated by Boesler et al. (2016).

To purify complexes containing both substrate (bound to U1 and U2 snRNPs) and the
loosely-bound tri-snRNP, it would be useful to perform a second purification step using a tag
on a tri-snRNP protein. Instead of generating a HEK strain with a tagged tri-snRNP protein,
we instead decided to add an N-terminal StrepII tag to the recombinant dominant-negative
Prp28AAAD mutant. Prp28 binds tightly to the human tri-snRNP (Agafonov et al., 2016),
so performing a second purification step by Strep-affinity should enrich both for complexes
containing the tri-snRNP and for complexes that incorporated and hence are specifically
stalled by the dominant-negative protein.

Curiously, in our initial attempts at this strategy using HEK nuclear extract, complexes
were isolated that indeed contained stoichiometric amounts of all five snRNAs, but entirely
lacked pre-mRNA (Fig. 4.4A, left lane). The pre-mRNA was present after the first MS2-
affinity step on amylose resin, (as in Fig. 4.3E), which specifically selects for complexes
assembled on the substrate, indicating pre-mRNA loss occurred before or during the second
step. The relevance of a spliceosome that contains all five snRNPs but no substrate is not
clear. It resembles a previously described "penta-snRNP" in yeast, which contains almost
all splicing factors but no substrate, yet can be chased through splicing by additional of
substrate and nuclease-treated splicing extract (Stevens et al., 2002). This human penta-
snRNP warrants further attention.

In the meantime, we investigated several variables in the HEK nuclear extract system
including salt concentration, splicing time, and splicing reaction conditions, but found
that pre-mRNA loss was reproducible. Eventually we prepared nuclear extract from HeLa
cells, since HeLa nuclear extract was used in the original study (Boesler et al., 2016) and
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Fig. 4.4 Final pre-B complex sample and cryoEM images. A, SYBR gold-stained 14% denaturing
PAGE showing the RNA content of the purified sample purified in two steps from HEK or HeLa
nuclear extract. B, Coomassie-stained gel showing the protein content of the sample purified in
two steps from HeLa nuclear extract. Labelled bands were identified by mass spectrometry. C,
Representative cryoEM micrograph. D, 2D classes for the pre-B (top) and tri-snRNP (bottom)
complexes calculated from the same micrographs, illustrating the compositional heterogeneity of the
sample.

with other human spliceosome structures. Surprisingly, using the same two-step pre-B
purification strategy from HeLa nuclear extract yielded a sample with stoichiometric snRNAs
and abundant pre-mRNA (Fig. 4.4A, right lane), indicative of bona fide pre-B complex. The
protein composition was considerably cleaner compared to the one step purification (compare
Figs 4.3D, 4.4B), and cryoEM analysis showed considerably larger particles (compare
Figs 4.3F, 4.4C).
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4.2.2 Structure determination of the human U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP and
pre-B complex

The final human pre-B sample was therefore assembled on an AdML pre-mRNA substrate
in HeLa nuclear extract in the presence of the Prp28AAAD mutant. Although the snRNAs
were stoichiometric, initial data processing revealed a mixture of pre-B complex and tri-
snRNP, indicating some dissociation still occurred, either during sample or grid preparation,
consistent with the loose association of tri-snRNP at the pre-B stage (Boesler et al., 2016)
(Fig. 4.4D). Nevertheless, the low resolution of existing structures of the human tri-snRNP
(Agafonov et al., 2016; Zhan et al., 2018b) meant a high resolution structure of tri-snRNP
alone would still be of considerable interest, as well as the structure of pre-B complex.
CryoEM data analysis yielded reconstructions for tri-snRNP and the pre-B complex at
average resolutions of 2.9 Å and 4.0 Å, respectively (Fig. 4.5, 6.3, 6.5, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8).The
resolution of the pre-B complex core was improved to 3.3 Å by applying a soft mask, and
focused refinement yielded reconstructions of the U1 and U2 lobes at sufficient resolution to
position the two snRNPs unambiguously (Fig. 6.8).

Fig. 4.5 Structures of human tri-snRNP and pre-B complex. A, Overview of human U4/U6.U5
tri-snRNP. B, C, Overview of the human U1.U2.U4/U6.U5 pre-B complex in two orientations. The
black dashed line represents the theoretical path of the pre-mRNA intron.
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4.2.3 Organization of U4 and U6 snRNAs in human tri-snRNP

The human tri-snRNP and pre-B complex structures were previously reported at an overall
resolution of 7 Å (Agafonov et al., 2016) and 10 Å (5.9 Å for the pre-B core) (Zhan et al.,
2018b). The substantially higher resolution of our maps allowed us to build more complete
models of the protein and RNA components that revealed an intricate network of interactions
crucial for recognition of the 5′SS upon its transfer at the pre-B stage. The U4 snRNA
nucleotides 73 — 79 base pair with nucleotides 36-–30 of U6 snRNA (Fig. 4.6A, 4.7). This
helix, previously attributed incorrectly to the 5′ stem of U6 snRNA (Zhan et al., 2018b),
is now referred to as U4/U6 stem III. Stem III was first proposed based on conservation
(Jakab et al., 1997), and is supported by biochemical probing (Mougin et al., 2002), but
its prior discovery in cryoEM maps was precluded by limited resolution. Our map further
revealed that U4 snRNA nucleotides 63-–67 form an intriguing structure which we named
the “quasi-pseudoknot,” stabilized by base pairing between U63 and A67 and between G64
and U6 snRNA A47, continuous stacking of base pairs as well as cross-strand stacking of U4
A68 and U6 G49 (Fig. 4.6B, 4.7). This quasi-pseudoknot is further stabilized by binding of
the U4 nucleotides 68 — 70 on the beta-sheet surface of the RBM42 RRM domain. The U6
A48 base is flipped out from the quasi-pseudoknot and sandwiched between Dim1 and the
RBM42 RRM domain (Fig. 4.6 A and B). RBM42 had been identified by mass-spectrometry
as an integral component of the tri-snRNP (Agafonov et al., 2016) and the pre-B complex
(Boesler et al., 2016) but had not been observed in previous cryoEM structures (Agafonov
et al., 2016; Zhan et al., 2018b).

The formation of these RNA structures has important functional implications. Firstly,
stem III formation occludes U4 snRNA nucleotides 68 — 81, which are loaded in the active
site of Brr2 helicase after relocation in the B complex for U4/U6 duplex unwinding (Bertram
et al., 2017a; Zhan et al., 2018b). Secondly, formation of the quasi-pseudoknot juxtaposes U6
snRNA nucleotides A36 and A47, enabling the ACAGAGA-containing intervening sequence
to loop out and project towards the U1 snRNP for pairing with the 5′SS in the pre-B complex
(Fig. 4.5B and C, Fig. 4.6A, 4.7B).

The U4 Sm core domain is packed against the RNaseH and Endonuclease (Endo) domains
of Prp8 and the U4/U6 helix stem III, and Snu66 cements the interaction between Prp8 and
the U4 core domain (Fig. 4.6C and D). Two alpha-helices of Snu66 also interact extensively
with the U4 snRNA quasi-pseudoknot and the U4 core domain. The C-terminus of SNRNP-
27K (Zahler et al., 2018) traverses from the ACAGAGA loop, interacting with Snu66 and
the flat face of the U4 core domain (Leung et al., 2011), to the central hole of the Sm core
domain where it interacts with U4 snRNA and projects its disordered N-terminal RS domain
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Fig. 4.6 Structural features of the human tri-snRNP. A, Organisation of U4 snRNA in the tri-
snRNP prior to Brr2 relocation. SL, stem loop. The mobile ACAGAGA loop is depicted as a red
dashed line. B, U4/U6 stem I capped by the quasi-pseudoknot and its stabilisation by RBM42 RRM.
C, D, U4 region in two orientations. E, F, Interaction network of Brr2 N-terminal domain with
tri-snRNP components. In F Prp4 kinase (orange circle, active site) as it interacts with pre-B and
its phosphorylation targets on Prp6 (magenta spheres) are represented. Brr2-N and Brr2-C, Brr2
C-terminal and N-terminal helicase cassettes; Prp8-L, Prp8 Large domain; Prp8-RT, Prp8 Reverse
Transcriptase domain.
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Fig. 4.7 Organisation of the U4 region in tri-snRNP and pre-B. A, Organisation of the U4/U6
duplex in tri-snRNP and pre-B. B, Density corresponding to U4/U6 stem III in tri-snRNP and pre-B,
previously incorrectly attributed to U6 5′ SL in the low-resolution structure of pre-B (Zhan et al.,
2018b). C, Organisation of the quasi-pseudoknot. D, Density for the interactions between tri-snRNP
27K (SNRNP-27K), Snu66, Prp8 and the U4/U6 quasi-pseudoknot.
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(Fig. 4.6C and D, 6.6E). SNRNP-27K had been detected in human tri-snRNP by mass
spectrometry (Agafonov et al., 2016) but had not been identified in previous structures. Its
highly-conserved C-terminus forms a loop immediately adjacent to the flexible ACAGAGA-
box, suggesting that it may contribute to orienting U6 snRNA during 5′SS transfer (Fig. 4.7D).
In worms, mutation of a highly-conserved methionine within this C-terminal loop (M141,
equivalent also to human M141) to threonine or alanine activates cryptic 5′ splice sites
that lack complementarity to the U6 ACAGAGA box, while other point mutations, e.g. to
glycine or phenylalanine, are homozygous lethal (Zahler et al., 2018). In our structure,
Met141 packs against His1580 of Prp8 and His734 of Snu66, which in turn stacks on the
quasi-pseudoknot (Fig. 4.7D). This packing may stabilize positioning of the SNRNP-27K
C-terminal loop, which in turn buttresses against the ACAGAGA loop as it projects off
U4/U6 stem III. Connection of SNRNP-27K mutations to cryptic 5′SS activation suggests a
role for SNRNP-27K in fidelity during 5′SS transfer, perhaps by priming the ACAGAGA
loop for receiving the 5′SS. In summary, the extensive network of interactions described
above cooperatively stabilizes the organization of the U4/U6 snRNP domain, which differs
substantially from the yeast tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a, 2015; Wan et al., 2016b).

4.2.4 Interaction of Brr2 within human tri-snRNP

Brr2 helicase occupies two very different positions during spliceosome assembly. In yeast
tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a, 2015; Wan et al., 2016b) and in yeast (Plaschka et al., 2017)
and human B complexes (Bertram et al., 2017a; Zhan et al., 2018b), Brr2 is loaded on U4
snRNA ready to unwind the U4/U6 duplex. In human tri-snRNP (Agafonov et al., 2016) and
pre-B complex (Zhan et al., 2018b), Brr2 is kept in a pre-catalytic position away from its U4
substrate by multiple interactions (Fig. 4.6, E and F). Brr2 is tightly bound to the Prp8 Jab
domain which interacts with the Reverse Transcriptase (RT) and Linker domains of Prp8.
The Brr2 N-terminal helicase cassette is supported by Prp6 bound to the RNaseH and RT
domains of Prp8, and Snu13, whereas the Brr2 C-terminal helicase cassette is packed against
its PWI domain, which in turn contacts Sad1 bound to Snu114 and the Prp8 RT domain. Our
high-resolution maps of the human tri-snRNP and pre-B reveal that the pre-catalytic position
of Brr2 is further stabilized by numerous contacts involving its long ( 400 aa) N-terminus
(Fig. 6.6D). The extreme N-terminus of Brr2 wraps around the Prp8 Large domain and forms
a helix that bridges the Brr2 helicase domain to the Prp6 helical repeats, before turning back
and folding into the Plug domain (Absmeier et al., 2015b) which blocks the Brr2 N-terminal
helicase cassette (Fig. 4.6E). A long N-terminal linker connects to the PWI domain by binding
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first between the Prp8 RNaseH domain and the Prp6 helical repeats and then to a composite
interface formed by the Prp8 RT domain and a Prp6 peptide (Fig. 4.6, E and F). Interestingly,
this Prp6 peptide is part of an extensive N-terminal domain upstream of the Prp6 helical
repeat domain that winds through the tri-snRNP and adopts a different conformation in B
complex (Fig. 6.6B, 4.9). This complex network of interactions rationalizes the effects of
various Brr2 N-terminal deletions that cause slow growth or lethality in yeast and weaken the
interactions of Brr2 with the spliceosome (Absmeier et al., 2015b).

4.2.5 Interaction of the Prp28 N-terminus with the spliceosome

In the previous structures of human tri-snRNP (Agafonov et al., 2016) and pre-B complex
(Zhan et al., 2018b), only the crystal structure of the two RecA domains of Prp28 was
docked into the low-resolution maps. Our high-resolution map enabled us to place not
only the RecA1 and RecA2 domains but also the N-terminal region of Prp28 (Prp28-N)
(Fig. 4.8, 6.6C). Immediately upstream of the RecA1 domain, residues 286-–356 form an
“anchor” at the interface between Prp8-N and Snu114 (Fig. 4.8A). This anchor domain is well
conserved in higher eukaryotes but largely absent in yeast (Fig. 4.8C), suggesting that in yeast
Prp28 is recruited to the pre-B complex by a distinct mechanism. Upstream of the anchor,
Prp28-N forms a peptide that runs along Prp8 to U5 snRNA loop 1, strikingly following
the exact same path as the 5′ exon in B complex (Fig. 4.8B). Upstream of this peptide is
a disordered loop rich in basic residues that may cover the equally disordered U5 snRNA
loop 1. This “5′-exon mimic” peptide is highly conserved (Fig. 4.8C) and essential in yeast
(Jacewicz et al., 2014). We speculate that that upon 5′SS transfer, the 5′ exon would displace
Prp28-N from Prp8, weakening the interaction of Prp28 with the spliceosome and allowing
its release and subsequent binding of B-complex proteins at the same position (Fig. 4.8B).
Finally, upstream of the “5′-exon mimic” Prp28-N forms a long alpha helix that connects
the Prp8 Jab1 domain and Brr2 C-terminal helicase cassette. This enhances Prp28 binding
to spliceosomes where Brr2 is not relocated, and in turn means Prp28-N may stabilize Brr2
helicase in its inactive position so that dissociation of Prp28 and relocation of Brr2 are highly
cooperative. Interestingly, the B-complex protein Spp381 uses the same binding surface
on the Brr2 C-terminal helicase cassette (Plaschka et al., 2017), providing an example of
mutually exclusive interactions of the spliceosome with Prp28 or B-complex proteins.
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Fig. 4.8 Interaction of Prp28 with the tri-snRNP. A, Interaction of the N-terminus of Prp28 with
the tri-snRNP. Brr2-C, C-terminal helicase cassette of Brr2. Prp8-N, N-terminal domain of Prp8.
B, Same view but of the 5′ exon and B-complex proteins in human B complex (PDB 6AHD). C,
Sequence alignment of Prp28 N-termini from different species.

4.2.6 Structure of the pre-B spliceosome

In the fully assembled pre-B complex, U2 snRNP resides on top of tri-snRNP, flexibly
tethered by the newly formed U2/U6 helix II (Boesler et al., 2016) and U6 LSm ring, which
moves 90 Å relative to its tri-snRNP position and weakly binds SF3B1 (Fig. 4.5, B and C).
Our high-resolution structure revealed an additional docking point of U2 snRNP to tri-snRNP,
mediated by the long C-terminus of SF3A1 (hPrp21) which loosely binds along Prp4 and
the U4 5′ stem-loop before forming a stable anchor between Dim1 and Prp8, consistent with
cross-linking data (Fig. 4.5, B and C, 6.7). This contact corresponds to an unassigned helix in
human B complex (Bertram et al., 2017a; Zhan et al., 2018b), suggesting that it persists until
Brr2-mediated U4/U6 unwinding. The structure of tri-snRNP remains largely unchanged
upon pre-B formation except that the only pre-B–specific factor, Prp4 kinase, binds in the
space between the Prp6 helical repeats, U4/U6 duplex and Prp8 RNaseH domain (Fig. 4.5A-
C, 4.6F, 6.8D, 4.9). In that location, Prp4 kinase is ideally positioned to phosphorylate
its known substrates Prp6 and Prp31 during the pre-B to B transition (Fig. 4.5A-C, 4.9)
(Schneider et al., 2010a). During this transition the phosphorylated peptides extensively
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rearrange, and phosphorylation may stabilise their B-complex positions or destabilise their
pre-B-complex positions to promote the directionality of splicing (Fig. 4.9).

Fig. 4.9 Prp4 kinase in the pre-B to B transition. Pre-B to B-complex transition. The same regions
of pre-B (A and C) and B-complex (B and D) are aligned on Prp8 Large domain. A, Pre-B stage.
Prp4 kinase active site is represented as an orange circle. Prp4 kinase phosphorylation targets on
Prp6 N-terminus are depicted as magenta spheres. B, B-complex stage. Prp4 kinase, as observed
in pre-B, is overlaid on B-complex, its active site is represented as an orange circle. Prp4 kinase
phosphorylation targets on Prp6 N-terminus are depicted as magenta spheres. C, Pre-B, top view
and summary of Prp8 RNaseH domain interactions at the pre-B stage. D, B complex, top view and
summary of Prp8 RNaseH domain interactions at the B-complex stage.

In the pre-B complex the U1 snRNP is highly mobile, which previously precluded
its unambiguous assignment (Zhan et al., 2018b), and has poorly defined density even in
subclasses of pre-B particles that nonetheless show strong signal for U2 snRNP (Fig. 4.11).
Hence, U1 snRNP is mainly anchored to tri-snRNP via the pre-mRNA substrate in pre-B
and the interactions of U1 snRNP with tri-snRNP are transient (Fig. 4.11). By extensive 3D
classification, we were able to locate a subset of particles where U1 snRNP is stably bound
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(Fig. 6.5 and 4.11), enabling us to position it unambiguously (Fig. 4.5, B and C, 4.10A,
6.8). When in contact with tri-snRNP, the U1 snRNP inserts between the U4 Sm core and
Prp28 RecA1, placing U1 snRNA stem III between the U4 snRNA 3′ stem loop and the
Prp8 Endo domain, while the U1 Sm proteins SmE and SmG contact Prp28 RecA1 (Fig. 4.5,
B and C, 4.10A). Although the U1 and U2 snRNPs are not in direct contact in the pre-B
complex, their relative orientation is similar to what is observed in the yeast prespliceosome
(Plaschka et al., 2018), suggesting they may be bridged by auxiliary U1 components such
as the PRPF39 homodimer when U1 snRNP is first presented to tri-snRNP as part of the
prespliceosome (Fig. 4.12).

Fig. 4.10 Binding of U1 snRNP to tri-snRNP in pre-B complex. A, Close-up view of the U1 /
tri-snRNP interface in pre-B complex. The mobile ACAGAGA loop is depicted as a red dashed line.
The disordered U5 snRNA loop 1 is depicted as a blue dashed line. The 5′ splice site (5′SS) is in
striking proximity to the ACAGAGA sequence, looped out between the quasi-pseudoknot and U4/U6
stem III, and U5 snRNA loop 1. B, Superposition of the closed structure of the Vasa DEAD-box
helicase on Prp28 RecA1, showing the position of the 5′ end of U1 snRNA. C, Superposition of the
closed structure of the Vasa DEAD-box helicase on Prp28 RecA1, showing the position of the ssRNA
as observed in the original crystal structure. Note the similar position occupied by the ssRNA and
5′ end of U1 suggesting that Prp28 disrupts the U1/5′SS duplex by binding the U1 snRNA, thereby
freeing the pre-mRNA 5′SS to pair with the free ACAGAGA sequence.
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Fig. 4.11 Dynamics of the pre-B complex. A U1-free and B U1 stably-bound pre-B complex maps.
In pre-B complex the U1 snRNP is only clearly located in a sub-population of particles, indicating its
interactions with tri-snRNP are transient and it is mainly anchored to the complex via the pre-mRNA
substrate and U2 snRNP.

4.2.7 U1/5′SS duplex disruption by Prp28 helicase in pre-B complex

Docking the U1 snRNP structure into the low-resolution map docks the U1/5′SS duplex
directly into the RNA-binding pocket of the Prp28 RecA1 domain and in close proximity to
the 5′SS acceptors: U5 snRNA loop 1 and the U6 snRNA ACAGAGA-loop (Fig. 4.10A).
The presence of U1 snRNP induces a movement of RecA2, which is brought closer to RecA1
thus clamping the U1/5′SS duplex (Fig. 4.13). In our structure, the U1/5′SS duplex is still
intact, consistent with stalling at the pre-B stage. This implies that we do not observe a
fully closed conformation due to our use of a DEAD-box mutant of Prp28 that is deficient
in proper ATP binding (Jacewicz et al., 2014), a canonical prerequisite for helicase domain
closure (Mallam et al., 2012).
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Fig. 4.12 Overlay of yeast U1 snRNP, as observed in yeast prespliceosome, and human U1
snRNP, as observed in human pre-B. Yeast U1 snRNP (represented as cartoon; Plaschka et al.
(2018)) Sm ring was aligned onto human Sm ring as observed in our pre-B structure (represented
as transparent surfaces). In human pre-B, the U1 snRNP orientation is compatible with the role of
auxiliary factor such as Prp39 in bridging U1 with U2. Luc7, which contacts the phosphate backbone
of the 5′SS as observed in yeast A complex, clashes extensively with Prp28 RecA1 suggesting that
Luc7 dissociates upon U1 snRNP docking. A and B show two orthogonal views.

To gain insight into U1/5′SS disruption by Prp28, we superimposed the structure of the
DEAD-box helicase Vasa (Sengoku et al., 2006) trapped in a closed conformation bound to
single-stranded RNA (ssRNA), believed to represent a post-duplex disruption state of the
enzyme where the two RecA domains bind and distort one RNA strand to induce release of
the other (Fig. 4.10, B and C). This superimposition aligns the Vasa-bound ssRNA with the
U1 snRNA strand of the U1/5′SS duplex, identifying U1 snRNA as the strand gripped by the
Prp28 RecA domains upon closure, which frees the 5′SS from its U1 chaperone (Fig. 4.10, B
and C). The close proximity of the freed 5′SS to the mobile U6 snRNA ACAGAGA box and
U5 snRNA loop 1, and the residues of the Prp8 Endo domain that recognize nucleotides +1
and +2 of the intron in B complex (Bertram et al., 2017a; Zhan et al., 2018b), likely ensures
that once the duplex is melted, a valid 5′SS can be directly transferred before reannealing
with U1 snRNA.

4.2.8 Model for 5′-splice site transfer to U6 snRNA and Brr2 relocation

Comparison of the structures of human tri-snRNP, pre-B complex, and B complex suggests a
plausible mechanism for pre-B complex activation (Fig. 4.14). At the pre-B stage, U1 snRNP
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Fig. 4.13 Position of Prp28 RecA2 in the presence or absence of U1. A, Comparison of tri-snRNP
(focused classification on Prp28) map (left panel) and stably-bound U1 pre-B map low pass filtered
(middle and right panels). Compare the average positions of the RecA2 domain of Prp28 in the
absence (left panel) or in presence of the U1/5′SS duplex (middle and right panels). B, Model for
Prp28 closure during 5′SS delivery. Note that the middle panel represent an intermediate that is not
observed but is extrapolated from the conformation of Prp28 in the absence of U1 and the position of
U1 in pre-B.

is loosely tethered to the spliceosome and contacts tri-snRNP transiently (Fig. 4.14A). When
U1 snRNP docks into the tri-snRNP, the RecA domains of Prp28 bind ATP and clamp around
the 5′ end of U1 snRNA, disrupting the U1/5′SS duplex and delivering the 5′SS (Fig. 4.14,
B and C). While the ACAGAGA box is fully exposed in pre-B, U5 snRNA loop 1 and the
adjacent exon-binding channel of Prp8 are blocked by the N-terminal domain of Prp28,
suggesting that initial 5′SS annealing occurs at the ACAGAGA box. This initial recognition
may involve only a few nucleotides (Fig.4.7) but the ACAGAGA helix will extend to that
observed in the B complex during activation (Bertram et al., 2017a; Zhan et al., 2018b).
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Converting the flexible ACAGAGA loop into a growing helix would increasingly destabilise
and unfold the quasi-pseudoknot, inducing dissociation of RBM42. Pairing of the 5′SS with
U6 snRNA would also destabilise stem III and displace U4 snRNA from U6 snRNA thereby
freeing the Brr2 loading sequence (Fig. 4.14D). Moreover, the unwinding of stem III and
conformational change of U4 and U6 snRNAs would destabilise the Snu66 and SNRNP-27K
interaction networks and liberate the U4 core domain and the RNaseH and Endo domains
of Prp8. The rotation of the RNaseH domain disrupts numerous interactions that kept Brr2
in its inactive position (Fig. 4.9) allowing the helicase to relocate and bind U4 snRNA for
unwinding. Dissociation of the Brr2 C-terminal helicase cassette would destabilize the PWI
domain and facilitate Sad1 dissociation. Concomitantly the 5′ exon displaces Prp28-N from
U5 snRNA and Prp8, which would trigger Prp28 and U1 snRNP dissociation and allow
B-complex protein recruitment (Fig. 4.14, D and E).

Fig. 4.14 Schematic representation of pre-B complex activation. A, Association of the prespliceo-
some with the tri-snRNP. B, Docking of U1 snRNP inserts the 5′SS-U1 snRNA duplex between the
two RecA domains of Prp28. C, Transfer of the 5′SS to the U6 snRNA ACAGAGA-loop destabilises
the binding of U1 snRNP and Prp28. D, Formation of the 5′SS-ACAGAGA helix and dissociation of
Prp28 induce movement of the U4 core domain and relocation of the Brr2 helicase. E, Binding of
Brr2 to the single stranded region of U4 snRNA made accessible by the 5′SS induced reorganization
of the U4-U6 snRNA interaction.

It is intriguing that the sole binding of the 5′SS can trigger such a large reorganization
of multiple protein and RNA components. This transition can occur without ATP-fuelled
unwinding of RNA. Release of the 5′SS from U1 snRNP is triggered by ATP-dependent
closure of the two RecA domains and ATP hydrolysis may only be necessary for separation
of the two RecA domains to release the 5′ end of U1 snRNA from Prp28.

Overall, our pre-B and tri-snRNP structures reveal the mechanism of 5′SS delivery,
identify the binding site for U1 snRNP in the fully-assembled spliceosome and show how a
DEAD-box helicase can act within a large ribonucleoprotein complex. The structures show
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how dramatic compositional and conformational changes in the spliceosome are coupled to
crucial checkpoints in splice site recognition, and provide a structural framework for further
biochemical analysis of this process.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and outlook

5.1 Summary of thesis findings

Over the past few years, tremendous progress has been made in spliceosome structural
biology. This thesis began by describing the spliceosome field in October 2015, the time
of starting this PhD work. At that point, the cryoEM structures of the yeast tri-snRNP and
S. pombe ILS complex gave a glimpse of the start and end of the splicing cycle, but most
of the splicing intermediates were structurally mysterious (Fig. 2.1). Now, by the efforts of
the Nagai, Lührmann/Stark, Shi, and Zhao groups, structures of almost all intermediates in
the splicing cycle have been resolved, not just in yeast but also in human (Fig. 5.1). This
was a very exciting time to do a PhD in spliceosome structural biology! These structures
are being used by other splicing groups to make biochemical and genetic predictions and to
contextualise their results (for example, Brow (2019); Carrocci et al. (2018, 2017); Casalino
et al. (2018)). Importantly though, the structures do not provide final answers for many
questions, but do provide useful tools for designing future experiments (Mayerle and Guthrie,
2017).

In this thesis, I have described four structures (Fig. 5.1). The first two, the structures of C
and P complexes, are key intermediates of the catalytic stage of splicing. Each intermediate
was captured immediately after chemistry occurred, so could clearly show the details of the
branching and exon-ligation reactions. The C complex structure was the first structure of a
catalytic spliceosome, so immediately provided a wealth of information about the catalytic
conformation of the spliceosome. The most important detail of the C complex structure was
how the branching factors Cwc25 and Yju2 bind directly to the branch helix, distorting it
to expose the branch point nucleophile. Non-Watson–Crick interactions around the branch
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Fig. 5.1 A structural framework for understanding pre-mRNA splicing, part four. Depicted is
the structural understanding of the splicing cycle at the end of this thesis work. As in Fig. 4.1, yeast
structures are shown outside the cycle and human structures inside, and unknown structures indicated
by cartoons or question marks. In addition to the structures describe in Figs. 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1, the
human tri-snRNP structure has been replaced by the higher resolution structure from the previous
chapter, and the human pre-B complex has been added. The structures solved in this thesis are
highlighted, and other structures are greyed out.
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point and 5′SS also help orient these reactants for chemistry. The position of Prp16 also
provided clues into the mechanism of spliceosome remodelling.

The P complex structure most importantly finally revealed the mechanism of 3′SS
recognition. Startlingly, the 3′SS was shown to be recognised by the product of the branching
reaction: the branch point adenosine connected to the 5′SS G(+1). The use of non-Watson–
Crick base pairs in the recognition mechanism accounts for the absolute conservation of the
5′SS and 3′SS GU and AG dinucleotides, and the conserved identity of the branch point
adenosine—any mutation in a Watson–Crick base pair can be rescued readily, while the
unusual non-Watson–Crick pairs used in 3′SS recognition cannot readily be replaced with
alternative isosteric pairs. The 3′SS recognition mechanism also helps justify the use of a
branching mechanism for splicing. It suddenly makes sense to form a lariat-intermediate,
if that very specific structure formed by a 2′–5′ linkage is used for recognising the exon-
ligation substrate. The P complex structure also gave insight into the mechanism of action
of the exon-ligation factors Prp18 and Slu7. Unlike the branching factors in C complex,
the exon-ligation factors do not make intimate contacts with the exon-ligation reactants.
Prp18 uses one loop to buttress against the 3′SS, but the rest of Prp18 and the entirety of
Slu7 bind the outside of the spliceosome. I was able to use focused classification to show
that the absence of exon-ligation factors in P complex is associated with flexibility of the
branch helix, and from this observation we suggested that the primary mode of action of
the exon-ligation factors is to restrict flexibility around the active site, and thus promote
stable 3′SS docking. Interestingly, the recent structure of human P complex showed the same
arrangement around the active site, but with additional docking of a novel exon-ligation factor
called FAM32A (Fica et al., 2019). The structure also confirmed conservation of the 3′SS
recognition mechanism in higher eukaryotes: exactly the same non-Watson–Crick pairs were
formed with the 3′SS. It is possible that the lack of direct intimate contacts between the yeast
exon-ligation factors and the active site creates evolutionary potential for various accessory
proteins to make additional contacts. This could for example be used to influence alternative
splicing by modulating the stability of alternative docked 3′SSs during exon ligation.

The final structures described in this thesis, the human tri-snRNP and pre-B complex,
address a similar question to the P complex structure, namely, how do splice sites get re-
recognised with high fidelity? The P complex structure addressed how the 3′SS, which after
initial recognition in higher eukaryotes is free, docks with high fidelity into the active site.
The pre-B complex structure addresses a similar question, showing how the 5′SS transfers
from U1 snRNA to U6 snRNA. For both 3′SS recognition and 5′SS transfer, errors disrupt
protein production because a mistake of even 1 nt will offset the splice junctions of the
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mature mRNA and introduce frameshifts. In pre-B we were able to show how structural
elements around the U6 snRNA ACAGAGA sequence prime it to receive the 5′SS, and how
the newly discovered U1 docking site positions the 5′SS directly adjacent to U6 snRNA. An
extended peptide of Prp28 suggested an intriguing mechanism for coupling receipt of the
5′SS to dissociation of Prp28, and furthermore to Brr2 relocation for spliceosome activation.

5.2 Remaining questions

Despite the wealth of insight provided, the structures do not answer all questions. For C
complex, the most important outstanding question is the mechanism of Prp16-dependent
remodelling. The C complex structure localised Prp16 on the periphery of the spliceosome,
loaded on an intron sequence downstream of the branch point. It could be speculated based
on this that perhaps Prp16 stays put during remodelling, and its 3′-to-5′ translocation puts
stress on the branch helix, inducing dissociation of the branching factors. This could be
tested by time-resolved cryoEM, where C-complex spliceosomes could be chased with ATP
and exon-ligation factors and grids frozen at a time point where half the complexes are
remodelled. Is branching factor dissociation sufficient for remodelling? Interestingly, I
managed to isolate a class of C complex particles where density for Cwc25 and Yju2 was
entirely lacking (data not shown). In these particles, the branch helix was clearly more
flexible, but also the conformation was clearly C complex, suggesting loss of branching
factors is not sufficient for spliceosome remodelling. This parallels the class described for P
complex where exon-ligation factors were missing, where the exon-ligation conformation
was maintained. In both cases therefore, structural data suggest that step-specific factors
are not sufficient to enforce the branching or exon-ligation conformations, thus additional
mechanisms must be at work.

A related outstanding question is the mechanism of proofreading by Prp16 and Prp22
on branch point usage and 3′SS usage respectively. The structures of C and P complexes
show that Prp16 and Prp22 bind similar sites on the spliceosome, and biochemical evidence
suggests both promote splice site fidelity via a kinetic proofreading mechanism (Burgess and
Guthrie, 1993a; Koodathingal et al., 2010; Mayas et al., 2006; Semlow et al., 2016). How
do these helicases perform their dual roles of spliceosome remodelling (mRNA release in
the case of Prp22) and proofreading? For Prp16, proofreading may arise from “attempted
remodelling” before branching chemistry occurs. Prp16 pulling from the 3′ direction on the
branch helix intron strand may impose stress and induce branching factor dissociation after
branching chemistry, but before branching chemistry the intron of the branch helix is not
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constrained by a covalent linkage to the 5′SS. Therefore, force applied by Prp16 may also
unwind the branch helix and allow re-pairing of U2 snRNA to an alternative branch site. In
the kinetic version of this model, substrates with optimal branch points undergo branching
quickly, so that the first “action” (ATP hydrolysis) of Prp16 is after branching and leads
to spliceosome remodelling. Substrates with sub-optimal branch points undergo branching
slowly, so the first action of Prp16 may be before branching, thereby leading to sampling of
an alternative branch point. In the non-mutually exclusive thermodynamic version of this
model, the non-Watson–Crick interactions we observed in C complex thermodynamically
stabilise the cognate 5′SS and branch point in the active site. Therefore the action of Prp16
on the branch helix may be less efficient on substrates with cognate branch points, and more
efficient on those that are aberrant.

Similarly for Prp22, proofreading may arise from “attempted mRNA release” before
exon ligation. Prp22 binds around the 3′ exon. After exon ligation, the 3′ exon is connected
to the 5′ exon, so Prp22 action to apply force from the 3′ direction would impose stress on
interactions between the 5′ exon and U5 snRNP. Before exon ligation, the 3′ exon is connected
to the 3′SS and upstream intron sequences that loop out of the spliceosome. Therefore force
from the 3′ direction would not impose any stress on the spliceosome and instead would pull
on the 3′SS and intron. But it is not clear how this force could increase 3′SS fidelity. It is
possible that this force could undock a client 3′SS. A kinetic model could be that the short
time windows between rounds of ATP hydrolysis by Prp22 means only cognate 3′SSs that
can efficiently dock have the chance to undergo chemistry. Non-cognate 3′SSs may be able
to form some interactions at the active site, but the repeated force applied by Prp22 would
disrupt their chances of forming productive interactions. Again, the non-mutually exclusive
thermodynamic version of this model would state that cognate 3′SSs that can stably dock are
inefficiently undocked by Prp22. To clarify these mechanisms of proofreading will require
more detailed studies of the kinetics of ATP hydrolysis by these helicases on the spliceosome.
It would be interesting to dissect their positional binding to intron and exon sequences during
proofreading, possibly by crosslinking studies. Finally, spliceosomes that have been rejected
by proofreading eventually get disassembled by Prp43 (Koodathingal et al., 2010; Mayas
et al., 2010). Structural studies of yeast ILS spliceosomes have localised Prp43 (Wan et al.,
2017), but its mechanism for disassembling the ILS spliceosome is still not clear, let alone
stalled spliceosome intermediates.

For P complex, the most important outstanding question is the mechanism of action of the
exon-ligation factor Slu7. As mentioned, I could show that the exon-ligation factors probably
restrict flexibility, allowing stable 3′SS docking. This explains how chemistry is promoted,
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but it doesn’t explain why Slu7 is particularly important for 3′SS docking for substrates with
a long distance between branch point and 3′SS (Brys and Schwer, 1996). The P complex
structure showed that the N-terminal domain of Slu7 encircles the region of the spliceosome
where the intron exits the active site downstream of the branch point, and re-enters with the
3′SS (Figs. 3.7A, 3.16A). This N-terminal domain of Slu7 is important for function (James
et al., 2002) and could act by influencing the entropic cost of docking. But precisely how that
occurs is not clear from the structure. Indeed, for any question about how flexible regions
affect other flexible regions, high-resolution structures offer inherently limited insight. The
question could perhaps be addressed with molecular dynamics simulations to see if Slu7-N
can allow docking of more distal 3′SSs. Alternatively, single molecule FRET studies similar
to Semlow et al. (2016) could examine the dynamics of 3′SS docking and how Slu7 or
pre-mRNA mutants can affect this process.

For pre-B complex, an outstanding question is the order of conformational rearrangements
that convert pre-B complex to B complex. For example, 5′ exon pairing to U5 snRNA loop 1
may destabilise Prp28 binding by outcompeting the Prp28 N-terminal domain, and loss of
Prp28 may relieve restraint of Brr2 away from U4 snRNA by the Prp28 N-terminal helix,
leading to Brr2 relocation. Or alternatively, 5′SS pairing to U6 snRNA ACAGAGA would
unwind U4/U6 stem III, exposing U4 snRNA’s Brr2 loading site, enabling relocation of Brr2
and thereby destabilising the Prp28 N-terminal domain. There are several other correlated
conformational changes where multiple orders of events are possible, including the Prp6
N-terminal domain, Brr2 N-terminal domain, Prp8 RNaseH domain, Snu66, amongst others.
One step towards dissecting the pre-B to B transition in detail could be to perform a cryoEM
study of pre-B immediately after trans addition of a 5′SS olignucleotide, which Boesler
et al. (2016) have shown is sufficient to form a B complex-like particle. This could allow
imaging of remodelled and partially-remodelled complexes, and therefore give insight into
the ordering of events.

All spliceosome structures so far, and all splicing cycle diagrams presented in this thesis,
have represented the intron-definition mode of spliceosome assembly where the 5′SS is
recognised along with its downstream branch point—that is, the spliceosome assembles
across an intron. But the prevalent mode of assembly in higher eukaryotes, exon-definition,
involves assembly across an exon where a U1-bound 5′SS initially interacts with an upstream
U2-bound branch point, forming a cross-exon complex, and conversion by re-associating
the 5′SS with a downstream branch point to form a cross-intron complex (De Conti et al.,
2013). But the mechanism for conversion of a cross-exon to a cross-intron complex is unclear.
Intriguingly, the cross-intron human pre-B complex structurally resembles 2D negative
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stain EM images of a cross-exon complex, and has a similar protein and RNA composition
(Boesler et al., 2015). Assuming our pre-B complex has similar properties to the cross-exon
complex, our structure supports a model for cross-exon to cross-intron conversion where
the U1 snRNP and 5′SS interact transiently both with the tri-snRNP and U2 snRNP, and
substitution of the original U1 snRNP / 5′SS with a new U1 snRNP / 5′SS from a cross-exon
complex on an upstream exon, forms a spliceosome structurally and topologically identical to
our pre-B complex, consistent with convergence of the intron- and exon-definition pathways
at the B-complex stage (Schneider et al., 2010b). But what determines which U1 snRNP
from which cross-exon complex exchanges with another U1 snRNP is not clear from this
model, and this pathway requires considerably more biochemical and structural dissection.

An intriguing outstanding question for pre-B complex is how much of what we observe
structurally in human is conserved in yeast? Most intermediates in the splicing cycle are
structurally very similar between human and yeast, particularly at the catalytic stage, with the
major differences being human spliceosomes containing more peripheral proteins. But the
key difference between yeast and human during assembly is that, in yeast Brr2 is preloaded
on U4 snRNA even at the tri-snRNP stage. Consequently, the human and yeast tri-snRNPs
and pre-B complexes look very different, and it is only at the B-complex stage that the
structures look similar. But interestingly, Sad1, one of the proteins in the human tri-snRNP
that stabilises Brr2 away from U4 snRNA, is found in yeast and is an essential gene. Despite
this, Sad1 has never been observed in any yeast spliceosome structures. Furthermore, for
many of the contacts that seem unique to the human tri-snRNP, but not yeast tri-snRNP, the
interacting residues are highly conserved in yeast. For example, the N-terminal domain of
Prp28, which makes an array of important contacts with Prp8 and U5 snRNA in the human
tri-snRNP, is conserved in yeast, despite not being visible in any yeast cryoEM structures.
Finally, a recent genetic study found a number of mutants involved in spliceosome activation
in yeast that clearly colocalise on the structure of human tri-snRNP, but not yeast tri-snRNP
(Brow, 2019). It is therefore possible that an intermediate like the human tri-snRNP or human
pre-B complex does occur in yeast. Perhaps this exposes a limitation of the splicing extract
system used for in vitro studies. This hypothetical “human-like” intermediate may be very
transient, or only occur in vivo. Nevertheless, further genetic dissection should clarify this
intermediate, and perhaps provide the mutants required for its structural characterisation.

In several spliceosome structures, density for a small ligand has been found in a positively-
charged pocket between the Prp8 N-terminal and Large domains. Based on its characteristic
shape and charge, we assigned this as inositol hexaphosphate. It is not found in yeast tri-
snRNP, pre-B or B complexes, but is found in all catalytic complexes from Bact to ILS, and
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in C* and P complexes it makes contacts with Slu7. In contrast, in human it is found in
every complex, from the tri-snRNP to the ILS. The relevance, if any, of this ligand is not
clear. Its association in yeast with spliceosome activation may suggest a role in stabilising
the catalytic conformation of the spliceosome, or its contacts to Slu7 may suggest it could
promote exon ligation—or a plausible role is even as a convenient structural “plug” for a
positively charged pocket. Intriguingly, in yeast a Prp8 point mutation in the IP6 binding
pocket led to slow, temperature-sensitive growth (Kuhn and Brow, 2000), and recently it was
shown that other Prp8 mutations in the binding pocket can suppress spliceosome activation
defects (Brow, 2019). These data do not yet show the role of IP6, but suggest some functional
role in splicing yet to be elucidated.

Overall, the work described in this thesis has addressed numerous key mechanistic
questions regarding spliceosome function, accounting for decades of biochemical and genetic
data, and suggesting many hypotheses for further experimental investigation.



Chapter 6

Materials and methods

6.1 Plasmids and yeast strains

6.1.1 Plasmids for in vitro RNA transcription

For C complex purification, a DNA template for in vitro transcription was generated by
addition of 2xMS2 stem loops to the 5′-end of a UBC4 pre-mRNA sequence containing a 20
nt 5′ exon, 95 nt intron, and 32 nt 3′ exon (Abelson et al., 2010b) using PCR, which was then
mutated at the 3′SS (AG|AG to AC|AC) using PCR and cloned using Sequence and Ligation
Independent Cloning (SLIC) (Li and Elledge, 2012) into a pUC18 vector.

The pLS54 plasmid containing wild-type UBC4 pre-mRNA with 3xMS2 stem loops on
the 3′-end was a gift from Lisa Strittmatter.

Plasmids for in vitro transcription were purified using the ethidium bromide / cesium
chloride method. 1 L cultures of E. coli expressing the plasmid were lysed in alkaline buffer
(0.2 M NaOH, 1% SDS), which was neutralised with 1 M potassium acetate. After spinning
the supernatant was filtered, treated with RNaseA, then ethanol precipitated. Pellets were
dissolved in 90% (w/v/) cesium chloride in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.01%
ethidium bromide and spun in a VTi 50 rotor (Beckman) in an ultracentrifuge at 167,000
xg for 5 hr at 20 °C. The band corresponding to plasmid DNA was recovered with a needle,
and ethidium bromide was removed by alternating extraction with water-saturated butan-2-ol
and pure butan-2-ol. The final pure plasmid DNA was dialysed for 18 hr at 22 °C against TE
buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA), yielding 2–5 mg DNA at 1–2 mg/mL. For in

vitro transcription, plasmids were linearised using FspI restriction enzyme (New England
Biolabs).
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6.1.2 Yeast transformation

The lithium acetate method was used for transforming yeast strains. To prepare competent
cells, 2 mL of saturated BCY123 culture was inoculated into 40 mL YEPD and grown at
30 °C to an OD (600 nm) of 1.0. Cells were harvested at 15 °C, washed with 40 mL water
and 40 mL LiTE (100 mM lithium acetate, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA), before
suspension in 0.2 mL LiTE. Cells were kept at 4 °C for up to 5 days. To transform cells, 15
µL cell suspension was mixed with 2 µL of ~10 mg/mL salmon sperm DNA carrier and
2 µg of DNA (plasmid or tagging cassette). After incubation at 30 °C, 150 µL of PEGTE
(40% PEG4000, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA) was added, incubated for 15 min
at 30 °C then heat shocked for 10 min at 42 °C. Cells were cooled on ice before plating on
selective media.

6.1.3 Yeast strains

The YSCC1 yeast strain with a genomic Prp19-HA tag was a gift from Soo-Chen Cheng
(Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica) (Chan et al., 2003). Its genotype is MATa

prc1 prb1 pep4 leu2 trp1 ura3 PRP19-HA. Slu7-TAPS and Prp18-HA yeast strains were
prepared by Wojciech Galej. In summary, SLU7-TAPS homology recombination cassettes
were generated by PCR from pFA6a-TAPS-kanMX6, a modified version of pFA6a-TAP-
kanMX6 in which the CBP tag is replaced by two tandem copies of the StrepII tag (Schreieck
et al., 2014). The PCR product was used to transform yeast strain YSCC1 selecting for G418-
resistance. A PRP18-3xHA kanMX6 cassette was transformed into yeast strain BY4741
(MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0) and selected as above. Integration of the cassettes
was confirmed by PCR and western blotting.

6.1.4 Plasmids for recombinant protein expression

The coding sequence of S. cerevisiae Prp22 had been previously cloned into a pRS Dest426
expression plasmid between an N-terminal CBP and C-terminal hexa-histidine tag. The
K512A and S635A dominant-negative mutations were introduced by Kunkel mutagenesis
(Kunkel, 1985).

The coding sequence of human Prp28 (DDX23) was purchased from Dharmacon and
sub-cloned into a pET28a vector containing N-terminal hexa-histidine and StrepII (His6-SII)
tags. The DEAD-box motif (residues 549–552) was mutated to AAAD by the quick-change
method. This His6-SII-Prp28AAAD coding sequence was sub-cloned into the pENTCQ
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vector between the GAL-GAP promoter and the SV40 3′UTR sequence and the expression
cassette was transferred into pRS Dest426 destination plasmid by LR Clonase-mediated
recombination.

6.2 Protein purification

6.2.1 Recombinant protein expression in yeast

Protein expression was carried out in S. cerevisiae strain BCY123 (MATa pep4::HIS3

prb1::LEU2 bar1::HIS6 lys2::GAL1/10-GAL4 can1 ade2 trp1 ura3 his3 leu2-3,112) trans-
formed with expression plasmids as described above. Prp22 dominant negative mutant
(K512A or S635A) was expressed with an N-terminal CBP and C-terminal His6 tag. Fresh
transformant plates were used to inoculate 24 L cultures in YM4 media, which were grown
at 30 °C with repression with 1% raffinose until an OD (600 nm) of 0.9–1.1 was reached.
Expression was induced with 2% galactose at 30 °C for 16 hr. Cultures were harvested,
suspended in 50 mM Tris pH 8.5, 350 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM magnesium acetate, 1
mM imidazole, and 0.1% NP-40 (CAL350), before freezing droplets in liquid nitrogen. Cells
were lysed with a freezer mill, spun, and the supernatant applied to Calmodulin-Sepharose
for 18 hr at 4 °C. After washing the resin was eluted with CAL350 buffer supplemented with
3 mM EGTA and 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. The eluate was bound to Ni-NTA resin in batch
for 3 hr at 4 °C before washing and elution with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl,
200 mM imidazole, 0.1% NP-40 and dialysis against D-300 buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH
pH 7.8, 300 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 0.5 mM DTT). This produced ~1 mL of
pure protein at 2–3 mg/mL (Fig. 3.31), which was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at -80 °C.

Human Prp28AAAD was expressed identically to yeast Prp22. Cells were frozen in 25 mM
Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM imidazole, 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and
0.1% NP-40 and lysed in a freezer mill. Protein was purified via the N-terminal hexahistidine
tag by applying the lysate supernatant after spinning to Ni-NTA resin. The resin was washed
with 2 M NaCl to remove contaminating nucleic acids before elution with 50 mM Tris pH
8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 300 mM imidazole, and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. Size
exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 26/60 column in buffer containing 50 mM
Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol was used to
obtain the final pure protein, which was concentrated to ~5-10 mg/mL, flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at -80°C (Fig. 4.4A).
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6.3 RNA techniques

6.3.1 In vitro RNA transcription

Pre-mRNA substrates were generated by run-off transcription either from restriction enzyme-
digested plasmid DNA template or a PCR product. RNA was produced in 1–10 mL in vitro

transcription reactions, typically containing 4 mM each NTP (ATP, CTP, GTP, UTP), 10–30
mM MgCl2, 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 0.04 mg/mL T7 RNA
polymerase (produced in the lab), 10 µL RNasin (Promega), and 10–50 µg/mL template
DNA. Reactions were incubated at 37 °C for 4–16 hr, ethanol precipitated and fractionated
on 6% denaturing PAGE. The product was visualised by UV shadowing and gel-purified
either by passive elution in 300 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2, 0.1% SDS, 10 mM EDTA or
electroelution in TBE buffer.

For human splicing, an SP72 vector containing the AdML pre-mRNA sequence with
three MS2 loops at the 3′ end was purchased from Edigene and was used to generate an in

vitro transcription template by PCR.

6.3.2 3′-end labelling of RNA with fluorescein

RNAs were labelled at the 3′ end using fluorescein-5-thiosemicarbazide (Wu et al., 1996).
RNA was ethanol precipitated, dissolved in 100 µL fresh oxidation solution (100 mM sodium
periodate, 100 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2), and incubated in the dark at room temperature
for 90 min. Periodate was quenched by addition of 250 mM KCl, incubation on ice for 10
min, centrifugation, and recovery of the supernatant (110 µL). This was mixed with 110
µL fluorescein-5-thiosemicarbazide (100 mM in DMSO) and incubated in the dark at room
temperature for 4 hr. The labelled RNA was purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and
ethanol precipitation.

6.3.3 5′-end capping

Splicing in human splicing extracts requires 5′-capped RNA. In vitro-transcribed pre-mRNAs
after 3′-end labelling with fluorescein were capped with 7-methylguanylate using the Vaccinia
capping system kit (New England Biolabs).
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6.3.4 RNA visualisation by silver staining

To visualise total RNA in denaturing PAGE gels, silver staining was used. The gel was fixed
in 10% acetic acid at room temperature, then washed with water. Staining was performed
for 30 min at room temperature by adding 100 mL fresh staining solution (0.2% (w/v)
silver nitrate, 0.056% (v/v) formaldehyde). The gel was then washed with water, then
developed at 12 °C with fresh development solution (280 mM sodium carbonate, 0.056%
(v/v) formaldehyde, 0.00004% sodium thiosulfate). After bands appeared, development was
stopped by transfer to 10% acetic acid.

6.4 Spliceosome purification

6.4.1 Splicing extract preparation

Yeast splicing extract

Prp18-HA, Slu7-TAPS, or Yju2-TAPS yeast was grown in a 120 L fermenter and splicing
extract was prepared by the liquid nitrogen method essentially as previously described (Lin
et al., 1985; Umen and Guthrie, 1995). Yeast was grown overnight in 2xYEPD media at 30
°C until an OD (600 nm) of 8 was reached. Cells were recovered by centrifugation, washed
with water then AGK buffer (10 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.9, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 200 mM KCl,
0.5 mM DTT, 10% glycerol). This typically yielded 1–1.5 kg wet cell mass, which was
suspended in 0.5 volumes of AGK buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors and frozen
dropwise in liquid nitrogen. Cells were lysed with a freezer mill, and the resultant powder
was thawed and spun at 22,700 xg. The supernatant was spun in an ultracentrifuge using a
Ti45 rotor at 158,000 xg for 90 min, and the top layers were recovered and dialysed against 5
L of buffer D (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.9, 50 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 0.5
mM DTT). This typically yielded 150–250 mL splicing extract, which was frozen in liquid
nitrogen in 10 mL aliquots.

Human splicing extract

Human splicing extract was prepared by making nuclear extract from HeLa S3 cells. Each
batch of nuclear extract was prepared from ~25 L of HeLa S3 cells grown at 37 °C and 8%
CO2 in roller bottles to a final density of ~1,500,000 cells/mL. Nuclear extract and S100
fraction were prepared as described in Mayeda and Krainer (1999). In summary, HeLa cells
were harvested by centrifugation at 1800 xg, washed with PBS and swelled in hypotonic
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buffer (10 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.8, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT). Cells were
then homogenised using 20 strokes in a 30 mL Dounce glass homogeniser, before low-speed
centrifugation at 1200 xg and reservation of the supernatant to become the S100 fraction. The
pellet was spun at higher speed (33,000 xg) to give packed nuclei. High-salt buffer (20 mM
HEPES-KOH pH 7.8, 600 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, 25% glycerol, 1 mM
DTT) was added to final KCl concentration of 240 mM and the suspension homogenised with
another 10 strokes in a 30 mL Dounce glass homogeniser before precipitation of chromatin
by spinning at 33,000 xg. The supernatant was dialysed twice for 90 min against buffer
D-100 (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.9, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 1 mM
DTT) to give the nuclear extract, which was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen in 0.1–1 mL
aliquots and stored at -80 °C.

The supernatant reserved above to become the cytosolic S100 fraction had 0.11 volumes
of 300 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.8, 1.4 M KCl, 30 mM MgCl2 added, before ultracentrifugation
in a Ti45 rotor at 100,000 xg. The supernatant was dialysed twice for 90 min against buffer
D-100 to give the S100 fraction, which was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen in 1–5 mL aliquots
and stored at -80 °C.

6.4.2 In vitro splicing reactions

Yeast splicing reactions

For yeast splicing extract, in vitro splicing was performed in 60 mM potassium phosphate pH
7.0, 2 mM ATP, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 3% (w/v) PEG 8000, 3 nM labelled pre-mRNA substrate, and
40% (v/v) splicing extract. Reaction mixtures were incubated at 23 °C for 20–60 min. 20 µL
aliquots were analysed by 8–18% denaturing PAGE. When assaying for RNaseH protection
(e.g. Fig. 3.3b), 5 µM of DNA oligonucleotide was added after 20–30 min and incubation
continued for another 10–20 min. When adding dominant-negative proteins, extracts were
pre-incubated with protein on ice for 30 min before assembling splicing reactions.

Human splicing reactions

For human splicing extract, in vitro splicing was performed in 2 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine
phosphate, 3 mM MgCl2, 10 nM labelled pre-mRNA substrate, and 20% (v/v) HeLa S3
nuclear extract and 20% (v/v) HeLa S3 S100 fraction (or 40% pure HeLa S3 nuclear extract).
Reaction mixtures were incubated at 30 °C for 30–60 min. 50 µL aliquots were analysed by
14% denaturing PAGE. When adding dominant-negative hPrp28, splicing reaction mixtures
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without substrate were pre-incubated with protein for 30 °C for 30 min before addition of
pre-mRNA.

Native gel analysis of human splicing reactions

To analyse spliceosomes assembled in human nuclear extract, 0.67 mg/mL (final concen-
tration) heparin was added to a 40 µL splicing reactions and incubated at 30 °C for 1 min,
before addition of 12 µL 5× native gel buffer (1× TBE, 30% glycerol, 0.05% bromophenol
blue) and storage on ice. Samples were electrophoresed in a 100 mL 2% low-melting point
agarose gel in 0.5× TBE at 50V for 4 hr at 4 °C. Splicing intermediates were visualised
using the 3′ fluorescein label on the pre-mRNA substrate.

6.4.3 MS2-MBP assembly

MS2-MBP fusion protein (Zhou et al., 2002) was prepared in the lab by Chris Oubridge.
Pre-mRNA substrates with MS2 hairpins (90 nM) were heated at 90 °C for 2 min in splicing
buffer containing 60 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 3% (w/v) PEG 8000, 10 mM HEPES-
KOH pH 7.9, 25 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol. The mixture was cooled on ice for
5 min then 2.5 mM MgCl2 and 12.5x molar excess MS2-MBP (1.125 µM) was added and
incubation continued for 30 min.

6.4.4 Purification of the yeast complex C spliceosome

180 mL in vitro splicing reactions were assembled using the 2xMS2-UBC4 (3′SS ACAC
mutant) pre-mRNA substrate pre-bound to MS2-MBP fusion protein and either Prp18-
HA or Slu7-TAPS splicing extract and incubated for 30 min at 23 °C. To reduce glycerol
concentration, the reactions were diluted to 56% with HE-75 (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH
7.8, 75 mM KCl, 0.25 mM EDTA) with an additional 0.25 mM EDTA and 0.05% NP-40,
split into 27 mL aliquots layered over 8 mL cushions of HE-75 containing 40% glycerol,
and spun in a SW28 rotor at 104,000 xg at 4 °C for 6–7 hr. The cushions were recovered,
pooled, and applied to amylose resin. The resin was washed with HE-75 + 5% glycerol and
0.05% NP-40 and eluted with HE-75 + 5% glycerol and 0.01% NP-40 + 12 mM maltose.
Spliceosome-containing fractions were detecting using a Pherastar fluorescent plate reader
(BMG Labtech). The sample was subsequently immobilised on anti-HA–agarose for Prp18-
HA yeast extract in HE-100 (20 mM HEPES KOH pH 7.8, 100 mM KCl, 0.25 mM EDTA,
5% glycerol, 0.01% NP-40) and eluted with 1 mg/mL HA peptide, incubating for 15 min
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incubation at 28 °C for each elution fraction. The amylose elutions from Slu7-TAPS extract
were immobilised on StrepTactin resin in HE-120 (20 mM HEPES KOH pH 7.8, 120 mM
KCl, 0.25 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 0.01% NP-40) and eluted with 5 mM desthiobiotin at 4
°C. The eluate was concentrated using a 100 kDa molecular-weight cutoff centrifugal filter
(Amicon), and finally dialysed against HE-75 buffer (without glycerol and NP-40) for EM
sample preparation. The final yield was typically 40–60 µL of purified spliceosomes at
~0.1–0.3 mg/mL.

6.4.5 Purification of the yeast complex P spliceosome

180 mL in vitro splicing reactions were assembled using wild-type UBC4-3xMS2 pre-
mRNA substrate pre-bound to MS2-MBP fusion protein, using Yju2-TAPS splicing extract
supplemented with 1.8 mg of dominant-negative (S635A) mutant Prp22 protein. Reactions
were incubated for 30 min at 23 °C. To remove spliceosomes without a docked 3’-exon,
reactions were incubated for 20 min with 5 µM of DNA oligonucleotide complementary to
the 3′ exon (oligo sequence 5′-ATGAAGTAGGTGGAT-3′) to induce cleavage of the 3′–MS2
tag by the endogenous RNaseH activity of the splicing extract. The reactions were diluted
to 56% with HE-75 (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.8, 75 mM KCl, 0.25 mM EDTA) with an
additional 0.25 mM EDTA and 0.05% NP-40, split into 27 mL aliquots layered over 8 mL
cushions of HE-75 containing 40% glycerol, and spun in a SW32 rotor at 111,000 xg at 4 °C
for 6.5 hr. The cushions were collected and applied to amylose resin. After 15 h incubation
at 4 °C the resin was washed and eluted with buffer HE-75 containing 5% glycerol, 0.01%
NP-40 and 12 mM maltose. Fractions containing spliceosomes were concentrated to 2 mg/ml
using a 100 kDa molecular-weight cutoff centrifugal filter (Amicon), dialysed against buffer
HE-75 for 3 h, then used immediately for EM sample preparation.

For the trial purifications shown in Fig. 3.3, the purification was performed as described
for the C complex purification on Slu7-TAPS extract, except that a wild-type 2xMS2-UBC4
substrate was used and 0.01 mg/mL of K512A mutant Prp22 protein was added to the splicing
reaction.

6.4.6 Purification of the human complex pre-B spliceosome

180 mL in vitro splicing reactions containing 20% of HeLa S3 nuclear extract, 20% of HeLa
S3 S100, 2 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate and 3 mM of MgCl2 were incubated in the
presence of 50 ng/µL His6-SII-Prp28AAAD for 30 min at 30 °C before addition of the AdML-
3xMS2 substrate pre-bound to MS2-MBP at a final concentration of 10 nM. Spliceosomes
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were then assembled for 30 min at 30 °C. The reactions were diluted to 50% with HE-40
(20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.9, 40 mM KCl, 0.25 mM EDTA) + 1% glycerol, 1 mM DTT,
and 0.025% NP-40, split into 27 mL aliquots layered over 8 mL cushions of HE-50 (HE-40
with 50 mM KCl) + 40% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and 0.02% NP-40, and spun in a SW32 rotor
at 111,000 xg at 4 °C for 6.5 hr. The cushions were collected, diluted to 60% with HE-50 +
1% glycerol + 1 mM DTT + 0.025% NP-40, and applied to amylose resin. After extensive
washing with HE-50 + 1% glycerol + 1 mM DTT + 0.01% NP-40 the complexes assembled
on the pre-mRNA were eluted with 12 mM maltose. Spliceosome-containing fractions
were applied to StrepTactin Sepharose high performance resin (GE Healthcare) to purify
complexes containing the StrepII-tagged dominant-negative hPrp28 protein. After extensive
washing with HE-50 spliceosomes were eluted with 5 mM desthiobiotin, then subjected
to crosslinking with 1 mM BS3 on ice for 1 hr. Remaining free BS3 was quenched for 15
min on ice by addition of ammonium bicarbonate (50 mM final). Finally, the sample was
concentrated using a 100 kDa molecular-weight cutoff centrifugal filter (Amicon), dialysed
3h against HE-50 buffer + 1 mM DTT and used immediately for cryo-EM grid preparation.

6.5 Electron microscopy

6.5.1 Structural analysis of yeast C complex

Negative-stain electron microscopy

Copper 400-mesh grids were coated with a 7–10 nm-thick layer of homemade carbon film
and glow discharged. After applying 3 µL of the sample and waiting 1 min, the grids were
blotted manually, washed with ~10–50 µL of water and stained using a droplet of 2% (w/v)
uranyl acetate for 30 sec, before blotting and drying. Grids were imaged using a Tecnai
T12 transmission electron microscope (FEI) operated at 120 kV and 30,000x magnification
(3.29 Å/pix). Particles were picked manually, extracted with a 180×180 pixel box and 2D
class averages were calculated using RELION 1.4 (Scheres, 2012b).

Initial cryoEM data collection

For cryoEM analysis, Quantifoil R2/2 Cu 400 mesh grids were coated with a 5–7 nm-thick
layer of homemade carbon film and glow discharged. After applying 3 µL of the sample,
the grids were blotted for 2.5–3 s and vitrified in liquid ethane in FEI Vitrobot MKIII, at
100% humidity at 4 °C. Grids were loaded into an FEI Titan Krios transmission electron
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microscope operated at 300 kV and imaged using a Gatan K2 summit direct electron detector
and a GIF Quantum energy filter (slit width 20 eV). Images were collected manually in
super-resolution counting mode at 1.25 frames s−1 and a relative pixel size of 1.427 Å. A
total dose of 40 e− Å−2 over 16 s and a defocus range of 0.5–4 µm were used.

Initial image processing

A total of 2213 micrographs were subjected to whole-frame drift correction in MOTION-
CORR (Li et al., 2013) followed by contrast transfer function (CTF) parameter estimation in
CTFFIND4 (Rohou and Grigorieff, 2015). All subsequent processing steps were done using
RELION 1.4 (Scheres, 2012b) unless otherwise stated. An initial subset of 5,000 particles
was selected manually and subjected to reference-free 2D classification. Resulting 2D class
averages were low-pass filtered to 20 Å and used as templates for subsequent automated
particle picking within RELION (Scheres, 2012b). A total of 247,603 particles were selected
after initial reference-free 2D classification and subjected to 3D classification. An initial
3D reference was prepared by scaling and low-pass filtering (60 Å) the reconstruction of
the intron–lariat complex (EMD-6413). A subset of 93,106 particles was selected after
3D classification. Particle-based beam-induced motion correction and radiation-damage
weighting (particle polishing) followed by 3D refinement resulted in a final reconstruction at
3.8 Å overall resolution and estimated accuracies of rotations of 1.1°

Merging additional C complex datasets

The above data cryoEM data collection (“Dataset I”) and processing corresponds to the
published C complex structure in Galej et al. (2016). After publication, additional datasets
were collected and merged. This work is not yet published. Dataset II comes from C-complex
particles that contaminated initial P complex purification purifications (Fig. 3.3d). 4,369
movies were collected using EPU on a Titan Krios at SciLifeLab (Stockholm, Sweden)
using a magnification of 130,000x equivalent to a relative pixel size of 1.028 Å pixel−1 with
an exposure time of 8 sec, fractionated in 20 frames and a dose of 1.84 e− Å−2 frame−1

equivalent to a total dose per micrograph of 36.7 e− Å−2. Movies were corrected for
movement using MotionCor2 (Zheng et al., 2017), applying 5× 5 patching and applying
dose-weighting to individual frames. CTF parameters were estimated using Gctf (Zhang,
2016). Initial templates for autopicking were generated by picking 54 micrographs using a
gaussian blob as a reference and performing 2D averaging. Eight good classes were used for
picking the whole dataset, yielding 190,782 particles. After 2D classification on 5-fold binned
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particles, 149,690 good particles were selected and classified in 3D into 8 classes using C
complex as a reference structure (Fig. 3.3d). Three classes (48,126 particles) corresponding
to C complex were selected, re-extracted at full size using a 550×550 box, and refined in
3D to yield a reconstruction at 3.8 Å overall resolution that after polishing in RELION 2.0
and application of a soft mask on the core improved to 3.5 Å.

Datasets III and IV come from a sample of C complex purified by Sebastian Fica. In
summary, wild-type MS2-tagged UBC4 pre-mRNA was spliced at low temperature in extract
containing a cold-sensitive Prp16 mutation (prp16-302), thereby accumulating C complexes
that did not undergo remodelling. Complexes were purified via a genomic StrepII tag on
Cwc25. The resultant sample was functional and could be chased through exon ligation by
addition of Slu7/Prp18 and ATP (Fig. 2.13d). Dataset III (2945 movies) was collected using
EPU on a Titan Krios at Diamond Light Source using a magnification of 130,000x equivalent
to a relative pixel size of 1.023 Å pixel−1. Dataset IV (2516 movies) was collected using
EPU on Krios1 at LMB using a magnification of 130,000x equivalent to a relative pixel
size of 1.12 Å pixel−1. Sebastian Fica initially processed Datasets III and IV. Dataset III
yielded 73899 particles that refined to 4.0 Å, and dataset IV yielded 117334 particles that
refined to 3.6 Å. I then took over data processing. Applying a soft mask to the core during
refinement improved overall resolution for each dataset to 3.48 Å and 3.34 Å respectively.
Dataset IV was then improved using per-particle refinement of CTF parameters in RELION
3.0 (Zivanov et al., 2018). Two iterations of CTF refinement and 3D refinement improved
overall resolution to 2.94 Å.

Since Dataset IV had the highest resolution of the individual datasets alone, it was used as
the reference for scaling, at 1.12 Å pixel−1 with a box size of 400×400 pixels. Relative pixel
sizes were determined by measuring real-space correlation between each dataset map and
dataset IV map in Chimera for varying pixel sizes. Dataset I (1.427 Å pixel−1 with a box size
of 412×412 pixels) was scaled to 1.12 Å pixel−1 by using relion_preprocess to window
particles to 394× 394 pixels, scale to 502× 502 pixels, and finally window again with
normalisation to 400×400 pixels. Dataset II (1.028 Å pixel−1 with a box size of 574×574
pixels) was scaled to 1.12 Å pixel−1 by using relion_preprocess to window particles to
560× 560 pixels, scale to 514× 514 pixels, and finally window again with normalisation
to 400×400 pixels. Dataset III (1.023 Å pixel−1 with a box size of 574×574 pixels) was
scaled to 1.12 Å pixel−1 by using relion_preprocess to window particles to 508×508
pixels, scale to 464×464 pixels, and finally window again with normalisation to 400×400
pixels. Defocus values were then scaled by the square of the ratio between the pixel size
used to calculate CTF parameters and the “true” relative pixel size determined.
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After scaling, individual datasets were re-refined in 3D to check whether scaling affected
resolution, and in all cases differences were negligible. Two iterations of CTF refinement
on the scaled particles then improved dataset I to 3.39 Å resolution, dataset II to 3.13 Å,
and dataset III to 3.13 Å. The four datasets were then progressively combined and refined.
Datasets III and IV together gave a final resolution of 2.87 Å, datasets II, III and IV gave
a final resolution of 2.85 Å, while datasets I, II, III, IV gave 2.89 Å. Dataset I (the original
dataset) was collected at 1.427 Å pixel−1 so is Nyquist-limited to 2.854 Å resolution, perhaps
explaining why including this dataset did not improve resolution. To obtain the highest
possible resolution C complex, particles from refinement of datasets II, III, and IV only
were subject to another round of CTF refinement, giving a reconstruction at 2.82 Å overall
resolution (Fig. 2.5b).

To improve peripheral densities, particles from all datasets I - IV were used (total of
329,643 particles). To improve the Prp16/Brr2 helicase module, particles were classified
without alignment using a soft mask around Prp16 and Brr2 and a regularisation parameter (T)
of 7. 22% of particles had good helicase occupancy. Density for the rest of the spliceosome
was subtracted using a tight mask around Prp16/Brr2, and particles were refined with a soft
mask and initial local angular sampling of 0.9° to 7.2 Å resolution (Fig. 2.5b). Using 1.8°
sampling gave the same resolution but with a less smooth map and streakiness indicative of
overfitting. To improve the U2 snRNP module, particles were classified without alignment
using a soft mask around U2 snRNP and a regularisation parameter (T) of 7. 80% of particles
had strong occupancy and were refined without signal subtraction using a tight mask around
U2 snRNP only with initial local angular sampling of 0.5° to 3.8 Å resolution (Fig. 2.5b).
Using 0.9° sampling gave a lower resolution (3.93 Å) reconstruction, as did using signal
subtraction. To improve density for the helical repeat HAT domains of the NTC (Syf1 and
Clf1 proteins), particles were classified without alignment using a soft mask around Syf1 and
Clf1 and some connecting densities and a regularisation parameter (T) of 7. 66% of particles
had well resolved helices and were refined with signal subtraction to 3.76 Å (Fig. 2.5b). In
this reconstruction the core of the helical repeats near to U2/U6 stem II is well resolved, but
peripheral helices are still not well defined.

Structural modelling

The initial model published in Galej et al. (2016) and deposited as PDB 5LJ5 was built
into the 3.8 Å resolution map from dataset I alone. Building of this model is described
here and a list of protein and RNA components included in the C complex model is given
in Table 6.2. Building started by docking known structures of S. cerevisiae Prp8, Snu114,
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U5 Sm ring, U5 snRNA19, Cwc2 (Lu et al., 2012) and Bud31 (van Roon et al., 2015) into
the map. Homology models for Cef1, Prp45, Prp46, Ecm2 and Cwc15 were built with
SWISS-MODEL (Biasini et al., 2014), using structures from the S. pombe intron–lariat
spliceosome (Yan et al., 2015) as templates, and were docked into the map. This accounted
for the majority of the protein density in the core, allowing building of the intron, U6 snRNA
and U2 snRNA. RNA extending from the loop 1 of U5 snRNA was assigned to nucleotides
−1 to −16 of the 5′ exon as previously predicted (Newman and Norman, 1992). A model
for the NTD of Cwc22 was built using SWISS-MODEL based on the structure of the human
Cwc22:eIF4AIII complex (Buchwald et al., 2013) and docked near Snu114. Clear density
near the NTD of Cwc22 was interpreted as the MA3 domain at the C terminus of Cwc22;
this domain was built de novo. A coiled-coil was found contacting domain IV of Snu114.
Based on an unpublished NMR structure from Arabidopsis thaliana (PDB ID: 2E62) and
biochemical data (Grainger et al., 2009) we assigned this density to the CTD of Cwc21.
Weak density was observed connecting this coiled-coil to a peptide contacting the 5′ exon.
We therefore assigned this peptide as the N terminus of Cwc21. Unassigned density remained
near the branch-point helix. Based on secondary structure prediction (Kurowski and Bujnicki,
2003) we assigned a portion of this density to Yju2 and were able to build its NTD de novo;
our assignment was supported by clear density for a zinc atom coordinated by four conserved
cysteines. The remainder of the density could then be assigned to the N termini of Cwc25
and Isy1.

For the periphery of the complex, the resolution was heterogeneous, ranging from 4 to
20 Å. Clear features of the periphery were two large proteins with extended architectures.
One of these proteins started in the core and projected outwards to the periphery. At the core,
side-chains were easily visible for this protein and allowed assignment as the N terminus
of Clf1. Towards the C terminus of Clf1 the resolution only allowed building of idealised
poly(A) helices, which were then assigned sequence based on secondary structure predictions
(Kurowski and Bujnicki, 2003). For the other extended protein, few side-chains were visible
but helices could be distinguished. This protein was generally built as poly(A) helices, and
based on secondary structure predictions (Kurowski and Bujnicki, 2003) was assigned as
Syf1. A second Sm ring at medium-resolution was found in the map and was assigned as
the U2 snRNA Sm ring. Homology models for the U2 snRNP proteins Lea1 and Msl1 were
generated using SWISS-MODEL (Biasini et al., 2014) based on the structure of the human
U2B′′-U2A′-U2 snRNA complex (Price et al., 1998) and were docked into the adjacent
density. The portion of the U2 snRNA in contact with Msl1 was most consistent with the
previously proposed stem IV + stem V architecture and was built based on the secondary
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structure prediction (Kudla et al., 2011). Two RNA double helices were observed bridging
the U2 Sm ring to Ecm2 and were assigned as stems IIb and IIc of the U2 snRNA. Using
3D classification, we found that some of the particles contained a large lobe of extra density
connected to the reverse transcriptase and RNase H domains of Prp8 (see above). Although
we could not resolve secondary structure in this region, we could perfectly dock the crystal
structure of Brr2 and the Jab1/MPN domain of Prp8 (Nguyen et al., 2013). The remainder
of the density could then well accommodate an I-TASSER (Yang et al., 2015) homology
model of Prp16 based on the crystal structure of Prp43 (Walbott et al., 2010). Weak density
connected to Clf1 and Syf1 had the characteristic shape of Prp19–Snt309–Cef1 (Yan et al.,
2015). Focused classification in this region could improve the density enough to resolve the
U-box dimers and thus dock a homology model of these proteins. The model was initially
refined using REFMAC 5.8 (Murshudov et al., 1997) with secondary structure restraints
generated in PROSMART (Nicholls et al., 2014) and RNA base-pair and stacking restraints
generated in LIBG (Brown et al., 2015).

The improved 2.8 Å resolution reconstruction of C complex, along with improved focused
refinement of peripheral densities, allowed improvements to the above model to be performed.
In the core individual bases were well resolved, improving confidence in assigned base pairs.
The U2 snRNP at 3.8 Å was completely rebuilt, as clear side chains were visible for most of
the proteins. U2 snRNA stems IIb and IIc connected to U2 snRNP were better resolved as
they docked into Ecm2, allowing correction of significant register errors in the C-terminal
RRM domain of Ecm2, showing how Ecm2 facilitates docking of U2 snRNP in its C complex
position. The C complex core was re-refined using phenix.real_space_refine (Afonine
et al., 2010) into the sharpened 2.8 Å resolution cryo-EM density, applying secondary
structure, rotamer, base-pairing, base-stacking, and metal coordination restraints. Table 6.1
summarizes refinement statistics. For refinement of the lariat-intron 2′-5′ linkage a custom
set of restraints was adapted from the geometry of the 3′-5′ phosphodiester RNA backbone.
The well-resolved secondary structure of the helicase module allowed structural refinement
of Brr2 and Prp16 using the Molecular Dynamics Flexible Fitting (MDFF) method (Trabuco
et al., 2008). The NTC model was improved by allowing assignment of correct registers
throughout Syf1 and Clf1, and additional domains of Syf2, Cwc15, and Ntc20 were localised.
The C-terminal domain of Yju2 was assigned to helices bridging to Prp16. Significantly,
Prp18 and Slu7 were localised in a subset of particles (Fig. 2.13c).

The final C complex model comprises 41 proteins, 3 snRNAs, the lariat-intron intermedi-
ate and the 5′ exon (Table 6.4).
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6.5.2 Structural analysis of yeast P complex

Cryo-EM data collection

For cryo-EM analysis the purified P complex sample was applied to R2/2 holey carbon grids
(Quantifoil) coated with a ~7 nm homemade carbon film. Grids were glow discharged for
15 s before deposition of 3 µL sample, then incubated for 30 s and blotted for 2.5 s before
vitrification by plunging into liquid ethane using an FEI Vitrobot MKIII operated at 100%
humidity and 4 °C. Grids were imaged in an FEI Titan Krios transmission electron microscope
operated in EFTEM mode at 300 kV using the Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detector and a
GIF Quantum energy filter (slit width 20 eV). Micrographs were collected automatically using
EPU, collecting 2,384 movies with a defocus range of 0.2–3 µm at a nominal magnification
of 105,000x (1.12 Å pixel−1). The camera was operated in counting mode with a total
exposure time of 12 s fractionated into 20 frames, a dose rate of approximately 5 e− pixel−1

s−1 and a total dose of 47 e− Å−2 per movie.

Image processing

Movies were corrected for movement using MotionCor2 (Zheng et al., 2017), applying
5× 5 patching and for initial processing applying dose-weighting to individual frames.
CTF parameters were estimated using Gctf (Zhang, 2016), before manual inspection of
micrographs. We discarded 89 micrographs that had ice contamination or poor power
spectra. From a subset of 216 micrographs, 16,551 particles were picked automatically using
Gautomatch (Kai Zhang) and used to calculate reference-free 2D class averages in RELION
2.1 (Kimanius et al., 2016; Scheres, 2012a). Three classes that represented the most common
views of P complex were then used as templates for further picking with Gautomatch on
all 2,295 good micrographs, yielding 206,529 particles. 3D refinement of all particles was
performed with RELION using C* complex as a reference, yielding a reconstruction at an
overall resolution of 3.9 Å (Fig. 6.1). Particle polishing in RELION then improved the overall
resolution to 3.8 Å.

To improve the map quality the polished particles were subject to 3D classification in
RELION using 1.8° local angular sampling (Fig. 6.1). The 96,524 particles in the highest
quality class were refined to 3.6 Å resolution, and then further classified with 1.8° local
angular sampling with a soft mask that excluded U2 snRNP, U5 snRNP foot domain, Cwc22
NTD, U2/U6 helix II, U6 snRNA 5′stem, and the NTC proteins Prp19, Syf1, and Clf1
(C-terminus). This revealed the 3′SS docked and undocked states (Fig. 6.1). Refinement
of the 48,617 particles in the 3′SS docked state produced a reconstruction at an overall
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Fig. 6.1 P complex cryoEM data processing. Details in main text. Local resolution was calculated
using RELION. All resolution values were calculated by postprocessing with the same soft mask. The
Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curve for postprocessing the final reconstruction at 3.3 Å resolution is
shown in inset (pink background).
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resolution of 3.7 Å with a temperature factor of −82 Å2. Refinement of the 24,395 particles
in the 3′SS undocked state produced a reconstruction at an overall resolution of 4.0 Å with
a temperature factor of −80 Å2. Resolution is reported based on the gold-standard Fourier
Shell Correlation as described (Chen et al., 2013b).

Merging an additional P complex dataset

After publication of the above map as Wilkinson et al. (2017), additional data were collected.
I collected 1,614 movies using EPU on MRC LMB Krios1 using a higher magnification
of 165,000x equivalent to a relative pixel size of 0.88 Å pixel−1 with an exposure time of
7 sec, fractionated in 35 frames and a dose of 1.29 e− Å−2 frame−1 equivalent to a total
dose per micrograph of 45.2 e− Å−2. The first 173 movies of this dataset were collected in
super-resolution mode, but because this slowed data collection, the following 1441 movies
were collected in counting mode. Movies were corrected for movement using MotionCor2
(Zheng et al., 2017), applying 5× 5 patching and applying dose-weighting to individual
frames. The super-resolution micrographs were binned by 2, then merged with the counting
micrographs and processed together. CTF parameters were estimated using Gctf (Zhang,
2016) and micrographs were manually screened. Particles were picked with templates using
Gautomatch like the original dataset, yielding 79,509 particles. 3D classification with a P
complex reference resulted in 48,024 good particles that after polishing in RELION 2.0
were refined to 3.56 Å resolution. These were scaled to 1.12 Å pixel−1 and merged with the
3′SS-docked particles from the original dataset (Fig. 6.1). Another round of 3D classification
resulted in 52,748 particles in the 3′SS-docked state that refined to 3.5 Å resolution. After
CTF refinement in RELION 3.0 (Zivanov et al., 2018) the resolution further improved to
3.30 Å (Fig. 6.1).

Structural modelling

The P complex model was built into the initial 3.7 Å map with the 3′SS docked, using Coot
(Emsley et al., 2010), and later adjusted into the 3.3 Å map. A list of protein and RNA
components included in the P complex model is given in Table 6.4. The majority of density
could be accounted for by rigid-body fitting individual proteins from the yeast C* complex
(Fica et al., 2017) and adjusting the fit where necessary. The 3′ splice site and 3′ exon were
built de novo (Fig. 6.2a). Nucleotides +3 to +13 of the 3′ exon had weak density and were
modelled as a ribose-phosphate backbone to indicate their path (Fig. 6.2b). Because of the
improved density quality in P complex for Slu7, Prp17, and Prp22, new models were built
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for these regions: Slu7 was built de novo into the density. Human Prp17 (Zhang et al., 2017)
was docked into the Prp17 density and mutated to the corresponding yeast sequences before
manual adjustment. A homology model for Prp22 was generated using I-TASSER (Yang
et al., 2015) and adjusted into the unfiltered cryoEM density by rigid-body fitting the RecA2
domain (Fig. 6.2b). Density consistent with RNA was visible next to the Prp22 RecA2
domain and was modelled based on Prp43-RNA crystal structure (PDB 5LTA) (Tauchert
et al., 2017). Based on distance and connectivity to the 3′ exon the Prp22-bound RNA was
assigned as nucleotides 15–19 of the 3′ exon, consistent with position +17 crosslinking to
Prp22 (Schwer, 2008). Residues 294–306 of Prp22 were built into a pocket of the Prp8
reverse transcriptase domain. The CTD of Yju2, which was not modelled in C* complex, was
built. The crystal structure of yeast Prp18 (Jiang et al., 2000) was fitted into the density, and
the conserved region not visible in the crystal structure was built (Fig. 6.2d). The α-finger of
Prp8 (residues 1565–1610) was extended by 18 residues relative to C* complex (Fig. 6.2c).
An updated model for the CTD of Ecm2 and U2 snRNP was docked into low-resolution
density, based on the 2.8 Å resolution map of C complex. The U5 snRNA model built for the
C* complex was also replaced with U5 snRNA from the 2.8 Å resolution C complex, which
features the newly determined variable stem-loop II. The branch helix from intron bases
56–66 and U2 snRNA bases 38–48 was modelled as an A-form helix using RNA Composer
(Popenda et al., 2012).

Coordinates for the core of P complex were refined in real space using phenix.real_-

space_refine in PHENIX (Afonine et al., 2010) into the sharpened 3.3 Å resolution
3′SS-docked cryo-EM density, applying secondary structure, rotamer, base-pairing, base-
stacking, and metal coordination restraints. For refinement of the lariat-intron 2′-5′ linkage
a custom set of restraints was adapted from the geometry of the 3′-5′ phosphodiester RNA
backbone. Refinement statistics are summarised in table 6.3. The peripheral proteins Prp22,
Syf1, the C-terminal half of Clf1, U2 snRNP, the Cwc22 NTD, the Cwc21 CTD, and the
Prp19 module (comprising the Prp19 tetramer, Snt309 and the CTD of Cef1) were not
refined.

The final P complex model comprises 40 proteins, 3 snRNAs, and the intron and spliced
exon (mRNA) products (Table 6.4).
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Fig. 6.2 Examples of P complex cryoEM density and built models. Maps are shown for the 3.3 Å
density for the 3′SS-docked state. a, Substrate RNA bound at the catalytic centre of P complex. b,
Density for the 3′ exon leading to Prp22. The same map is shown sharpened for the 5′ exon and
start of the 3′ exon, unsharpened for Prp22 (due to the lower local resolution in this region) and
unsharpened at low threshold (blue) for the weak density interpreted as the 3′ exon connecting to
Prp22. c, Prp8 alpha-finger region. d, Conserved region of Prp18. e Inositol hexaphosphate ligand
bound to Prp8.

6.5.3 Structural analysis of human pre-B complex

Cryo-EM data collection

For cryo-EM analysis of human pre-B complex, Quantifoil R2/2 Cu 300 mesh grids were
coated with a ~6 nm-thick layer of homemade carbon film and glow discharged. After
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applying 3 µL of the sample, the grids were blotted for 2–3 s and vitrified in liquid ethane in
FEI Vitrobot MKIII, at 100% humidity at 4 °C.

Five data sets and a total of 27,931 movies were collected using EPU on various Titan
Krios microscopes (Thermo Fisher) all equipped with energy filters (slit width of 20 eV)
and K2 detectors operated in counting mode. Dataset 1 (4,627 movies) was collected on
Astbury Biostructure Laboratory (University of Leeds) Krios 2 using a magnification of
130,000x equivalent to a “relative” pixel size of 1.025 Å pixel−1 with defocus ranging from
-1.5 µm to -3.5 µm with an exposure time of 8 sec, fractionated in 40 frames and a dose of
7.5 e− Å−2 s−1 equivalent to a total dose per micrograph of 57 e− Å−2. Dataset 2 (6,869
movies) was collected on LMB Krios 3 using a magnification of 130,000x equivalent to a
“relative” pixel size of 1.022 Å pixel−1 with defocus ranging from -1 µm to -3 µm with an
exposure time of 6 sec fractionated in 40 frames and a dose of 8.7 e− Å−2 s−1 equivalent
to a total dose per micrograph of 50 e− Å−2. Dataset 3 (7,303 movies) was collected on
University of Cambridge Biochemistry Department Krios using a magnification of 130,000x
equivalent to a “relative” pixel size of 1.020 Å pixel−1 with defocus ranging from -1.5 µm to
-3 µm with an exposure time of 12 sec fractionated in 40 frames and a dose of 4.8 e− Å−2

s−1 equivalent to a total dose per micrograph of 55.4 e− Å−2. Dataset 4 (6,409 movies) was
collected on LMB Krios 3 using a magnification of 130,000x equivalent to a “relative” pixel
size of 1.022 Å pixel−1 with defocus ranging from -1 µm to -3 µm with an exposure time of
6 sec fractionated in 40 frames and a dose of 8.47 e− Å−2 s−1 equivalent to a total dose per
micrograph of 48.6 e− Å−2. Dataset 5 was collected on a sample where BS3 crosslinking was
performed prior to addition of StrepTactin resin. 2,723 movies were collected on LMB Krios
3 using a magnification of 130,000x equivalent to a “relative” pixel size of 1.022 Å pixel−1

with defocus ranging from -1 µm to -3 µm with an exposure time of 6 sec fractionated in
40 frames and a dose of 7.67 e− Å−2 s−1 equivalent to a total dose per micrograph of 44
e− Å−2.

Image processing

Movies were corrected for motion using the RELION 3.0 implementation of MotionCor2,
with 5×5 patches and applying dose-weighting to individual frames. CTF parameters were
estimated using Gctf (Zhang, 2016). Resolution is reported based on the gold-standard
Fourier shell correlation (FSC) (0.143 criterion) as described (Chen et al., 2013b). Particle
picking was carried out for datasets 1–4 using the deep learning program crYOLO (Wagner
et al., 2018). We manually picked 800–1,200 particles per dataset from 30–50 micrographs
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and trained a model for each dataset using the YOLO network with 2×2 patches. Further
data processing was performed using RELION 3.0 (Zivanov et al., 2018).

Fig. 6.3 Cryo-EM data processing for the human tri-snRNP. All processing steps were carried out
in RELION 3.0. Deposited densities are depicted on a light blue background. The masks used for
postprocessing to calculate gold-standard resolutions (red text) are shown in outline.

Datasets 2, 3, and 4 were used to produce the high-resolution tri-snRNP reconstruction.
The detailed data processing workflow is outlined in Fig. 6.3. Datasets were processed
separately. We started with a total of 1,147,653 picked particles. Particles were first extracted
with a 512×512 box with 2-fold binning and badly picked particles were discarded either
by using reference-free 2D classification then 3D classification with human tri-snRNP as a
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starting model (Agafonov et al. (2016), EMD-6581), or just with 3D classification. Particles
in the best 3D classes were then re-extracted with a 420× 420 box without binning and
refined with a soft mask around the whole tri-snRNP. Each reconstruction was then subjected
to multiple rounds of CTF refinement and Bayesian polishing until resolution no longer
improved. For dataset 2, two rounds were performed, whereas for dataset 4 CTF refinement
did not improve the resolution and only one round of Bayesian polishing was performed.
Dataset 3 was merged with dataset 2 to improve the resolution for CTF refinement before
being separated again for Bayesian polishing. Note that although dataset 3 had a 1.020 Å
pixel−1 pixel size compared to 1.022 Å pixel−1 for datasets 2 and 4, these pixel sizes
were close enough that we did not scale these particles before merging (Wilkinson et al.,
submitted). Particles from datasets 2, 3, and 4 were then merged to a total of 585,488
particles, refined to 2.94 Å resolution, then subjected to multi-body refinement (Nakane
et al., 2018). We defined five bodies, from largest to smallest: Core, encompassing Prp8
(excluding the RNaseH and Jab1 domains), Snu114, U5 snRNA, Sad1, Dim1, Prp28 NTD,
Brr2 NTD, Prp6 NTD, and Prp31 coiled-coil domain; Brr2, encompassing Brr2 helicase
domain, Prp8 Jab1 domain, and Prp28 N-terminal helix; Foot, encompassing U5 Sm ring,
U5-40k, and Snu114; U4, encompassing the U4 Sm ring, Snu66, U4/U6 stems I and III,
Prp8 RNaseH domain, SNRNP-27K, and RBM42; and finally Prp4 lobe, encompassing Prp4,
Prp3, Snu13, Prp31 Nop domain, Prp6 helical repeats, and U4/U6 stem II. The multi-body
refinement excluded the U6 LSm ring and Prp28 RecA domains. Multi-body refinement
gave a uniform reconstruction of tri-snRNP with more of the complex at higher resolution
(Fig. 6.4B). We used focused classification without alignment to improve density for the U6
LSm ring, U5-40K, and Prp28 RecA2 domain.

All five datasets were used for cryo-EM analysis of pre-B complex. The detailed data
processing workflow is outlined in Fig. 6.5. We started with a total of 1,477,221 picked
particles. Datasets 2, 3, and 4 were initially processed as detailed above. Dataset 1 was
similarly processed, but a pre-B reference was included in the initial 3D classification. For
dataset 5, we pre-enriched for pre-B complex by picking particles using Gautomatch (Kai
Zhang) using pre-B templates generated by 2D classification without alignment of pre-B
particles isolated during processing of the other four datasets. Weak density for U1 and U2
snRNPs in the good “tri-snRNP” particles initially selected after 2D and 3D classification
indicates that our tri-snRNP particles also include some pre-B particles which align on the
tri-snRNP. Our 420×420 box for tri-snRNP analysis was not suited for analysing these pre-B
particles, as it was centred on the tri-snRNP core and excluded density for U2 snRNP. To
analyse the pre-B particles, we re-extracted tri-snRNP particles with a larger 600×600 pixel
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Fig. 6.4 Cryo-EM reconstructions of human tri-snRNP and pre-B complexes. A, Euler angle
distributions for the overall tri-snRNP reconstruction (left) and core pre-B complex reconstruction
(right). B, Local resolution for tri-snRNP after refinement with a soft mask over the whole complex
(left) and after multi-body refinement (middle). For depiction of the multi-body refinement, at
each voxel the body with the highest calculated local resolution is displayed. The local resolution
distribution for voxels inside the tri-snRNP is depicted on the right, showing that after multi-body
refinement the tri-snRNP has a more homogeneous, higher resolution. C, Local resolution for the
pre-B complex refined with a mask around the tri-snRNP (left) and the pre-B complex class with
stable U1 snRNP (right). Local resolution in B and C is calculated using RELION 3.0. D, Fourier-
shell correlation (FSC) curves for overall tri-snRNP (dashed grey line) and each body (solid lines;
U4: orange, Prp4: yellow, Brr2: light blue, foot: dark blue, core: grey) defined for the multi-body
refinement. The FSC=0.143 criterion, used to estimate the resolution, is depicted on the chart. E, FSC
curves for pre-B core and overall stably-bound U1 pre-B complex subclass.
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Fig. 6.5 Cryo-EM data processing for the pre-B complex. All processing steps were carried out
in RELION 3.0. Deposited densities are depicted on a light blue background. The masks used
for postprocessing to calculate gold-standard resolutions (red text) are shown in outline. Inset:
re-extraction with a shifted box allows reconstruction of U2 snRNP without loss of signal.
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box, scaled down to 360×360 pixels to reduce computational demand (giving a scaled pixel
size of 1.703 Å pixel−1), and applied a shift of (52,−40,5) pixels to move the box centre to
the centre of pre-B complex. For dataset 1, which was 1.025 Å pixel−1 compared to 1.022 Å
pixel−1 for most of the datasets, we extracted with a 658×658 pixel box, scaled to 396×396
then windowed to 360×360 to give the same Å pixel−1 pixel size. Multiple rounds of 3D
classification without alignment then allowed isolation of particles with stronger density for
U1 and U2 snRNP. We applied a 20–30 Å resolution limit during classification to focus on
these large-scale structural differences. After merging all datasets and selection of 117,284
particles with strong U2 or U1 snRNP density, we obtained a reconstruction of pre-B complex
at 4.03 Å resolution as calculated using a mask encompassing all of tri-snRNP, U1 snRNP,
and U2 snRNP. To visualise the “tri-snRNP core” of this complex at higher resolution, we
reverted to the equivalent high-quality (polished and CTF-refined) tri-snRNP particles from
datasets 2, 3, and 4 and refined this 86,146 particle subset to 3.28 Å resolution. Presence of a
peptide corresponding to SF3A1 within this tri-snRNP, which was not visible in the overall
tri-snRNP reconstruction, confirms that this subset of tri-snRNP particles is bona fide pre-B
complex (Fig. 6.6E). To improve U1 and U2 snRNPs further, we performed another round of
3D classification without alignment on the datasets 1–5 pre-B particles. This produced one
class of 18,974 particles with stably bound U1 snRNP, corresponding to 2.3% of our original
good particles, or 16% of bona fide pre-B. These refined to 6.07 Å resolution (Fig. 6.5C)
(determined with a soft mask around the whole complex), and after subtracting signal for the
rest of pre-B, the U1 snRNP component refined to approximately 28 Å resolution, sufficient
for unambiguous docking of the U1 snRNP crystal structure (Pomeranz Krummel et al.,
2009). The same classification also identified 23,113 particles where U2 snRNP was more
stably bound to tri-snRNP due to a contact between SF3B3 and Prp4 kinase. Focused
refinement with a mask around SF3b produced a reconstruction of SF3b and U6 LSm ring at
approximately 27 Å resolution, allowing unambiguous docking of the U6 LSm and SF3b,
and approximate positioning of SF3a and the U2 Sm core into adjacent density. To identify
the weak density, we eventually assigned as Prp4 kinase near the Prp6 helical repeats, we
performed multiple rounds of focused 3D classification without alignment using a spherical
mask around the density. For the first round we used a regularization parameter (T) of 10 and
a resolution limit of 10 Å. For the next round we removed the resolution limit and tried T
values between 10 and 100. Only with T = 100 could we reliably classify out particles with
stably bound Prp4 kinase. The region was too small and particle numbers too limiting to
allow focused refinement, so to improve the density further we performed a third round of
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classification with T = 200, producing a class with 8,293 particles with smoothly defined
density and secondary structure consistent with approximately 8 Å resolution (Fig. 6.6D).

Human tri-snRNP model building

Model building was carried out in Coot (Emsley et al., 2010). A list of protein and RNA
components included in the model is given in Table 6.6. We started by building the tri-snRNP
structure into a composite map from the multi-body refinement. Example densities are shown
in Fig. 6.6 The composite map was produced using a Python script to determine which map
had the highest local resolution at each voxel. Existing crystal or cryo-EM structures of
human spliceosomal proteins including Prp8, Snu114, U5-40K (Fica et al., 2019) , Brr2
helicase domain (Santos et al., 2012), Dim1 (Reuter et al., 1999), U4 snRNP Sm domain
(Leung et al., 2011), Prp31 in complex with U4 snRNA stem loop (Liu et al., 2007b), and
Prp28 RecA1 domain (Möhlmann et al., 2014) were docked into density and manually
adjusted and extended. The Sm ring from the U4 Sm domain crystal structure was also
docked into density for the U5 Sm and adjusted. Density for the U5 and U6 snRNAs, and
the parts of U4 snRNA not accounted for by the above structures, were built de novo by first
fitting idealised A-form helices, adjusting the fit, then linking the strands. This included the
U4/U6 quasi-pseudoknot (Fig. 6.6G) and “stem III,” which was not identified in previous
structures. Loop 1 of U5 snRNA was disordered, probably due to the lack of a docked 5′

exon, so was left unmodelled.
Homology models for Prp3, Prp4, and Snu13 were generated with SWISS-MODEL

(Biasini et al., 2014) using structures from the yeast B-complex spliceosome (Plaschka et al.,
2017) as templates, and were docked into the map. Homology models were also made with
SWISS-MODEL for Sad1 and the N-terminal plug and PWI domain of Brr2 using crystal
structures of their fungal homologs (Absmeier et al., 2015a; Hadjivassiliou et al., 2014;
Santos et al., 2012) as templates. The characteristic fold of an RNA-recognition motif (RRM)
domain was visible between U4/U6 stems II and III binding a single-strand segment of U4
snRNA in a canonical mode (Oubridge et al., 1994). Since this density was also visible in
preparations of tri-snRNP alone (Agafonov et al., 2016) we looked for candidate tri-snRNP
proteins with RRM domains. We made a homology model of the only clear candidate,
RBM42, using Phyre2 (Kelley et al., 2015) with yeast U1-70K (Li et al., 2017) as a template,
and the side-chains in the resultant model were well supported by the density. All homology
models were then manually adjusted to fit the density.

Several proteins or domains were built entirely de novo. The remainder of the Brr2
N-terminus linking the plug and PWI domains was observed to meander around most of
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Fig. 6.6 Quality of the human tri-snRNP model. A, Map vs. model FSC for overall tri-snRNP
(dashed grey line) and each body used in multi-body refinement. B–G Density various elements of
the tri-snRNP.
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the tri-snRNP, and was assigned on the basis of density and secondary structure prediction
(Kurowski and Bujnicki, 2003) (Fig. 6.6D). The structure of Prp6 diverges significantly
from its ortholog in the yeast tri-snRNP (Nguyen et al., 2016a) so was built entirely de

novo (Fig. 6.6B). High-resolution density around U5 snRNA loop 1 was assigned to the
N-terminus of Prp28 based on the fit of sidechains to density and its connectivity to the
lower-resolution density for the Prp28 helicase domain (Fig. 6.6C). Sporadic high-resolution
densities around RBM42 and the U4 Sm domain were assigned to Snu66 and built de novo

with the aid of secondary structure predictions and some conservation of contacts in the
yeast and human B-complex structures (Bertram et al., 2017a; Plaschka et al., 2017; Zhan
et al., 2018b). High resolution density connecting U4/U6 stem III and U4 Sm ring could
be assigned to the C-terminus of tri-snRNP protein SNRNP-27K and was built de novo

(Fig. 6.6E).
Some proteins in the tri-snRNP are not well resolved, including U5-40K, the LSm ring,

and the RecA2 domain of Prp28. 3D classification without alignment in RELION could
produce improved densities for these regions. For U5-40K classification was followed by
focused refinement of the entire tri-snRNP foot, producing a map that allowed orientation of
the U5-40K WD40 domain by the position of the N-terminal helix of Prp8 bound on one face.
This model was docked from human P complex (Fica et al., 2019). A homology model for
the LSm ring was prepared using SWISS-MODEL based on the yeast structure (Zhou et al.,
2013), and although not precisely determined, we chose an orientation that maximised the
cross-correlation to the density in Chimera. The second RecA lobe of Prp28 is very flexible
in tri-snRNP and so has very weak density. In the previous medium-resolution study of the
human tri-snRNP (Agafonov et al., 2016), the RecA2 lobe was positioned using crosslinks.
Using the same crosslinking data, we chose a similar position, but moved it further from
Prp8 into the weak density we could observe.

Coordinates for the tri-snRNP were refined in real space using phenix.real_space_-

refine in PHENIX (Afonine et al., 2010) into the composite map from multi-body refine-
ment, applying secondary structure, rotamer, base-pairing, base-stacking, ligand, and metal
coordination restraints. Restraints for inositol hexaphosphate were generated with JLigand
(Lebedev et al., 2012). For the 2,2,7-trimethyl guanosine cap of U4 snRNA, restraints for
the methyl groups were generated using phenix.elbow and added manually to existing
restraints for GDP from the CCP4 monomer library. A data link in PHENIX was used to
connect the cap to residue 1 of U4 snRNA, applying tetrahedral restraints to the bridging
phosphate. RBM42 was additionally restrained using U1A (Oubridge et al., 1994) as a
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reference model. The peripheral domains U5-40K, Prp28 RecA domains, and the LSm ring
were not refined. Refinement statistics are summarised in table 6.5.

The final tri-snRNP model contains 35 proteins and 3 snRNAs (Table 6.6).

Human pre-B complex model building

A list of protein and RNA components included in the preB complex model is given in
Table 6.6. To build a model for pre-B complex, we docked our tri-snRNP model into
the tri-snRNP domain of our pre-B map. To check for any differences in the tri-snRNP
domain, we calculated the difference in density between all of our particles, and the particles
corresponding to pure pre-B complex. While most of the density was identical, we noticed a
well-resolved alpha helix between Dim1 and the Prp8 large domain that connected to lower
resolution density extending over the U4 snRNA stem-loop and Prp4. This density is found in
pre-B particles but not tri-snRNP particles. Since this density was also visible but unassigned
in human B complex (Bertram et al., 2017a; Zhan et al., 2018b) we looked at previously
obtained cross-linking and mass-spectrometry data for human B complex (Bertram et al.,
2017a). We noticed SF3A1 forms a pattern of crosslinks extending C-terminally from the
U2 snRNP first to Prp4, then Prp31, then Prp8 and Prp6, then finally to U5-40K, with these
crosslinks exactly matching the path of this unassigned density (Fig. 6.7). Moreover, SF3A1
also crosslinks with the U4 snRNA (Sharma et al., 2014). On the basis of these crosslinks,
secondary structure prediction, and limited high-resolution density, we assigned one helix
of SF3A1 unambiguously, and modelled the remainder of this C-terminal extension using
idealised poly-alanine helices (Fig. 6.7). Another difference was movement of the Prp28
RecA2 domain, which was mobile and distant from the RecA1 domain in the tri-snRNP.
In our pre-B density we found that this domain was close to the RecA1 domain, although
still similarly mobile. We moved the RecA2 domain closer, but stress that its position is
approximate (Fig. 4.13A). We also noticed that the LSm ring is moved in pre-B relative to
tri-snRNP. Finally, we noticed a pre-B specific low resolution density present between the
Prp6 helical repeats, the U4/U6 duplex and Prp8 RNaseH domain, which after classification
we could improve the density for enough to allow assignment as the core domain of Prp4
kinase (Fig. 6.8D). We docked in the human crystal structure of the apo-form (Gao et al.,
2013).

The remainder of the pre-B density is accounted for by the U1 and U2 snRNPs, and
the relocalised LSm ring. We prepared a composite U1 snRNP model based on existing
crystal structures and docked it into low-resolution density near Prp28 (Fig. 6.8A). Briefly,
the low-resolution crystal structure of the entire U1 snRNP complex (Pomeranz Krummel
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Fig. 6.7 SF3A1 within the tri-snRNP core of pre-B. Crosslinks to the SF3A1 C-terminus observed
in human B-complex (Bertram et al., 2017a) are depicted as red solid lines, disordered peptides as
dashed lines (Prp8: blue, SF3A1: blue/green, Prp31: yellow, Prp4: brown). Low-threshold density
corresponding to SF3A1 is displayed in blue/green, density corresponding to pre-B core is displayed
in grey. High-resolution density corresponding to SF3A1 helix 458–473, as observed in our core
pre-B map, supports attribution of this density to SF3A1.

et al., 2009) was used as a reference to align the high-resolution crystal structures of the U1
Sm ring, 5′SS/U1 duplex, U1C U1-70K (fragment 2–61) (Kondo et al. (2015), PDB 4PJO),
U1-70K RRM (fragment 62–202) (Kondo et al. (2015), PDB 4PKD) and U1-A RRM (Kondo
et al. (2015), PDB 4PKD). The 5′SS was then mutated to match the AdML pre-mRNA.

To achieve a reasonable composite model for the human U2 snRNP, we made a homology
model of SF3a from the crystal structure of yeast SF3a (Lin and Xu, 2012), extracted
coordinates for the U2 snRNA 3′ region, Sm ring, U2A′, and U2B′′ components from the
cryo-EM structure of human P complex (Fica et al., 2019) and aligned both to U2 snRNP in
yeast B complex, giving a model for the U2 snRNP 3′ domain. For the U2 snRNP 5′-domain
we extracted coordinates for SF3b, U2 snRNA 5′ region, and the pre-mRNA branchpoint
sequence from the cryo-EM structure of human Bact complex (Haselbach et al., 2018) and
performed minor rebuilding into EMDB map 4255. The pre-mRNA sequence was mutated to
match AdML pre-mRNA. For the second beta-propeller of SF3B3 we rigid-body docked the
corresponding region from crystal structures (Cretu et al., 2016). For residues 393–462 of
SF3A3 we docked a homology model built with SWISS-MODEL based on yeast B complex
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Fig. 6.8 Quality of the pre-B model. A, Density for the U1 snRNP and fit of the model into the
density. B, Map vs. model FSC for pre-B core (grey line), U1 snRNP (pink line) and SF3B (green
line). C, Density for the U2-snRNP and fit of the model into the density after focused refinement on
SF3B (left) and the overall pre-B map (right). D, Density for Prp4 kinase in the pre-B complex after
three rounds of focused classification.

(Plaschka et al., 2017) and adjusted to the density. The 5′ domain was then re-refined in
real space using phenix.real_space_refine with base pairing and metal coordination
restraints into EMDB map 4255. A homology model for the SF3B4-SF3B2 complex was
made with SWISS-MODEL based on the yeast Hsh49-Cus1 crystal structure (van Roon
et al., 2017) and docked into a peripheral density at the analogous position to that assigned in
yeast B complex (Plaschka et al., 2017). The model for the U2 snRNP 5′ domain was docked
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into a focus-refined map for SF3B (Fig. 6.8C). Our SF3B density was not consistent with the
presence as in Bact of the SF3B6 and SRRM1 proteins, which were therefore removed from
the model. The U2 3′ domain is highly mobile and adopts different positions relative to the
5′ domain in B complex (Bertram et al., 2017a; Plaschka et al., 2017; Zhan et al., 2018b) and
Bact (Haselbach et al., 2018). We observed weak density for the 3′ domain near the 5′ domain,
but not with sufficient signal to unambiguously orient the domain (Fig. 6.8C). We therefore
tried aligning to the relative orientation observed in B or Bact complexes and found that the
B-complex orientation produced the best fit to the density. In yeast B complex, Hsh155
(orthologous to SF3B1) contacts the LSm ring next to U2/U6 helix II (Plaschka et al., 2017).
We docked this interface into our SF3B density and saw that density next to SF3B1 could
indeed be accounted for by the LSm ring and U2/U6 helix II, and so docked structures of the
human orthologs into this density (Fig. 6.8C). Finally, we shifted the entire U2 snRNP/LSm
model back into density for an overall pre-B map, so that its final position would approximate
its average position in pre-B complex. Refinement statistics are summarised in table 6.5.

The final pre-B complex model contains 65 proteins, 5 snRNAs, and the pre-mRNA
(Table 6.6).

6.5.4 Structure visualisation

Figures were generated with PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org), UCSF Chimera (Pettersen
et al., 2004) and ChimeraX (https://www.rbvi.ucsf.edu/chimerax/)

6.6 Data availability

6.6.1 Yeast C complex

The C complex cryo-EM maps have been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank
with accession code EMD-4055 (overall map), EMD-4056 (classification on Prp19 module),
EMD-4057 (classification on helicase module), EMD-4058 (core without WD40 domain)
and EMD-4059 (core with WD40 domain). The coordinates of the C complex atomic
model have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession code 5LJ3 (high-
resolution core model) and 5LJ5 (overall structure). PyMOL sessions are available at
https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/groups/nagai/resources/

http://www.pymol.org
https://www.rbvi.ucsf.edu/chimerax/
https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/groups/nagai/resources/
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6.6.2 Yeast P complex

The P complex cryo-EM maps have been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank
with accession code EMD-3979 (3′SS docked state) and EMD-3980 (3′SS undocked state).
The coordinates of the P complex atomic model have been deposited in the Protein Data
Bank under accession code 6EXN. PyMOL sessions are available at https://www2.mrc-lmb.
cam.ac.uk/groups/nagai/resources/

6.6.3 Human pre-B complex

Cryo-EM maps are deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank under accession numbers
EMD-4658 (tri-snRNP overall map), EMD-4672, EMD-4673, EMD-4674, EMD-4675,
EMD-4676 (the five tri-snRNP multibody maps), EMD-4686 (tri-snRNP after classification
on Prp28), EMD-4665 (pre-B core), EMD-4687 (pre-B with stable U1 snRNP), EMD-4688
(pre-B with stable Prp4 kinase), EMD-4689 (pre-B focused refinement on U1 snRNP), and
EMD-4690 (pre-B focused refinement on SF3B). The atomic models are deposited in the
Protein Data Bank under accession 6QW6 (tri-snRNP) and 6QX9 (pre-B complex).

6.7 CryoEM data statistics

https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/groups/nagai/resources/
https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/groups/nagai/resources/
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Table 6.1 Yeast C complex EM refinement statistics

EM data collection  
3D reconstruction C complex 
Microscope model FEI Titan Krios 
Detector model Gatan K2 Summit 
Number of datasets 4 
Number of micrographs collected ~13,000 
Magnification 81000x, 105000x 
Voltage (kV) 300 
Electron dose (e-Å -2) 37–40 
Pixel size (Å) 1.023, 1.028, 1.12, 1.427 
Defocus range (µm) 0.5–4 
Symmetry imposed 
 

none 

EMDB map entry Initially EMD-4055,  
currently undeposited 

PDB coordinate entry 
 

Initially 5LJ5,  
current model undeposited 

Final particle number 239,539 
Resolution (Å) 
(at FSC = 0.143) 

2.82 

Map sharpening B-factor (Å2) 
 

-46 

Model resolution (Å)  
(at FSC = 0.5) 

3.05 (refined atoms) 
 

Model composition   
Non-hydrogen atoms 
(# refined) 

89,954 (45,032) 

  Protein residues (# refined) 7,447 (4,781) 
  RNA bases (# refined) 458 (281) 
Refinement method (PHENIX) Real-space refinement 
Map CC (around atoms)  0.778 
RMS deviations  
  Bond lengths (Å) 0.005 
  Bond angles (o) 0.889 
Validationa  
  Molprobity score 1.58 
  All-atom clashscore 6.84 
  Rotamer outliers (%) 0.37 
  C-beta deviations 0 
Ramachandran plot  
  Outliers (%) 0.02 
  Allowed (%) 3.2 
  Favoured (%) 96.8 
RNA validation  
  Correct sugar pickers (%) 98 
  Good backbone conformations (%) 69 

 
a The model was validated using the MolProbity server (http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu) 
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Table 6.2 Summary of components modelled into the C complex map

Sub-complexes Protein/RNA Domains Total residues
M.W. 
(Da) Modelled

Template for 
modelling 
(PDB ID)

Modelling Chain ID
Human/S. 

pombe  names

Prp8 N-terminal 1-870 101,767 128-870 5GAN Docked & rebuilt A 220K/Spp42
Large 871-1827 111,525 871-1827 5GAN Docked & rebuilt

RNaseH 1828-2085 29,453 1837-2085 5GAN Docked & rebuilt
Jab1/MPN 2086-2413 36,812 2148-2396 4BGD Rigid docking

Snu114 1008 114,041 67-998 5GAN Docked & rebuilt C 116K/Cwf10
SmB 196 22,403 4-102 5GAN Docked b SmB/SmB

SmD3 110 11,229 4-85 5GAN Docked d SmD3/SmD3
SmD1 146 16,288 1-109 5GAN Docked h SmD1/SmD1
SmD2 110 12,856 15-108 5GAN Docked j SmD2/SmD2
SmF 94 10,373 12-83 5GAN Docked f SmF/SmF
SmE 96 9,659 10-92 5GAN Docked e SmE/SmE
SmG 77 8,479 2-76 5GAN Docked g SmG/SmG

U5 snRNA-L 214 68,847 4-144 De novo U
Msl1 111 12,830 28-111 1A9N Homology modelled Y U2-B"
Lea1 238 27,193 1-167 1A9N Homology modelled W U2-A'
SmB 196 22,403 4-102 5GAN Docked k SmB/SmB

SmD3 110 11,229 4-85 5GAN Docked n SmD3/SmD3
SmD1 146 16,288 1-118 5GAN Docked l SmD1/SmD1
SmD2 110 12,856 15-108 5GAN Docked m SmD2/SmD2
SmF 94 10,373 12-83 5GAN Docked q SmF/SmF
SmE 96 9,659 10-92 5GAN Docked p SmE/SmE
SmG 77 8,479 2-76 5GAN Docked r SmG/SmG

U2 snRNA 1175 363,824 3-150; 1089-1169 De novo Z
U6 U6 snRNA 112 36,088 1-102 De novo V

Prp19 U-box 1-51 5,713 1-51 3JB9 Homology modelled t,u,v,w PRPF19/Cwf8
Coiled-coil 52-143 10,247 78-143 3JB9 Homology modelled

WD40 144-503 40,646
Snt309 175 20,709 12-174 3JB9 Homology modelled s BCAS2/Cwf7

Syf1 859 100,229 21-790 Idealised alpha helices T SYF1/Cwf3
Syf2 215 24,803 95-212 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt y SYF2/Syf2
Clf1 Core 1-271 32,396 1-271 3JB9 Homology modelled & rebuilt S CRNKL1/Cwf4

Peripheral 272-687 50,067 277-556 Idealised alpha helices
Cef1 N-terminal 1-191 21,868 12-191 3JB9 Homology modelled & rebuilt O CDC5L/Cdc5

Middle 192-505 65,905 - Not modelled
C-terminal 506-590 9,994 506-590 3JB9 Homology modelled

Isy1 235 32,992 1-96 De novo G ISY1/Cwf12
Prp45 379 42,483 32-224 3JB9 Homology modelled & rebuilt K SNW1/Prp45
Prp46 451 50,700 111-445 3JB9 Homology modelled & rebuilt J PLRG1/Prp5
Ecm2 364 40,925 6-324 3JB9 Homology modelled & rebuilt N RBM22/Cwf5
Cwc2 339 38,431 3-252 3U1L Docked & rebuilt M RBM22/Cwf2

Cwc15 175 19,935 7-40 3JB9 Homology modelled & rebuilt P CWC15/Cwf15
Bud31 157 18,447 2-156 2MY1 Docked & rebuilt L BUD31/Cwf14
Prp17 455 52,048 50-76; 149-454 5XJC Homology modelled & rebuilt o CDC40/Prp17
Yju2 278 32,312 2-115 De novo D CCDC94/Cwf16

Cwc21 N-terminal 1-64 7,057 2-50 De novo R SRRM2/Cwf21
Coiled-coil 65-135 8,724 64-111 2E62 Homology modelled

Cwc22 MIF4G 1-288 33,187 11-262 4C9B Homology modelled & adjusted H CWC22/Cwf22
MA3 289-577 34,125 289-481 De novo

Cwc25 179 20,374 3-48 De novo F CWC25/Cwf25
Brr2 2,163 246,185 442-2163 4BGD Docked B 200K/Brr2

Prp16 1,071 121,653 338-978 2XAU Homology modelled & adjusted Q DHX38/Prp16
5'-exon 20 6,683 (-16)-(-1) De novo E
Intron 95 30,405 1-10; 54-76 De novo I

Substrate

Helicases

Splicing factors

U5 snRNP

U2 snRNP

NTC

NTC-associated
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Table 6.3 Yeast P complex EM refinement statistics

EM data collection   
3D reconstruction P complex,  

3 SS docked 
P complex,  
3 SS undocked 

Microscope model FEI Titan Krios 
Detector model Gatan K2 Summit 
Number of datasets 2 1 
Number of micrographs collected 3998 2384 
Magnification 105000x, 130000x 105000x 
Voltage (kV) 300 300 
Electron dose (e-Å -2) 45–50 47 
Pixel size (Å) 0.88, 1.12 1.12 
Defocus range (µm) 0.3–4 0.3–4  
Symmetry imposed 
 

none none 

EMDB map entry Initially EMD-3979,  
currently undeposited 

EMD-3980 

PDB coordinate entry 
 

Initially 6EXN,  
current model undeposited 

 

Initial particle number  286,038 206,529 
Final particle number 52,748 24,395 
Resolution (Å) 
(at FSC = 0.143) 

3.30 4.0 

Map sharpening B-factor (Å2) 
 

-55 -80 

Real space refinement and model validation statistics 
Model resolution (Å)  
(at FSC = 0.5) 

3.47 (refined atoms) 
 

No model 

Model composition    
Non-hydrogen atoms 
(# refined) 

80,706 (52,291)  

  Protein residues (# refined) 9,473 (5,668)  
  RNA bases (# refined) 480 (303)  
Refinement method (PHENIX) Real-space refinement  
Map CC (around atoms)  0.768  
RMS deviations   
  Bond lengths (Å) 0.007  
  Bond angles (o) 0.944  
Validationa   
  Molprobity score 1.77  
  All-atom clashscore 7.05  
  Rotamer outliers (%) 0.62  
  C-beta deviations 0  
Ramachandran plot   
  Outliers (%) 0  
  Allowed (%) 5.7  
  Favoured (%) 94.3  
RNA validation   
  Correct sugar pickers (%) 96  
  Good backbone conformations (%) 68  

 
a The model was validated using the MolProbity server (http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu) 
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Table 6.4 Summary of components modelled into the P complex map

Sub-complexes Protein/RNA Domains Total residues
M.W. 
(Da)

Modelled
Modelling 
template 
(PDB ID)

Modelling Chain ID
Human/ S. 

pombe  names

Prp8 N-terminal 1-870 101,767 126-870 5LJ5 Docked & rebuilt A 220K/Spp42
Large 871-1827 111,525 871-1827 4I43 Docked & rebuilt

RNaseH 1828-2085 29,453 1837-2107 4I43 Docked & rebuilt
Snu114 1008 114,041 69-1005 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt C 116K/Cwf10

SmB 196 22,403 4-102 5MQ0 Docked b SmB/SmB
SmD3 110 11,229 4-85 5MQ0 Docked d SmD3/SmD3
SmD1 146 16,288 1-109 5MQ0 Docked h SmD1/SmD1
SmD2 110 12,856 15-108 5MQ0 Docked j SmD2/SmD2
SmF 94 10,373 12-83 5MQ0 Docked f SmF/SmF
SmE 96 9,659 10-92 5MQ0 Docked e SmE/SmE
SmG 77 8,479 2-76 5MQ0 Docked g SmG/SmG

U5 snRNA-L 214 68,847 1-175 5NRL Docked & rebuilt 5

Msl1 111 12,830 24-111 5LJ5 Docked Y U2-B"
Lea1 238 27,193 2-167 5LJ5 Docked W U2-A'
SmB 196 22,403 12-102 5LJ5 Docked k SmB/SmB

SmD3 110 11,229 4-85 5LJ5 Docked n SmD3/SmD3
SmD1 146 16,288 1-101 5LJ5 Docked l SmD1/SmD1
SmD2 110 12,856 17-108 5LJ5 Docked m SmD2/SmD2
SmF 94 10,373 12-84 5LJ5 Docked q SmF/SmF
SmE 96 9,659 10-93 5LJ5 Docked p SmE/SmE
SmG 77 8,479 2-76 5LJ5 Docked r SmG/SmG

U2 snRNA 1175 363,824
3-69; 100-150;1089-

1169
5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt 2

U6 U6 snRNA 112 36,088 1-102 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt 6

Prp19 U-box 1-51 5,713 1-51 5LJ5 Docked t,u,v,w PRPF19/Cwf8
Coiled-coil 52-143 10,247 78-143 5LJ5 Docked

WD40 144-503 40,646 -
Snt309 175 20,709 12-174 5LJ5 Docked s BCAS2/Cwf7

Syf1 859 100,229 21-807 5LJ5 Docked T SYF1/Cwf3
Syf2 215 24,803 95-212 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt y SYF2/Syf2
Clf1 Core 1-271 32,396 12-256 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt S CRNKL1/Cwf4

Periphery 272-687 50,067 260-556 5LJ5 Docked
Cef1 N-terminal 1-252 29,000 3-252 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt O CDC5L/Cdc5

Middle 253-505 28,773 - Not modelled
C-terminal 506-590 9,994 506-590 5LJ5 Docked & rebuilt

Prp45 379 42,483 31-224 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt K SNW1/Prp45
Prp46 451 50,700 110-451 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt J PLRG1/Prp5
Ecm2 364 40,925 7-324 5LJ5 Docked & rebuilt N RBM22/Cwf5
Cwc2 339 38,431 3-257 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt M RBM22/Cwf2

Cwc15 175 19,935 3-42; 126-137; 155-175 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt P CWC15/Cwf15
Bud31 157 18,447 2-157 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt L BUD31/Cwf14

Yju2 278 32,312 128-225 De novo D CCDC94/Cwf16
Prp18 251 28,377 76-247 1DVK Docked & rebuilt a PRPF18/Prp18
Prp17 455 52,048 50-76; 149-454 5XJC Homology modelled & rebuilt o CDC40/Prp17
Slu7 382 44,637 30-345 De novo c SLU7/Slu7

Cwc21 N-terminal 1-64 7,057 2-26 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt R SRRM2/Cwf21
Coiled-coil 65-135 8,724 64-111 5LJ5 Docked

Cwc22 MIF4G 1-288 33,187 11-262 5LJ5 Docked H CWC22/Cwf22
MA3 289-577 34,125 289-486 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt

Helicases Prp22 1,145 130,011 294-306 De novo V DHX8/Prp22

476-1104 3KX2
Homology modelled and 

adjusted

5'-exon 20 6,683 (-14) - (-1) 5MQ0 Docked & rebuilt E
3'-exon 32 (+1) - (+2) De novo E

9,594 (+3) - (+13) Backbone only
(+15) - (+19) 5LTA Docked and mutated

Intron 95 30,405 1-16; 56-73;91-95 De novo I

Splicing factors

Substrate

U5 snRNP

U2 snRNP

NTC

NTR
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Table 6.5 Human tri-snRNP and pre-B complex EM refinement statistics

EM data collection     
Microscope model FEI Titan Krios 
Detector model Gatan K2 Summit 
Number of datasets 5 
Number of micrographs collected 27931 
Magnification 130000x 
Voltage (kV) 300 
Electron dose (e-Å -2) 44 – 57 
Pixel size (Å) 1.022 
Defocus range (µm) 1–3.5 
Symmetry imposed 
 

none 

3D reconstruction U5.U4/U6 tri-snRNP Pre-B spliceosome 
core 

Pre-B, SF3B focused 
refinement 

Pre-B, U1 snRNP 
focused refinement 

EMDB map entry EMD-4658 EMD-4665 EMD-4690 EMD-4689 
PDB coordinate entry 
 

6QW6 6QX9 6QX9 6QX9 

Initial particle number  1,147,653 1,477,221 1,477,221 1,477,221 
Final particle number 585,488 86,146 23,113 18,974 
Resolution (Å) 
(at FSC = 0.143) 

2.92 3.25 27 28 

Map sharpening B-factor (Å2) 
 

-56 -43 Not sharpened Not sharpened 

Real space refinement and model validation statistics   
Model resolution (Å)  
(at FSC = 0.5) 

3.5 (all atoms) 
3.1 (multibody Core) 
3.4 (multibody Brr2) 
3.4 (multibody Foot) 
4.2 (multibody U4) 
3.8 (multibody Prp4) 

3.9 27 31 

Model composition      
Non-hydrogen atoms 
(# refined) 

89,018 (81,105) 137,390 (789) 38,999 (21,987) 137,390 (0) 

  Protein residues (# refined) 10,339 (9355) 15,577 (97) 4532 (2670) 15,577 (0) 
  RNA bases (# refined) 272 (267) 567 (0) 128 (49) 567 (0) 
Refinement method (PHENIX) Real-space refinement Only refined around 

SF3A1 CTD 
Real-space refinement of 
SF3B into EMD-4255 

Not refined 

Map CC (around atoms)  0.7638 0.7143 0.8206  
RMS deviations     
  Bond lengths (Å) 0.009 0.005 0.010  
  Bond angles (o) 1.105 0.624 1.034  
Validationa     
  Molprobity score 2.02 1.52 1.79  
  All-atom clashscore 8.98 5.8 6.37  
  Rotamer outliers (%) 1.66 0 0.98  
  C-beta deviations 1 0 0  
Ramachandran plot     
  Outliers (%) 0.09 0 0.08  
  Allowed (%) 5.35 4.30 6.79  
  Favoured (%) 94.56 96.70 93.13  
RNA validation     
  Correct sugar pickers (%) 97 NA 96  
  Good backbone conformations (%) 74 NA 71  

 
a The model was validated using the MolProbity server (http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu) 
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Table 6.6 Summary of components modelled into the pre-B complex map

Sub-
complex Protein/RNA Domains Total residues Residues modelled

Model template 
(PDB ID) Modelling Chain ID

S.cerevisiae 
name

N-terminal 1-658 25-51; 58-73; 84-362; 369-658 6QDV docked and rebuilt
Large 679-1766 679-1355; 1363-1766 6QDV docked and rebuilt

RNaseH 1767-2019 1767-2019 6QDV docked and rebuilt
Jab1/MpN 2067-2335 2067-2335 6QDV docked and rebuilt

N-terminal 1 1-106 36-97 - de novo
Plug 107-180 110-180 5DCA docked and rebuilt

N-terminal linker 181-256 195-223 ; 238-243 - de novo
PWI 257-391 257-364 4RVQ homology modelled docked and rebuilt

NC clamp 392-474 405-474 5DCA docked and rebuilt
N-terminal helicase 475-1299 475-1299 4F91 docked and rebuilt
C-terminal helicase 1300-2136 1300-2125 4F91 docked and rebuilt

SNU114 972 105-956 6QDV docked and rebuilt 5C Snu114
U5-40K 357 58-356 6QDV rigid body fitted 5O -

SmB 240 6-50 ; 61-88 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 5b SmB
SmD1 119 2-82 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 51 SmD1
SmD2 118 10-77 ;  87-116 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 52 SmD2
SmD3 126 1-84 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 53 SmD3
SmF 86 3-75 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 5f SmF
SmE 92 14-90 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 5e SmE
SmG 76 3-76 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 5g SmG

U5 snRNA 117 3-38 ; 44-78 ; 85-117 6QDV docked and rebuilt 5 U5 snRNA
N-terminal 1-285 18-28 ; 72-165 ; 236-285 - de novo

Helical repeats 286-941 286-533; 536-587 ; 590-937 - de novo
N-terminal 1-380 158-203 ; 241-255 ; 270-380 - de novo

Helicase domain 1 381-626 381-626 4NHO rigid body fitted
Helicase domain 2 627-820 627-694; 703-723 ;728-806 4NHO rigid body fitted

DIM1 142 2-142 1QGV docked and rebuilt 5D Dib1
PRP31 499 59-74 ; 89-255 ; 266-333 ; 341-390 2OZB docked and rebuilt 4C Prp31
PRP4 522 164-522 5NRL homology modelled, rebuilt 4B Prp4
PRP3 683 385-395 ; 412-427 ; 434-475 ; 493-605 ; 627-682 5NRL homology modelled, rebuilt 4A Prp3

SNU13 128 6-128 5NRL homology modelled, rebuilt 4D Snu13
SmB 240 8-89 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 4b SmB

SmD1 119 2-82 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 41 SmD1
SmD2 118 22-113 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 42 SmD2
SmD3 126 3-85 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 43 SmD3
SmF 86 4-75 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 4f SmF
SmE 92 14-89 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 4e SmE
SmG 76 3-76 4WZJ docked and rebuilt 4g SmG
LSM2 95 1-95 4M7D rigid body fitted 62 LSM2
LSM3 102 14-98 4M7D rigid body fitted 63 LSM3
LSM4 139 2-74 4M7D rigid body fitted 64 LSM4
LSM5 91 7-88 4M7D rigid body fitted 65 LSM5
LSM6 80 6-77 4M7D rigid body fitted 66 LSM6
LSM7 103 11-87 4M7D rigid body fitted 67 LSM7
LSM8 96 2-96 4M7D rigid body fitted 68 LSM8

5' domain 1-84 1-52 ; 55-70 ; 73-80 2OZB docked and rebuilt, de novo
3' domain 85-145 85-96 ; 105-133 ; 138-145 4WZJ docked and rebuilt

U6 snRNA 106 31-36 ; 47-77 ; 103-106 (preB 85 - 95) de novo 6 U6 snRNA
RBM42 480 369-474 5UZ5 homology modelled, manually adjusted R -
SNU66 800 550-576 ; 631-651 ; 699-759 ; 766-777 ; 782-786 - de novo S Snu66
SAD1 565 100-555 4MSX homology modelled, manually adjusted U Sad1
SmB 240 6-91 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1b SmB

SmD1 119 2-82 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 11 SmD1
SmD2 118 11-77 ; 88-114 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 12 SmD2
SmD3 126 3-83 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 13 SmD3
SmF 86 2-75 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1f SmF
SmE 92 14-90 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1e SmE
SmG 76 4-76 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1g SmG
U1-A 282 6-103 4PKD, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1A Mud1
U1-C 159 2-51 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1C Snp1

U1-70K 437 2-202 4PJO, 4PKD, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1K Yhc1
U1 snRNA 164 1-164 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted 1 U1 snRNA

SmB 240 6-87 6QDV rigid body fitted 2b SmB
SmD1 119 1-80 6QDV rigid body fitted 21 SmD1
SmD2 118 13-78 ; 87-115 6QDV rigid body fitted 22 SmD2
SmD3 126 2-84 6QDV rigid body fitted 23 SmD3
SmF 86 4-75 6QDV rigid body fitted 2f SmF
SmE 92 11-91 6QDV rigid body fitted 2e SmE
SmG 76 4-76 6QDV rigid body fitted 2g SmG

SF3B1 1304 398-415 ; 457-1304 6FF4 rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted B1 Hsh155
SF3B2 895 458-602 ; 604-667 6FF4 rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted B2 Cus1
SF3B3 1217 1-645 ; 663-691 ; 695-830 ; 834-1068 ; 1078-1217 6FF4, 5IFE rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted B3 Rse1
SF3B4 424 12-89 6FF4 rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted B4 Hsh49
SF3B5 86 12-80 6FF4 rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted B5 Ysf3
PHF5A 110 2-101 6FF4 rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted BP Rds3
SF3A1 793 160-282 ; 422-447 (polyAla); 455-473 4DGW homology modeled rigid body fitted A1 Prp21
SF3A2 464 41-85 ; 104-126 ; 133-209 4DGW homology modeled rigid body fitted A2 Prp11
SF3A3 501 1-229 ; 279-362 ; 393-461 4DGW, 5NRL homology modeled rigid body fitted A3 Prp9
U2A' 255 2-163 6QDV rigid body fitted 2A Lea1
U2B'' 225 3-94 6QDV rigid body fitted 2B Msl1

U2 snRNA 189 3-13 ; 32-65 ; 96-109 ; 147-184 6FF4, 6QDV rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted 2 U2 snRNA
Pre-B 

specific 
Prp4 Kinase 1007 657-1007 4IAN rigid body fitted K -

branch sequence 88-102 6FF4 rebuild in EMDB 4225 rigid body fitted I
5'ss -2 - 8 4PJO, 3CW1 rigid body fitted I

Prp8

Brr2

Prp6

U2 snRNP

Substrate pre-mRNA

U5

tri-snRNP 
proteins

U1 snRNP

U4/U6 di-
snRNP

PRP8 5A

BRR2

PRP6

DDX23/hPRP28

5B

5J

5X Prp28

U4 snRNA 4 U4 snRNA
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